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1. Introduction

The aim of this introductory chapter is to point out the motivations behind this
work, give an overview on the following contents and highlight our contribution
with respect to the current state of the art.

1.1. Motivations
Mobile computing is changing the way researchers, developers and users think
about distributed computing systems. Today's hardware is experiencing a
rapid grow of computing and communication capabilities quite always corre-
sponding to a symmetric reduction in size of the resulting devices. This trend
poses the basis for many di�erent computing scenarios where the �nal user
may be equipped with multiple, small computing devices without constraining
its ability to move in the surrounding environment. Among those scenarios,
one of the most challenging is that of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs). In
this last case, the network infrastructure is totally absent and nodes agree to
relay each other's packets towards their ultimate destinations, thus forming an
overall cooperative infrastructure.

A number of situations can be considered as an ideal deployment scenario for
MANETs. In particular, all those cases where a �xed communication infras-
tructure does not exist or cannot be relied upon, such as during distaster recov-
ery, can gain advantages from the unique features of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks.
However, this kind of network environments are more di�cult to implement
than traditional �xed networks because of their inherent dinamicity and the
lack of global knowledge on the network topology. The issues one has to face
in designing and implementing software systems to be deployed on MANETs
impact on all network layers, from the access medium up to the application
level. In this last context in particular, the developer has typically to deal with
frequent disconnections and highly varying data transfer rates.

1



1. Introduction

In light of the peculiar features of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks, many well
known communication paradigms cannot �nd in these infrastructure-less net-
work environments a comfortable deployment scenario. However, the strong
decoupling between information producers and consumers the Publish-Subscribe
model fosters seems very well �tted to loosely coupled scenarios
such as MANETs. In the Publish-Subscribe interaction style, subscribers ex-
press interest in some kind of event (or event pattern) and can be possibly
noti�ed in case some other node in the system publishes an event matching
their interests. Events are routed from publishers to the intended subscribers
by a dispatching infrastructure, this last typically implemented with a set of
interconnected dispatching servers. All the communications between publish-
ers and subscribers are asynchronous as well as fully decoupled in time and
space [16]. However, the Publish-Subscribe communication paradigm could not
be deployed on MANETs without taking into account the inherent dinamicity
of the environment, mainly due to nodes mobility. For this reason, event-based
systems to be deployed on MANETs have to be provided with suitable recon-
�guration mechanisms capable of facing issues like frequent link breakages and
node joining or leaving the system at unpredictable points in time.

In particular, the problem of dealing with such network scenarios in Publish-
Subscribe systems can be considered as composed of three subproblems: the
�rst is how to recon�gure the interconnection topology among dispatchers in
response to link breakages and nodes joining or leaving the system; the second
is how to rearrange the events routes with respect to the recon�gured topology
and the third is how to minimize the overall loss of events. While the works
in [42], [12] and [10] propose e�cient solutions to the second problem and the
approaches reported in [9] are promising solutions in response to the third
problem, at the moment of writing the existing literature does not report any
suitable mechanisms for dealing with the �rst issue. Therefore, this work aims
at facing the challenge of providing a Publish-Subscribe system with suitable
mechanisms for maintaining and exploiting an application level interconnection
topology when the system has to be deployed on MANETs. In doing that, we
will focus on acyclic peer-to-peer topologies [6], as [42], [12] and [10] make the
same assumption. In the following Section we will give a brief overview on the
contents of this work.

1.2. Overview
Before going deeper into the details of how we faced the problem, designed the
solution, implemented a working software component and validated as well as
2



1.2. Overview

evaluated its features, in Chapter 2 the reader is �rst introduced to the ba-
sic concepts of Publish-Subscribe systems and Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks. For
what concerns the �rst subject, we brie�y describe the event-based interaction
style with its basic primitives while highlighting the strong decoupling in space,
time and synchronization it fosters. To give the reader a deeper insight into
the details of the paradigm, a comparison with other well-known communica-
tion styles for distributed computing systems, namely pure message passing
systems, remote invocation-based systems and shared space-based systems, is
also provided. After that, we survey the di�erent �avors and variations of the
Publish-Subscribe model with emphasis on the possible choices of subscription
schemes and server interconnection topologies, being these lasts aspects of par-
ticular importance in this work. We then focus our attention on the possible
issues in implementing such communication style and how these are handled in
the existing systems In doing that, we pose particular attention to the recon-
�guration problem, i.e. the issues arising when event-based systems have to be
deployed in highly dynamic environments. For what concerns Mobile Ad-Hoc
Networks, they are introduced by highlighting the di�erences with respect to
�xed networks environments. In particular, our goal is to point out where and
why we cannot rely on many of the assumptions of the classical distributed
systems theory. The di�erent challenges posed by such network scenarios in
the �eld of scalability, quality of service, security and data routing are also
discussed.

Chapter 3 illustrates how we approached and analyzed the problem. We
�rst clearly identify the assumptions we can rely upon as well as the require-
ments that have to be satis�ed by our Overlay Manager. A carefull analysis
of these lasts through the use of context diagrams allowed us to recognize how
the problem we were facing had strong similarities with already faced issues in
the �eld of group communications on Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks. In light of this
fact, we then analyze and compare three existing multicast routing protocols
for MANETs, namely On Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) [7],
DVMRP with wireless extensions [14] and Multicast Ad-Hoc On-Demand Dis-
tance Vector (MAODV) [45]. At the end of the comparison, we sum up the
insight we gained and motivate why MAODV can constitute a good starting
point in devising a solution to our problem. However, this choice calls for a
more precise understanding of the procedures and mechanisms of the protocol.
To address this need, we then develop and illustrate a formal description of
the algorithm based on colored Petri nets. This particular way of analyzing
MAODV allowed us to identify a set of possible issues not clearly described in
the existing literature as well as a set of potential improvements. These lasts

3



1. Introduction

are introduced in the �nal section of Chapter 3, this with the goal of illustrat-
ing to the reader the questions we will answer in the following Chapter.

In Chapter 4 we show how we adapted the protocol to suit our needs as
well as how we modi�ed it in order to address the issues identi�ed at the end
of Chapter 3. We �rst highlight the modi�cations needed in order to run the
mechanisms at the application level with the only aim of maintaining the inter-
connection topology among dispatchers. With respect to this issue, we describe
the �elds we added to the protocol's control messages as well as the routines
we modi�ed or removed. We then proceed by showing the modi�cations we
propose in the �eld of request propagation and replies generation. In partic-
ular, we illustrate how better delivery ratios and savings in control overhead
could be gained by exploiting members of the interconnection topology in the
request propagation process. We also show how we are able to do that while
keeping the acyclicity constraint by adding a binary �ag in the request message
and observing at each node a simple forwarding rule we devised. After that we
illustrate how the potential concerns regarding the management of the Group
Leader process can be solved by modifying the conditions under which a node
is allowed to respond. In addition, we also explain how the issues arising when
an activation message gets lost can be handled with a simple group leader
election mechanism we propose. Having all this modi�cations in mind, we are
then able to illustrate how the partition merging procedure can be considered,
without any loss in performance, as a particular case of the now more general
reconnection procedure of the modi�ed algorithm. At the end of the chapter
we report how our claims regarding a better overall behavior of the protocol
are supported by simulation results obtained by comparing the modi�ed algo-
rithm with the original protocol.

The design of the software component is illustrated in Chapter 5. There
we illustrate how, in our opinion, a developer can approach the problem of
deploying an existing Publish-Subscribe middleware on MANETs. Starting
from these last considerations we highlight how we designed a general purpose
Overlay Manager capable of addressing di�erent needs and we also show how
we can ful�ll this requirement by leveraging on code reuse and well designed
interfaces. In particular, we �rst describe a general solution, able not only of
proactively maintaining the overall interconnection topology among dispatch-
ers but also of providing the developer with suitable APIs for exploiting such
a topology. Its description is given from both a static as well as a dynamic
standpoint and the details of the underlying implementation and the acces-
sory facilities such as logging and XML-based con�guration are also provided.
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Then we describe how we derived from the general approach a more tailored
solution capable of gracefully integrating into the REDS framework, a Publish-
Subscribe middleware developed at Politecnico di Milano and speci�cally tar-
geted to highly dynamic environments. In that case the topology maintenance
becomes reactive instead of proactive, in the sense that the REDS middleware
explicitly requires the recon�guration of the interconnection topology while
directly managing the data transport services. Still, both the static as well as
dynamic views are reported. The details of how we carried out the integra-
tion are illustrated aiming at showing the conceptual path a developer has to
follow for integrating our component into an existing system. At the end of
Chapter 5 we also provide a description of the component's parameters along
with some hopefully useful hints for identifying suitable values for each of them.

The validation and evaluation of our solution is reported in Chapter 6.
For what concerns the �rst aspect we point out the lack of suitable tools
for testing and validating code to be deployed on MANETs. In response to
this need we describe how we set up a special-purpose testing environment
based on emulated virtual machines running standard Linux kernels. With
this tool we checked for the correctness of our solutions both as a general
component as well as in the context of the REDS middleware; moreover, we
have also been able to exploit well-founded testing approaches such as the
white-box and black-box testing. After that we illustrate how, at the end of
the testing phase, we evaluated our solution in a real setting. As done before
for the validation stage, we �rst highlight how a few previous works in the
existing literature can provide valuable insights into the problem of designing
and setting up real scenarios for evaluating distributed systems running on
MANETs. For this reason, we had to strike a balance between some of the
mobility models usually found in software simulators and what our voluntary
users spontaneously would be willing to do. The mobility scenarios resulting
from these reasonings constituted a set of guidelines we have given to our users,
whose details are brie�y but carefully illustrated. After that we describe the
experimental setup for each test run, how we instrumented the code and the
measures taken in the di�erent scenarios. This description is repeated for the
general component as well as for the REDS middleware. At the end of each
set of measurements we report the results obtained and comment on those.
Finally, at the end of the chapter we also summarize the most relevent lessons
we have learned from this particular experience of evaluating a distributed
system running on MANETs in real scenarios.
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Chapter 7 concludes the work. There we summarize the results we obtained
while pointing out some directions for future works in the �elds of distributed
computing systems, mobile computing and software engineering.

1.3. Contributions
The main contribution of this work resides in providing the missing build-
ing block for solving a bigger problem, namely that of e�ciently enabling
the Publish-Subscribe paradigm on dynamic environments such as Mobile
Ad-Hoc Networks. In particular, this work actually provides the assumptions
on which [42], [12] and [10] built their reasonings, this with the ultimate goal of
allowing even e�cient, content-based routing on MANETs. As the evaluation
of our software component integrated into the REDS middleware exempli�es,
this goal is actually achieved. We think our contribution is also ampli�ed
by the high reusability of our component, capable of providing its mecha-
nisms to an existing system with a small e�ort in the integration process. In
particular, while our general solution can constitute an easy and o�-the-shelf
plug-in component for subject or type-based Publish-Subscribe systems, our
second tailored approach can be considered as a more speci�c solution for
content-based event noti�cation services.

To hit our ultimate target, we think we have also given original contribu-
tions in di�erent �elds ranging from algorithms for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networking
to testing, validation and evaluation of systems to be deployed on MANETs.
In particular, we �rst deeply analyzed an existing protocol such as MAODV
aiming at adapting it to our needs. Along that way, we identi�ed a set of mod-
i�cations and improvements that, while providing better performances in the
scenarios we are considering, can also also applicable outside those particular
environments. This last claim has been con�rmed by the simulation results
we report at the end of Chapter 4, where we evaluate our modi�ed algorithm
against the original MAODV. There, the reader can observe how the modi-
�cations we propose are able to provide improvements in the packet delivery
ratio while decreasing the control overhead of the protocol. These performance
gains are present both in the particular scenarios we target (where they are
actually more remarkable), as well as in more general contexts.

Along the way to the deployment of our solution we also faced the issue of
testing the code that we were going to run on actual devices. Even if many
software for MANETs simulation already exist, they do not allow the developer
to validate the same code that he is willing to deploy. To address this need,
6
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we set up a speci�c testing environments composed of emulated Linux virtual
machines with a particular network con�guration able to simulate a Mobile
Ad-Hoc Network. This particular approach is obviously applicable outside the
context of this particular work to validate any software system targeted to
highly dynamic environments. The interest of the research and open-source
communities in this approach is exempli�ed at the VNUML Home Page [33].
As illustrated in Chapter 7, this contribution also opens up new directions for
future works aiming at improving this testing environment.

As we already mentioned before, existing works on Publish-Subscribe rarely
report results obtained via simulation or real experiments. Therefore, the
evaluation of our solution in a real setting can be considered as our conclud-
ing contribution. For that purpose, we had to bridge the distance between
mobility models used in synthetic software simulators and real life scenarios.
This evaluation allowed us to precisely tune the working parameters of the sys-
tem as well as gather multiple data on the behavior of our solution in several
scenarios. In particular, we have been able to experiment with very di�erent
mobility patterns ranging from the classical Random Waypoint mobility model
with walking users to a City-like environment with user on cars. We think the
lessons we learned from this experience, reported at the end of Chapter 6,
can also be useful for those willing to evaluate software systems running on
MANETs.
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One of the central aspects of this work is that of combining two previously
separated research �elds: the one of Publish-Subscribe systems (also called event
noti�cation services) and the one of wireless multi-hop ad-hoc networks. In this
section we will introduce the main peculiarities and current challenges in those
�elds, with the goal of giving the reader the knowledge and the backgrounds
needed to understand the following parts of the work.

2.1. Publish-Subscribe systems
Well adapted to loosely coupled systems in small to large scale applications,
the Publish-Subscribe communication paradigm has recently gained increas-
ing attention. We will now illustrate the peculiar features of this interaction
style, the di�erences between the event-based paradigm and the other well-
known communication paradigms and the issues that may arise in designing
and implementing this kind of systems. In doing that, we will pose particular
attention to the recon�guration problem, which constitutes one of the basic
building blocks of the problem we are facing.

2.1.1. The event-based paradigm
In the Publish-Subscribe interaction style subscribers can express their inter-
est in events (or patterns of events) by means of some well-de�ned subscription
language. In doing that, they access what is usually called a dispatching infras-
tructure and invoke on that a set of prede�ned functions for expressing their
subscriptions. The dispatching infrastructure is in charge of collecting sub-
scriptions from interested clients and matching them against events published
by other clients in the system. When an event in the system occurs, the event
noti�cation service identi�es those subscribers that registered interest in that
given event and noti�es them that a particular event they are interested in has
just been published by some other client in the system. Notice that subscribers
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and publishers are not necessarily disjoint sets.

The communication between publishers and subscribers is mediated by the
dispatching infrastructure. This last should provide a suitable interface for
clients willing to participate to the system. At a minimum, the dispatching
infrastructure should export three functions, summarized in Table 2.1. Sub-
scribers typically express their interest in some kind of event by means of a
function subscribe made available by the dispatching infrastructure. Notice
that subscribers do not know whether they will eventually notify or not. In ad-
dition, they also ignore the e�ective sources of events at the time they express
their subscriptions at the dispatching infrastructure. On calling the subscribe
function, the dispatching infrastructure registers the identity of the subscriber
and the given event pattern in a suitable data structure called subscription
table. This information remains stored until the same subscriber calls the sym-
metric function unsubscribe. The information related to subscriptions and
subscribers is never forwarded to potential publishers because the dispatching
infrastructure has no knowlodge about them until these lasts actually publish
events. A publisher calls the publish function when a certain event occurs.
The event service propagates a noti�cation of that event to the set of relevant
subscribers, identi�ed by looking at the current subscription table. In case
there are no failures in the system, every subscriber will be eventually noti�ed
on the occurrence of every event it is interested in. The main goal of this kind
of systems is therefore to support event selection and delivery in an e�cient
and reliable manner.

Table 2.1.: Minimum interface of a simple dispatching infrastructure.
subscribe(event e)
unsubscribe(event e)
publish(event e)

The real strength of this interaction style for distributed computing lies
in the full decoupling between information producers and consumers. This
decoupling can be further analyzed along three dimensions [16]:

• Space decoupling: the two parties usually do not know each other,
all the communications go through the dispatching infrastructure that is
in charge of providing subscription storing and event �ltering facilities.
This feature obviously comprises drawbacks in the �eld of security, but
is usually considered as one of the peculiarities of the Publish-Subscribe
interaction style.

10
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• Time decoupling: consumers and producers of events do not need to
be active at the same time. As we will see in the following subsections,
there exist event-based systems that provide events storing services, i.e.
they not only store subscriptions, but also events. A subscriber can
therefore express its interest in a particular event, disconnect from the
system and when it will later reconnect it will be noti�ed on those events
that occurred when it was not able to receive data.

• Synchronization decoupling: as per the de�nition of synchronization
coupling given in [43], we can a�rm that the Publish-Subscribe paradigm
provides fully asynchronous communication at both subscribers and pub-
lishers. In fact, publishers are not blocked while producing events and
subscribers can get noti�ed through a callback while they are engaged in
some concurrent task.

Producer Dispatching infrastructure Consumer

Publish event

Publish event

Publish event

Event notification

Event notification

Event notification

Figure 2.1.: The Publish-Subscribe interaction style with the decoupling in
space, time and synchronization it fosters.

The typical interaction between publishers and subscribers is synthesized
in Figure 2.1. Orthogonal to the above classi�cation is the one reported in
[19] that focuses on data delivery mechanisms: push vs. pull, periodic vs.
aperiodic, unicast vs. multicast. However, we believe that the classi�cation
we reported better emphasizes those peculiar features of the Publish-Subscribe
paradigm that each application developer should carefully consider in designing
a fully-decoupled distributed system. For having a deeper insight into the
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Publish-Subscribe paradigm, it can now be interesting to brie�y compare this
communication model with other interaction styles today available in the �eld
of distributed computing, namely message passing, remote invocations and
shared spaces [16].

• Pure message passing systems are becoming rare nowadays due to
problems of reliability, physical addressing, data serialization and mar-
shalling. However, many today-operational systems use communication
facilities based on message exchanges: these approaches are usually re-
ferred to as Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM) [2]. Furthermore, this
interaction style naturally implements the theoretical approaches of the
classical distributed systems theory; thus, message passing primitives are
now more often used as building blocks of more complex systems. By
comparing this interaction style with the event-based paradigm just in-
troduced one could easily recognize that message passing is asynchronous
for the producer, while message consumption at the consumer is gener-
ally synchronous1. In addition, one should also notice that producer and
consumer of data must be active at the same time and the message re-
ceiver must be known at the sender side, hence the two end-points of the
communication are coupled both in time and space.

• The remote invocation paradigm is based on the intent of porting the
well-known concept of operation invocation originated in programming
languages to a distributed scenario. This communication style, in its
simplest incarnations, obviously needs a strong synchronization between
caller and callee. This also implies time (caller and callee must be active
at the same time) and space (the caller must obtain a reference to the
callee for performing the remote invocation) coupling. However, there
are also e�orts aiming to make the resulting tight coupling among com-
munication parties weaker (see the oneway modi�er in CORBA [35]).
The interested reader should compare Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 for a
better insight on how remote invocation-based systems can di�er from
event-based ones.

• Shared spaces-based systems goes a step further with respect to the
remote invocation paradigm. They provide the application developer

1Even if asynchronous primitives for receiving messages do exist, they are in fact only a
way of checking for data availability in the incoming bu�er. If there is data waiting to
be processed, the primitive returns the message just received. Otherwise, if the incoming
bu�er is empty, then the primitive does not block waiting for data from the network.
However, sooner or later the system will be forced to block because the application's
logic needs the data carried in the message.
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Producer Consumer

Procedure call

Procedure completed

Figure 2.2.: RPC and derivatives - the consumer performs a synchronous call,
which is then processed by the producer.

with the powerful abstraction of having a distributed shared memory
space that can be used to exchange information via read/write operations
on shared variables or objects [30]. This interaction style o�ers both time
and space decoupling since shared data (usually in the form of tuples)
can be produced and consumed at di�erent points in time and the two
communication parties do not need to know each other. However, at
least at the consumer side the data are read from the shared space in a
synchronous manner and hence the system can behave asynchronously
only at the producer side. As in the previous case, Figure 2.3 compared
with Figure 2.1 can give a better understanding of the di�erences we are
highlighting.

Producer Logical container Consumer

Insert data

Get data

Data returned

Figure 2.3.: Distributed shared memory systems - producers insert data asyn-
chronously while consumers read synchronously.
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Summing up, the insights we gained by comparing the Publish-Subscribe paradigm
with other communication styles are fairly simple to explain: time and space
decoupling is achieved thanks to the dispatching infrastructure that mediates
all the communications between data producers and consumers. Where this
infrastructure lacks, time and/or space decoupling is fairly di�cult to obtain.

2.1.2. Publish-Subscribe �avors and variations
The basic Publish-Subscribe paradigm can be implemented in various ways,
each of them being well-suited to some particular application or deployment
scenario. Two characteristics are worth a particular attention: the way sub-
scribers can express the events they are interested in (usually called subscrip-
tion schema) and the particular architecture of the dispatching infrastructure
(often termed as interconnection topology). These two orthogonal aspects are
now brie�y introduced.

Subscription schema

The way subscribers can express their interest in a particular event strongly
in�uences the subscription language and hence the overall e�ciency of the
system. The exiting literature distinguishes among topic-based, content-based
and type-based systems.

• The topic-based subscription schema is based on the notion of topic or
subject, a concept used to group events published in the system in not
necessarily disjoint sets. Publishers generate events belonging to one or
more topics, while subscribers express interest in some of these topics and
will therefore receive noti�cations about events published in that partic-
ular "channel". When the Publish-Subscribe paradigm is used with this
subscription schema, the resulting system strongly recall group commu-
nication facilities. In fact, the operation of subscribing to a topic can be
seen as joining a communication group. Topics can also be organized in
some form of hierarchy in such a way that clients subscribing to a certain
topic will be noti�ed on events belonging to that and all the topics down
in the hierarchy.

• Content-based systems use a di�erent approach with subscriptions ex-
pressed in terms of the actual content or properties of the published
events. This implies that the way an event is represented should be care-
fully designed in order to precisely de�ne the semantics of subscriptions
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with respect to events. The dispatching infrastructure should also be
able to e�ciently match the content of a given event against a poten-
tially very large set of di�erent subscriptions. Usually, the subscription
language de�nes a set of constraints the events must satisfy in order to
be forwarded toward the interested subscribers. These constraints are
typically composed of a set of name-value pairs and a set of well-de�ned
comparators that can be logically combined to form a complex subscrip-
tion pattern. Each value has also a type for ensuring well-de�ned ordering
and equality relations. Examples of a subscription and a matching event
for a content-based system are reported in Table 2.2 and 2.3.

Table 2.2.: A subscription in a content-based system.
string manufacturer = "Maserati"
string model = "A6 GCS" ∨ "Mexico 3300"
integer price < 500.000

Table 2.3.: An event matching the subscription in Table 2.2.
string manufacturer = "Maserati"
string model = "A6 GCS"
integer price = 499.999

• The type-based subscription schema is fairly recent and has been �rst
introduced in [17]. This approach strongly resembles the topic-based
approach with the notion of event kind (i.e. subject) directly related with
that of event type. However, using the notion of type one could gain a
closer integration between the middleware system and the programming
language. Moreover, type safety could be statically guaranteed (i.e. at
compile-time) and no explicit cast in the resulting code would be needed
at a subscriber while handling a noti�cation on a particular event.

Server topologies

The server(s) providing the event noti�cation service are at the core of the dis-
patching infrastructure. Publish-Subscribe systems targeted at small LANs or
static environments used a single central server in charge of collecting subscrip-
tions and matching them against published events. This solution was clearly
not scalable and the single point of failure represented by the central server
soon became an issue. For overcoming these problems, a set of interconnected
dispatching servers can be used. This interconnection can be performed in var-
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ious ways; the existing literature distinguishes among hierarchical topologies,
general peer-to-peer topologies and acyclic peer-to-peer topologies [6].

• The hierarchical topology is an extension of the centralized approach
in which a set of interconnected dispatching servers maintain a father/child
relationship with other servers in the system. Each dispatcher can have
any number of ingoing logical connections from other "child" servers but
only one outgoing logical connection towards its "father" server (see Fig-
ure 2.4). Each dispatcher propagates all the subscriptions it receives up
in the hierarchy towards the root server and all the noti�cations down in
the hierarchy towards other dispatching servers or clients directly con-
nected to it. In practice, this means that all the servers but the root
simply act as forwarding point of subscriptions or event noti�cations
and the root dispatcher remains in charge of the matching operation.
Clearly, this approach only slightly improves on the centralized solution
since problems related to the overloading of servers high in the hierarchy
still remain. In addition, each server is a single point-of-failure for all
clients connected to it and for those dispatchers that are descendants of
it.
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Figure 2.4.: Example of hierarchical interconnection topology - 'S' indicates a
dispatching server while 'C' represents a client.

• In the general peer-to-peer solution dispatchers adopt protocols that
enable bidirectional �ows of subscriptions and noti�cations; thus, each
dispatching server acts symmetrically with respect to other dispatchers
in the system and the resulting topology can be represented using an
undirected graph as reported in Figure 2.5. One of the advantages of this
approach is the less coordination and administrative overhead required in
setting up the dispatching infrastructure. This is obviously gained by not
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having strict constraints on the resulting topology. In addition, having
multiple paths from any two dispatchers, one is able to deploy a more
reliable and robust system even in face of failures of servers or network
links. The main drawback lies in the fact that subscriptions and events
may be routed along suboptimal paths from producers to consumers.
Dispatchers should therefore be provided with particular mechanisms for
routing messages along the current best path and for possibly detecting
duplicate messages and dropping them.
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Figure 2.5.: Example of general peer-to-peer interconnection topology.

• By imposing an acyclicity constraint on the general peer-to-peer solution
we obtain the acyclic peer-to-peer topology, an example of which is
reported in Figure 2.6. The degrees of freedom one have in setting up
a general peer-to-peer topology are instead severely constrained in this
case. Clearly, the advantage is that by assuming an underlying acyclic
graph, routing algorithms can be streamlined for taking advantage of the
topology they run on. On the other hand, as in the hierarchical solution,
there is no redundancy for maintaining connectivity between any two
dispatchers in the system. Therefore, the reliability in face of server
failures or link breakages can become an issue one has to deal with.
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Figure 2.6.: Example of acyclic peer-to-peer interconnection topology.
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Although the centralized solution is not very scalable, it is actually imple-
mented in many industrial strength solutions like IBM MQSeries [29] and Or-
acle Advanced Queuing [36]. These systems are built on top of large-scale
databases that could be too di�culty ported to a fully distributed environ-
ment. However, they easily provide typical features such as atomicity, consis-
tency, reliability and transactional support at the price of low data throughput
and poor scalability. They are therefore well suited to applications like bank-
ing or electronic commerce where transactional support is mandatory and data
delivery time constraints are not strict.

On the other side, distributed architectures are used in JEDI [11], TIBCO
Rendezvous [53], SIENA [6] and Gryphon [1]. JEDI uses a hierarchical inter-
connection topology where clients can connect to any node belonging to the
dispatching infrastructure. Moreover, clients can change on-the-�y the dis-
patcher they are connected to. TIBCO Rendezvous interconnection topology
can be classi�ed as a general peer-to-peer approach, even if this terminology is
never used in the documentation describing the system. With this approach,
subscriptions are propagated throughout the whole system and each server
participates in the content-based �ltering. Gryphon's interconnection topol-
ogy can also be termed as a general peer-to-peer approach, with the di�er-
ence that an upper level logical topology is superimposed to avoid redundant
matches and derive optimal paths according to current clients subscriptions.
SIENA uses a concept of advertisement for forwarding noti�cations towards
consumers. Servers in the system keep track of advertisements coming from
information producers and match them against current clients interests for de-
riving a relation of subscription coverage and improving the �ltering process.

2.1.3. Existing systems and issues
This section discusses what are the main issues and challenges one has to face
in designing, implementing and deploying event-based systems and how these
issues are actually addressed in real systems. During the discussion we will
focus on those aspects that are most important from the point of view of the
problem we are facing in this work. The interested reader can �nd a more
comprehensive discussion of the topic in [16] and [2].

Data transmission

The e�ective data transmission can happen in various ways, standard point-to-
point communication facilities can be used as well as hardware multicast capa-
bilities [13], if available. Centralized approaches naturally make use of point-
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to-point communications between the single dispatching server and clients in
the system. As we already pointed out before, topic-based systems naturally
resemble group communication facilities and are therefore well suited to use
point-to-multipoint communication services. One could even think about map-
ping one-to-one each topic in the system with a prede�ned multicast group in
order to completely rely on the underlying multicast capabilities for event dis-
tribution. E�cient and reliable event distribution in content-based systems is
still an issue. The problem derives from the fact that the rapid-changing and
not predictable set of subscriptions one could have in such systems makes the
use of point-to-multipoint communication facilities very ine�cient. Recently,
novel algorithms have been proposed in [4], [39], [18] for e�cient content �l-
tering, but they are still to be tested in real deployment scenarios.

Messages priorities

In real time systems (either with soft or hard real time requirements) messages
priorities are an important feature that has to be provided by the dispatching
infrastructure. This could be helpful in delivering important noti�cations like
those about failures before other kinds of events are noti�ed. Many Publish-
Subscribe systems provide some form of priorities, even if the ways they apply
and the respective semantics can be very di�erent. Priorities are supported in
IBM MQSeries [29], Oracle Advanced Queuing [36], TIBCO Rendezvous [53]
and JMS [22]. More generally, the problem of message ordering at information
consumers is an open problem that resulted very di�cult to solve when the
interconnection topology allows each dispatching server to communicate only
with a subset of the whole dispatching infrastructure.

Reliability

In distributed computing systems it is often required to have strong guarantees
about the reliable delivery of data. In the context of Publish-Subscribe systems
this translates into reliable event distribution to interested clients. Due to
the loosely coupled nature of this interaction style, the reliability problem is
a challenging issue to face, even more when the interconnection topology is
fully distributed. Adopting a centralized approach, events to be sent towards
unavailable clients are usually kept on stable storage and then delivered when
consumers become available again. With more distributed approaches one can
think about exploiting reliable application level multicast algorithms like [23],
[31], [44] or epidemic algorithms [9] in case the environment presents high
degrees of dinamicity.
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2.1.4. The recon�guration problem

Modern distributed computing applications cannot ignore the problems arising
in case the deployment environment is highly dynamic. Due to the advances
we have recently seen in the �eld of portable and mobile devices and the fast
growing popularity of peer-to-peer networks, dynamic recon�guration of in-
terconnection topologies among dispatching servers is becoming a challenging
problem to face. This issue has been largely ignored by existing systems, but
more recently e�cient algorithms for dealing with di�erent sources of recon�g-
uration have been proposed in [42], [12] and [10]. They improve on the simple
and ine�cient strawman approach already introduced in [6]. The mechanisms
proposed focus on acyclic topologies and address the problem of e�ciently
recon�guring the routes traversed by events in response to changes in the un-
derlying network topology, this without interrupting normal system operations.

Dynamic recon�guration can be triggered in many di�erent ways: for in-
stance, in a large-scale event noti�cation service the system administrator can
decide to change the way dispatching servers are interconnected for achieving
better scalability or balancing the tra�c load. The ability of the system to
automatically rearrange event routes in face of these changes can be seen as
an high-pro�le feature of the middleware in use. Unfortunately, there are also
non-human-controlled sources of dynamic recon�guration. Let us take for in-
stance the case we pointed out in the previous section of a system based on
an acyclic interconnection topology su�ering a link breakage. If the system
is not able to deal with this kind of problems, then the net result will be to
exclude from the event noti�cation service a certain subset of the clients. This
last issue is brought to an extreme when one is willing to deploy a Publish-
Subscribe system in highly dynamic environments such as peer-to-peer (P2P)
scenarios or Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) [24]. The former scenario is
characterized by node freely joining or leaving the system and link breakages
are the net result of devices leaving at unpredictable points in time. As we
will see in the following of this chapter, in the latter scenario the network in-
frastructure is totally absent and link breakages are very likely to happen due
to the mobility of devices.

The problem of dealing with dynamic recon�guration of event routes in an
acyclic distributed dispatching infrastructure can be more precisely considered
as composed of three subproblems. The �rst problem is how to recon�gure
the superimposed acyclic topology in face of link breakage or node joining or
leaving the system. The second problem is how to recon�gure the events routes
20
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at each dispatching server with respect to the recon�gured interconnection
topology and the third problem is how to minimize the loss of events during the
recon�guration process. The work in [42], [12] and [10] found e�cient solutions
to the second problem while the approaches proposed in [9] are promising
solutions very well �tted to loosely coupled scenarios in response to the third
problem. However, [42], [12], [10] and [9] make the fundamental assumption
of having some mechanism for maintaining the interconnection topology while
keeping the acyclicity constraint. These last issue is what we will face in this
work. More important, we will consider this problem in the context of Mobile
Ad-Hoc Networks, since it is the most challenging and promising scenario.
Keeping these considerations in mind, it is now important to carefully consider
those peculiar features which make MANETs so di�erent from standard wired
networks. These characteristics will be highlighted in the following section.

2.2. Wireless Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks
We will now brie�y sketch the main features and characteristics of wireless
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks. In doing that, we will highlight the open problems
and research challenges one has to face in designing distributed systems for
such highly dynamic environments.

2.2.1. Breaking the assumptions of wired networks
A Mobile Ad Hoc Network is an autonomous system of mobile hosts connected
by wireless links, the union of which forms an arbitrary graph. The hosts are
free to move randomly and organize themselves arbitrarily; thus, the wireless
topology may change rapidly and unpredictably. Such a network may operate
in a standalone fashion, or may be connected to the larger Internet. Such
networks are of interest because they do not require any prior investment in
�xed infrastructure. Instead, the network nodes agree to relay each other's
packets toward their ultimate destinations, and the nodes automatically form
an overall cooperative infrastructure.

It is possible to construct large networks of �xed nodes today. Prominent ex-
amples include the telephone system and the Internet. The cellular telephone
network shows how these wired networks can be extended to include large
numbers of mobile nodes. However, these networks require a large investment
in �xed infrastructure before they can be useful; central o�ces, trunks, and
local loops in the case of the telephone system, radio towers for cellular net-
works. Furthermore, upgrading these networks to meet increasing bandwidth
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requirements has proven to be expensive and slow. The fact that large �xed
communication infrastructures already exist might seem to limit the useful-
ness of any alternative approach. However, there are a number of situations
in which ad hoc networks are desirable. Users may be so sparse or dense that
the appropriate level of �xed infrastructure is not an economical investment.
Sometimes, a �xed infrastructure exists but cannot be relied upon, such as
during disaster recovery. Finally, existing services may not provide adequate
service, or may be too expensive. Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks are attracting a lot
of attention these days due to the little e�orts needed to deploy them. More-
over, in emergency services such as disaster recovery these networks are the
only viable choice.

Though ad hoc networks are attractive, they are more di�cult to implement
than �xed networks. Fixed networks take advantage of their static nature
in two ways. First, they proactively distribute network topology information
among nodes, and each node pre-computes routes through that topology using
relatively inexpensive algorithms. Second, �xed networks embed routing hints
in node addresses because the complete topology of a large network is too
unwieldy to process or distribute globally. Neither of these techniques works
well for networks with mobile nodes because movement invalidates topology
information and permanent node addresses cannot include dynamic location
information. Moreover, a set of characteristics are peculiar of wireless Mobile
Ad-Hoc Networks, these can be summarized as follows:

• new members can join or leave the system at any point in time;

• there are no base stations to provide connectivity to backbone hosts or
to other mobile hosts;

• there is no need for handover or location management;

• each mobile host can act as a router, forwarding packets from one mobile
host to another;

• communication connectivity is fairly "weak", network topology changes
are frequent and unpredictable.

Once could also recognize three di�erent network pro�les among the possible
actual deployment scenarios of Ad-Hoc Networks [54]:

• Peer-to-peer communications: where two mobile hosts are sharing
a common space where they can communicate with each other. They
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typically run a distributed application that involves only these two mo-
bile hosts. Example of this kind of scenario are two-sides conferencing
applications.

Figure 2.7.: Example of peer-to-peer communication in MANETs.

• Remote-to-remote communications: where mobile hosts participat-
ing in the system can be divided in a set of spatially de�ned and disjoint
clusters. Nodes within the same cluster rarely moves with respect to each
other, but di�erent clusters always move with respect to other clusters.
Peculiar examples of this kind of scenario are the so called Personal Area
Networks (PANs): in such particular cases, a single cluster can be iden-
ti�ed with a person wearing one or more mobile wireless devices. The
di�erent devices attached to a given person seldom move with respect to
other devices in the same cluster, but the same person moves in an envi-
ronment where other people (clusters) are present and move. Particular
embedded computing applications and some aspects of the ubiquitous
computing vision [59] can also fall within this scenario.

Figure 2.8.: Example of remote-to-remote communication in MANETs.

• Mixed pro�les: in this kind of network pro�les no assumption can be
made about node movement. Each node has its own "free will" and can
freely move with respect to all other node in the system. Therefore, this
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scenario constitutes the most general and challenging case. Examples of
that are self-organized campus-networks or the so called smart sensor
dust.

Figure 2.9.: Example of mixed communication in MANETs.

2.2.2. Challenges in MANET research
Ad hoc networking is a multi-layer problem. The physical layer must adapt to
rapid changes in link characteristics. The media access control (MAC) layer
needs to minimize collisions, allow fair access, and reliably transport data over
the shared wireless links in the presence of rapid changes and hidden or ex-
posed terminals [52]. The network layer needs to determine and distribute
information used to calculate paths in a way that maintains e�ciency when
links change often. It also needs to integrate smoothly with traditional, non
ad-hoc-aware networks and perform functions such as auto-con�guration in
this changing environment. The transport layer must be able to handle de-
lay and packet loss statistics very di�erent from the ones of wired networks.
Finally, applications need to be designed to handle frequent disconnections
and reconnections with peer applications as well as widely varying delays and
packet losses characteristics.

Beyond those, scalability is one of the most important open problems. Scala-
bility in ad hoc networks can be broadly de�ned as whether the network is able
to provide an acceptable level of service even in the presence of a large number
of nodes in the network. As in wired networks, this capability is closely related
to how quickly the network protocol control overhead increases as a function
of the number of nodes and link changes. In proactive networks, scalability
is often accomplished by introducing routing and/or location hierarchies in
the network, or by limiting the scope of control updates to locations close
to the changes. In reactive ad hoc networks, techniques such as dynamically
limiting the scope of route requests and attempting local repairs are often used.
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The ability of �xed, wireless networks to satisfy quality of service (QoS) re-
quirements is another open problem. Ad hoc networks further complicate the
well known QoS challenge of wired networks with channel characteristics that
often change unpredictably, along with the di�culty of sharing the channel
medium with many neighbors, each with its own set of potentially changing
QoS requirements. A promising method for satisfying QoS requirements is a
more uni�ed approach of cross-layer or vertical-layer integration. The idea is
to violate many of the traditional layering styles to allow di�erent parts of
the stack to adapt to the environment in a way that takes into account the
adaptations and available information at other layers.

Another multi-layer issue is that of security in ad hoc networks [63]. Since
nodes use the shared radio medium in a potentially insecure environment, they
are susceptible to denial of service (DoS) attacks that are harder to track down
than in wired networks. Also, since a large portion of the nodes will be dynami-
cally reorganizing and forwarding packets on behalf of others, ad hoc networks
are particularly susceptible to the injection of bogus network control tra�c
and to man-in-the-middle attacks. Finally, ad hoc networks can be victims of
specialized kinds of security attacks such as DoS attacks that cause a node to
use its transceiver so much that it depletes its battery.

Routing is perhaps the most important issue in ad-hoc networking. Although
several routing schemes have been proposed, most of them are modi�ed exten-
sions of existing link-state or distance-vector based routing protocols. However,
in a Mobile Ad-Hoc Network where mobile hosts act as routers and have both
power and bandwidth constraints, conventional protocols that employ periodic
broadcast are unlikely to be suitable. The mobile hosts should not spend most
of their time updating and computing routes in accordance with other hosts
movements. Such schemes are highly impractical, ine�cient and result in low
data throughout. Hence, novel routing approaches are required to provide e�-
cient and high throughput communications among ad-hoc mobile hosts. Most
routing approaches in the �eld of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks naturally fall into
two types on the basis of when routes are determined.

• Reactive Routing Algorithms try to evolve the route to the destina-
tion only when it is needed. Usually a route discovery phase precedes
the actual send phase. This on-the-�y reaction may take a long time for
the transmission of the �rst packet, but it is e�cient in terms of the data
packets to control packets ratio, allowing a more e�cient usage of power.
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• Proactive Routing Algorithms maintain a route to the destination
much like the traditional routing algorithms for �xed networks. When
the packet is to be transmitted, the node just picks up an entry from
the current routing table and uses it. The net result is the instantaneous
transmission of the �rst packet, but the nodes have to work hard in the
background wasting precious radio and energy resources with the only
goal of keeping routing tables up to date. This happens even when those
routing data are not actually needed.

Generally, routing is multi-hop since nodes may not be within the wireless
transmission range of one another and thus depend on each other to forward
packets towards a given destination. Most of the proactive routing protocols
are based on shortest path algorithms adapted to the mobile environment. In
these protocols, routing tables are exchanged among neighboring nodes each
time a change occurs in the topology of the network. This implies update
overhead with each exchange (routes have to be recomputed according to the
new information) and, since these tables are possibly large, a large part of the
capacity of the network and the energy of a node is spent in their transmission.
As a result, when the mobility rate of nodes is high, proactive protocols are
clearly infeasible. In reactive protocols a control message is sent to discover
(possibly more than) a route to a given destination. This kind of control mes-
sage is generally shorter than the control messages used in proactive protocols,
leaving more bandwidth available for the transmission of data messages. This
is the basic idea behind reactive protocols, such as Dynamic Source Routing
(DSR [27]), Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA [37]), and Ad
Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV [40]). However, there is no guaran-
tee that the route obtained is usable, since in the meanwhile some of the nodes
along that route may have moved out of transmission range.
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3. Devising a solution to the overlay
management problem

In the previous chapter we showed what are the scenarios we are interested in
and we pointed out the issues typically arising in those environments. In this
chapter we will illustrate how we faced the challenge of overlay management by
�rst precisely locating the problem, then by recognizing strong similarities with
already faced challenges in the context of group communications on MANETs
and exploring the existing literature looking for a suitable starting point. After
that, we will formally describe our choice by exploiting a Petri nets based no-
tation and we will point out the potential concerns we identi�ed in the existing
solutions.

3.1. Locating and bounding the problem

The issues we are going to face in this work can be informally summarized as
the problem of maintaining at the application-level superimposed, acyclic in-
terconnection relationships in the presence of unpredicted topology changes for
serving an upper layer event-based system. Referring to the previously intro-
duced taxonomy of interconnection topologies for Publish-Subscribe systems,
we will focus here on acyclic peer-to-peer interconnection topologies, as this
choice covers the majority of existing systems and can also be well �tted to
loosely coupled environments such as MANETs. Our problem analysis will try
to capture the common features of such systems, with the aim of being able to
easily adapt our solution to a wide range of di�erent contexts. In doing that,
we will obviously focus on those aspects that may be more relevant for our
ultimate goal. The following, brief problem description will serve for precisely
determining the system model we will consider as well as the assumptions we
are going to rely on.
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We begin by identifying the parts typically involved, they are:

• the users of the system, that are responsible for node movements and
hence constitutes the major source of unpredictability;

• the mobile devices the system run on, that will typically be laptop
computers or small portable devices;

• the Publish-Subscribe system needing the management of the inter-
connection topology;

• the Overlay Manager that will be in charge of providing the needed
mechanisms.

A coarse-grained description of the problem can be obtained by looking at the
context diagram [25] in Figure 3.1. The Users domain is clearly a biddable
domain since we cannot predict what are going to be the users' behaviors.
The Publish-Subscribe Middleware domain and the Mobile Devices domain are
causal domains outside the machine, this because we cannot intervene on them.

Mobile Devices

Publish-Subscribe
Middleware

Users

Overlay Manager

C

C B

Figure 3.1.: Coarse-grained context diagram.

Due to the truly distributed nature of the system we are building, this �rst
description has to be re�ned since it mixes up what typically refers to a single
machine (Overlay Manager and Publish-Subscribe Middleware) with domains
describing system-wide aspects (Mobile Devices and Users). A deeper insight
into the problem can be obtained without loosing generality by focusing on
a single instance of the system running an a speci�ed mobile device, let us
call it the i-th Mobile Device. In particular, we can consider this last mobile
device as the origin of a three-dimensional physical space in which all other
mobile devices operate. By assuming this particular point of view, the i-th
Mobile Device does not move and hence we can exclude the i-th user from
our analysis. On the other hand, we have now to focus on the j-th Mobile
Device (where j 6= i) and its user, that now free move in that particular three-
dimensional space centered on the i − th device. Hence, our problem can be
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described in a more detailed way by Figure 3.2, where the shared phenomena
can be identi�ed as:

• a: j-th MDU! {UserOperation}

• b: j-thMD! {MessageFrom(j )}

• c: i-thMD! {NetworkExceptionFrom(j )}

• d: i-thOM! {NetworkAPI }

• e: i-thPSM! {OpenLink(j ),CloseLink(j )}

• f: i-thPSM! {SignalLostNeighbor(j )}

• g: i-thOM! {OpenLink(j )}

• h: i-thMD! {DataFrom(j )}

• i: i-thMD! {LinkOpened(j ),LinkClosed(j ),MessageTo(j )}

   i-th
Overlay Manager

i-th Publish-Subscribe
Middleware

i-th
Mobile Device

j-th (j¹i)
Mobile Device

j-th (j¹i)
MD User

C

C

C

B

c,e

b,i

a

f,g

h,d

Figure 3.2.: Fine-grained context diagram.

The domain describing the users shares with the domain describing the mobile
devices (excluding the one we are focusing on, i.e. the i-th Mobile Device) a
set of operations that may describe, for instance, a user's movement or his/her
decision to turn a device o� (phenomena a). Any two mobile devices in the
system share the current status of the link connecting the twos (opened or
closed) and the messages that are in transit between the two parties (phe-
nomena b and i). The Publish-Subscribe middleware can open or close links
with neighboring hosts (phenomena e) while the network stack returns to the
former a network exception each time a previously opened links fails (phenom-
ena c). In that case, the Publish-Subscribe system may inform the Overlay
Manager about topology changes by means of the shared phenomena f . On
the other hand, the Overlay Manager can trigger the activation of new links
by controlling the shared phenomena g . In addition, the Overlay Manager can
communicate with other nodes in the system by using standard network APIs
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and receive data sent from other mobile devices (phenomena h and d). From
now on, we will consider only scenarios where the communication ranges of all
mobile hosts in the system are equal, meaning that we are considering only
bidirectional links. Once we brie�y described the problem and the relative
assumptions, let us now focus on the requirements.

From what we pointed out in Section 2.2.1, one should be easily able to infer
how the superimposed topology we are considering could potentially su�er of
multiple network partitions. Our �rst requirement state that we have to main-
tain the interconnection topology among dispatchers in face of link breakages,
but we also have to keep the overall topology as much connected as possible,
meaning that the system should exhibit the fewest number of network parti-
tions at any given point in time. The overall Publish-Subscribe system could
otherwise badly perform because interested parties may be not noti�ed when
a matching event is generated. Furthermore, if we ignore the problem of mul-
tiple network partitions, we pose a lot of overhead on those algorithms that
face the problem of reliability in the context of Publish-Subscribe. Therefore,
our requirement will actually be composed of two parts: the maintenance of
an acyclic interconnection topology and the concurrent minimization of net-
work partitions. We can augment our context diagram adding a requirements
description as reported in Figure 3.3.
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Overlay Manager

i-th Publish-Subscribe
Middleware

i-th
Mobile Device

j-th (j¹i)
Mobile Device

j-th (j¹i)
MD User

C

C

C

B

c,e

b,i

a

f,g

h,d

Min  partitions
w/o cycles

Figure 3.3.: Problem diagram with requirements.

Even if our requirements regard a system-wide behavior, we are in fact con-
sidering them as pertaining to a single instance of the system running on a
speci�c mobile device. This particular point of view allows us to face a sort of
subproblem pertaining to a single instance of the system running on a speci�c
mobile device. In this way, we simplify our analysis under the assumption
that, by solving the subproblem on each mobile device, we will solve the over-
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all problem. We can describe this particular approach in a formal way by
de�ning the following basic time-dependent predicates (the temporal variable
is omitted for brevity):

• DeviceInRangei(j ) := TRUE i� i 6= j and the i-th mobile device is able
to communicate with the j-th mobile device because each of them is in
the communication range of the other, FALSE otherwise.

• LinkOpenedi(j ) := TRUE i� i 6= j and the i-th mobile device shares a
communication link with the j-th mobile device at a given point in time,
FALSE otherwise.

From the given de�nitions naturally follows that:

• ∀ i , j (LinkOpenedi(j ) ⇒ DeviceInRangei(j ))

With the assumption of symmetric links, clearly we have that:

• ∀ i , j (DeviceInRangei(j ) ⇔ DeviceInRangej (i))

• ∀ i , j (LinkOpenedi(j ) ⇔ LinkOpenedj (i))

Starting from these two basic predicates, we now de�ne the following derived
time-dependent predicates:

• ∀ i , j (Pathi(j ) ⇔ LinkOpenedi(j ) ∨ ∃ h(LinkOpenedi(h) ∧ Pathh(j )))

• ∀ i(Cycle(i) ⇔ Pathi(i))

Thus, our requirements can be described by referring to a single mobile device
in the following way (the temporal variable is again omitted for brevity):

• ∀ i , j (DeviceInRangei(j ) ⇒ LinkOpenedi(j )∨(LinkOpenedi(j ) ⇒ Cycle(i)))

This last description formally state that, for minimizing the number of network
partitions the system is subdived into, each node has always to share a link
with other neighboring nodes unless this last creates a loop in the resulting
topology. Clearly, if one is able to guarantee such requirements on each node
participating in the system, the overall net result is to have an acyclic topology
with the minimum number of independent partitions at any given point in time.
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The description we introduced thus far can drive us to consider the problem
as a particular instance of the required behavior frame [21] where:

• what we have to control resides in software layers and is not a particular
aspect of the physical world,

• the i-th Publish-Subscribe Middleware domain acts quite completely as a
connection domain between the Overlay Manager and what happens in
the system,

• at each node in the system, the control has to respond to stimuli whose
ultimate source is outside the domain that is under direct machine con-
trol.

This particular classi�cation allows us to recognize strong similarities between
the problem we are facing and what is currently under investigation in the �eld
of group communications on mobile networks. In that case, the ultimate goal
is to provide the system with point-to-multipoint communication facilities by
imposing a certain kind of topology among the hosts. The problem is faced
at the transport level instead of the application level as we are doing here.
A particular subproblem these mechanisms have to face is how to maintain
the topology in face of link breakages or nodes movements. These particular
aspects can be described using the diagram in Figure 3.4.

   i-th
Multicast  Manager

i-th
Mobile Device

j-th (j¹i)
Mobile Device

j-th (j¹i)
MD User

CC

B
Acyclic

Multipoint
Routing

Figure 3.4.: Problem diagram for group communications on MANETs.

As the reader may notice, by considering the i-th Publish-Subscribe Mid-
dleware domain as a connection domain the multicast on MANETs problem
exhibits strong similarities with the issues we are considering in this work.
Therefore, we can start by looking at the existing solutions in that �eld, hop-
ing that some mechanisms could be adapted to our needs. Before doing that,
we should carefully identify what we are looking for, i.e. the features we need
for maintaining the acyclic interconnection topology connecting the dispatch-
ing servers. In particular, we need a mechanism capable of:

• maintaining the acyclicity constraint in face of link breakages,
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• minimizing the number of network partitions that the system exhibits at
a given point in time,

• being as much reactive as possible, meaning that it should operate only
when it is needed or is told to do so by the Publish-Subscribe subsystem,

• not relying on any underlying multi-hop routing scheme for point-to-
point or point-to-multipoint communications.

Optionally, one or more of the following features could be helpful in devising
a more general and e�cient solution; the mechanism should:

• pose the minimum control overhead, with particular attention to periodic
control messages,

• be able to identify the two end-points of the new link that will be acti-
vated in response to a previous link breakage.

Among these lasts, the �rst feature we require is fairly obvious since only a
small fraction of the available bandwidth can be used for our purposes, this
because of the presence of the Publish-Subscribe system we are serving. The
motivation behind the second need resides in the fact that some of the algo-
rithms that handle the recon�guration process after the underlying topology
has been rearranged may need to know which link disappeared and which link
has been activated in place of the �rst (see [42] and [10] in particular).

3.2. Multicast operations on MANETs
In Section 3.1 we identi�ed similarities between the problem we are facing
and a subset of the problems that a multicast routing protocol for Ad-hoc
Networks is intended to solve. It seems interesting now to survey the existing
multicast protocols for MANETs looking for those features that may be helpful
in solving the problem of overlay management for Publish-Subscribe in Mobile
Ad-Hoc Networks. The vast majority of multicast protocols today available
for MANETs can be classi�ed as:

• Group based multicast protocols: where a preselected set of nodes
in the system is in charge of forwarding packets for each multicast group.
The forwarding group should be always reachable and working. This
scheme imposes a mesh-like topology among the nodes in the forward-
ing group and therefore provides the system with redundant paths for
reaching the same destination. Example of this approach is ODMRP [7].
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• Source based multicast protocols (SBT): where the protocol builds
a multicast tree rooted at each source node (i.e. the node that is will-
ing to send multicast tra�c). The price one has to pay in maintaining
these multiple superimposed topologies should be paid o� by the gain
obtained in forwarding packets along optimal paths determined on a
source-destination basis. The major drawback of this approach resides
in the overhead the system su�ers in dealing with frequent topological
changes. When a node in the network moves, a high number of multi-
cast trees might potentially be a�ected and therefore a greater overhead
is required. Example of this kind of approach is DVMRP with wireless
extensions [20].

• Core based multicast protocols (CBT): in this scheme the system
overcomes the high control tra�c problem of SBT protocols by estab-
lishing and maintaining a single shared tree for each multicast group.
Multicast packets are distributed along the edges of the shared tree to
all multicast group members. Therefore, they might traverse non-optimal
paths for reaching a particular destination. A core node is in charge of
establishing and maintaining the shared tree; thus, a core node selection
algorithm is needed. Example of this kind of approach is MAODV [45].

Orthogonal to the above classi�cation is the one of hard state vs. soft state
multicast routing protocols:

• Hard state routing protocols are those that maintain information in
routing tables as long as they do not receive any message that carries
information on topology changes. Explicit leave messages are required to
leave a particular multicast group.

• Soft state routing protocols are instead those that maintain only
for a de�nite time the current entries in their routing tables. These lasts
expire at prespeci�ed points in time and have to be refreshed periodically.
Usually no explicit control message is required to leave a group.

In the remaining part of the section we will survey more deeply on those proto-
cols that experienced good results in simulations settings and hence constitutes
promising solutions to the problem of group communications in MANETs.
These di�erent algorithms can provide a useful insight into the problem of
maintaining a superimposed topology in highly dynamic environments.
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3.2.1. ODMRP
On Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) [7] is a mesh based mul-
ticast protocol that exploits a concept of forwarding group derived from [8]
for distributing multicast packets towards desired destinations. It is a source
initiated on-demand protocol, meaning that routes to the multicast group are
established or updated by the source when this last is willing to send multi-
cast data. It also uses a soft state approach in maintaining the information
on multicast group members. Each source node maintain a monotonically in-
creasing sequence number used to recognize duplicate messages and to prevent
broadcast storms. Each node in the system also maintains a �ag (FG FLAG)
to indicate whether it is part of the forwarding group or not. Two types of
messages are used in the protocol:

• Join-Query is a message that gets broadcast throughout the whole net-
work when either a multicast source is willing to send data to a multicast
group, but it does not have a route to that group, or the group member-
ship information and multicast routes have to be refreshed or updated.
The message contains the source identi�er and the sequence number the
source had when it �rst broadcast the message.

• Join-Table is a message that is periodically broadcast from a multicast
receiver to all its neighbors in order to set up the forward path from the
multicast source to the multicast destinations via the forwarding group.
It contains the list of all multicast senders known at that particular
multicast receiver along with the next hop identi�er towards that source.

When an intermediate node receives a Join-Query message it has never seen
before as per the pair (sourceId, sequenceNumber), it updates its routing table
in order to store information on the node that sent the Join-Query message.
This form of backward learning is similar to the reverse path setup used in the
unicast mechanisms provided by AODV [40]. The message is rebroadcast if it
is the �rst message with a particular pair (sourceId, sequenceNumber) and it
has a TimeToLive greater than zero. If more than one Join-Query message
is received with a (sourceId, sequenceNumber) pair already seen it will get re-
broadcast only if it contains a better (smaller) value of hops from the source.

When an intermediate node receives a Join-Table message it checks whether
its own identi�er is among the next hop Ids contained in the routing table
the message carries. If that is the case, the node concludes that it is part of
the forwarding group, sets the FG FLAG and rebroadcasts its own Join Table
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message build upon those entries whose next hop �eld matches its own Id. It
may happen that an intermediate node receives a Join-Table message having
all the �elds equal to some previously seen Join Table message but a number
of hops for a given source less than those previously seen. In this case a better
route for a particular source-destination pair has been found and the inter-
mediate node will update the local routing table without rebroadcasting the
Join-Table message. The Join Table message will eventually reach the multi-
cast sender. In that moment the source node can initiate to send multicast
tra�c. In Figure 3.5 we reported an example of forwarding group set up in
ODMRP.
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Figure 3.5.: Example of ODMRP forwarding group set up.

After the forwarding group has been determined, the source node will have
acquired all the needed information for reaching multicast receivers via selected
routes through the forwarding group. Until the source node has messages to
send it will send periodic Join-Query messages to refresh the forwarding group
and to keep updated all the routing tables pertaining to that source-destination
pair. When an intermediate node receives multicast tra�c, it forwards the
messages if and only if they are not duplicated and the FG FLAG has not
expired. Links breakages and topological changes are handled implicitly by
the periodic sending of Join-Query messages. Each time the topology of the
network changes, the next Join-Query message will take into account the mod-
i�ed scenario.
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Since each member of the forwarding group rebroadcast multicast messages
only if they are not duplicated, one should notice how the mesh-like superim-
posed topology used by ODMRP actually becomes a tree each time multicast
tra�c gets forwarded. In other words, each time a multicast message gets sent,
the message grafts a tree over the mesh topology. What one should carefully
consider is the fact that this tree topology can unpredictably change even if
all the nodes in the system do not move. In fact, the tree grafted on the edges
of the mesh is a�ected by the ordering of sends and receives among the mem-
bers of the forwarding group. This order can be in�uenced by a set of factors
such as network congestion, processes scheduling policies and hidden terminal
problems [52] that are very di�cult (if not impossible) to predict.

3.2.2. DVMRP with wireless extensions

DVMRP [14] is a multicast protocol widely used in wired networks. Some
extensions and modi�cations have been proposed in [20] to account for the
problems arising in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks while maintaining its nature of
source based multicast protocol. In the original version of DVMRP, each mul-
ticast source �oods multicast messages to all nodes within a speci�ed range
determined by the TTL value in the packet. The reverse path forwarding
scheme (RPF) is used to control the �ooding process. This last approach is es-
sentially based on the observation that when links are symmetric, the optimal
path from a destination to the source is also the optimal path from the source
to a destination. When a multicast packet is received on an interface, the node
interprets the source address in the multicast IP packet as the destination ad-
dress for a unicast IP packet. The source multicast address is retrieved from
the unicast routing table and the outgoing interface determined. If this last is
the same as the interface that the multicast packet has been received on, the
packet passes the RPF check and it will be rebroadcast. On the other side,
multicast packets that fail the RPF check are dropped because the incoming
interface is not on the shortest path back to the source.

When leaf nodes that are not interested in receiving multicast tra�c do re-
ceive this, they send PRUNE messages upstream to inform upstream nodes
that their branch of the multicast tree can be pruned. Let us consider Figure
3.6 as an example: in (A) a multicast packet is �ooded to all nodes and a
tree rooted at the source can be derived. In (B) the leaf nodes that are not
interested in multicast tra�c are pruned. The non-leaf intermediate nodes will
also wait to see whether all of its downstream links are pruned o�. If that is
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the case, then they will prune themselves from the multicast tree in the same
way.

Mobile node

Multicast  receiver

Multicast  source

Flood message

Prune message(A) (B)

Figure 3.6.: Example of DVMRP operation.

After a predetermined timeout, pruned branches become active again and
multicast tra�c is newly �ooded in that direction. In this basic scheme a node
willing to join the multicast tree should wait for the next timeout to expire to
become eligible for receiving �ooded tra�c again. To overcome this problem, a
new receiver can also send aGRAFT message to an upstream node in order to
explicitly require the activation of a previously pruned branch of the multicast
tree. Three are the main problems one has to face in adapting this solution to
highly dynamic environments:

• Leaf node detection: in a MANET it is di�cult for a node to conclude
whether it is a leaf node or not.

• Flooding overhead: since the upstream nodes may change or be un-
reachable for a given period of time, each source should periodically re-
�ood the tra�c in order to update or repair the structure of the tree.
This mechanism causes an extra tra�c overhead that is very undesirable
in ad-hoc networks.

• RPF performance: in a MANET, routes to the source node can change
very quickly. Since each node decides whether it will rebroadcast the
multicast tra�c depending on the route from the current node to the
source node, it may happen that the shortest path from a given node
to the destination changes without the node knowing about it. Since
packets received along suboptimal paths are immediately discarded, the
multicast tra�c may be never forwarded.

The extensions proposed in [20] are geared towards the solution of these issues.
For detecting leaf nodes two schemes can be used: the �rst uses acknowledge
messages while the second exchanges routing tables among neighboring nodes.
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Using the �rst approach, one has to consider that when node i receives a mul-
ticast packet from source S along the shortest path connecting the twos, it will
rebroadcast the message to all its neighbors. Among these lasts, only those
that are on the reverse shortest path will accept the packet. In this case they
will send to i an ACK message. A node can conclude whether it is a leaf or
not in case it does not receive any ACK message within a prespeci�ed timeout
interval. The second possible scheme is to exchange routing tables between
two neighbors. Node i can decide whether it is a leaf or not by looking at
the routing tables of its neighbors with respect to a given source node S . In
particular, a neighbor j is a downstream of i if j has longer distance to the
source S via i or if j considers i as the next hop to destination S .

For limiting the overhead due to the periodic re�ooding of messages, a more
dynamic monitoring of upstream nodes is needed. The solution proposed in
this case does not eliminate the need for re�ooding, but reduces its frequency
while maintaining the same accuracy. A node can detect that the shortest path
back to the multicast source has changed when, for example, multicast tra�c is
received for a duration longer than a prespeci�ed threshold from an upstream
that, as far as the node knows, lies on a suboptimal path. This situation could
happen because further upstream nodes have moved and the optimal path to
the multicast sender has changed. In this case the node can send a PRUNE
message to the previous optimal upstream node and a GRAFT message to
the new optimal upstream. By adopting these dynamic grafting/pruning ap-
proach, the need for periodic re�ooding is lessened.

For overcoming the problems due to a potential �fast moving� source that
makes the information available to the RPF mechanisms no longer consistent,
a scheme for duplicate packets detection through sequence numbers can be
considered. Each multicast packet can be identi�ed by the pair (sourceId,
sequenceNumber) and only the �rst packet ever received is then rebroadcast.
These last extension actually decreases the performances of the protocol for
what concerns the e�ciency in delivering multicast packets, this because the
�rst packet delivered might have been received along a suboptimal path.

3.2.3. MAODV

MAODV [45], [46] is the term by which the multicast functionalities of the
AODV protocol [40] are usually indicated. MAODV is an on demand multi-
cast protocol with a single shared tree for each multicast group. Even if the
term core node is never used in the AODV terminology, a particular node called
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multicast group leader is in fact in charge of representing the starting point for
the tree establishment and of providing consistency information for the shared
tree.

The multicast algorithm exploits the same route discovery cycle already im-
plemented in the unicast part of AODV. The multicast group leader maintains
a multicast group sequence number that is incremented each time the multicast
group leader �oods the tree with new consistency information on the multicast
group. The protocol exploits four types of messages:

• Route Request (RREQ) is a message that gets broadcast by a node
willing to reach a speci�c destination. It contains the destination iden-
ti�er along with the most recent sequence number known for that desti-
nation and two �ags (Join FLAG and Repair FLAG) speci�cally used
only for multicast operations.

• Route Replay (RREP) is a message that gets unicast to a requiring
node indicating that the route request can be satis�ed. It contains the
destination identi�er along with the most recent destination sequence
number known at the responding node, a hop count �eld and two �ags
(Repair FLAG and Update FLAG) speci�cally used only for multicast
operations.

• Multicast Activation (MACT) is a message used only for multicast
operations and indicates that a particular route to a given multicast
group has been selected for activation. The nodes along that path begin
to forward data to that particular receiver as soon as they get the MACT
message. This last contains the source identi�er with its most recent
sequence number, the destination identi�er and two �ags (Prune FLAG
and GroupLeader FLAG) used for leaving the multicast group and for
electing a new multicast group leader respectively.

• Group Hello (GRPH) is a message periodically sent by the core node
to all members of a given multicast group in its connected partition.
It contains the identi�er of the current Group Leader and the current
sequence number for that group.

When the above messages are used for multicast operations, all the desti-
nation identi�ers and destination sequence numbers refer to the identi�ers of
the desired multicast group and to its sequence number. Each time a node is
willing to join and it does not have a valid route to the desired group it can
broadcast a RREQ message with the Join FLAG set, otherwise if the node is
40
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just willing to send data it can broadcast the same RREQ message without
the Join FLAG. Each intermediate node will rebroadcast the received RREQ
message in case it is not a member of the multicast tree and it does not have a
fresh enough route for that group. The �freshness� of a route is determined as
in [41] by comparing the sequence number of the desired group in the RREQ
message with the same number stored in the local routing table. In case the
latter is greater than or equal to the former the node can respond, otherwise
it will rebroadcast the RREQ message unless it is already a member of the
multicast tree. In doing that, the intermediate node will store in the local
multicast routing table the desired multicast group address, the identi�er of
the node issuing the request and the identi�er of the neighbor from which it
received the message. These information will be used to set up the forward
path from a multicast member in case the request is a join request or from
a node having a route to the desired group in case the request is not a join
operation.
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RREQ

RREQ

RREQ

RREQ

RREQ

RREQ

RREP

RREP

RREP

RREP

RREP

RREP

Mobile node

Multicast  group member

Multicast  group leader

Control message

Existing multicast  tree

I Node issuing the request to join

R Multicast  router

Figure 3.7.: Example of MAODV join request.

The routing table for multicast operation is basically the same as in the
unicast case, but it also contains an additional �eld named Enabled that is
set to FALSE when the RREQ travels towards the multicast group and will
be possibly set to TRUE only if that particular path will be added to the
multicast tree via a MACT message. A node satisfying a route request will
unicast a RREP message back. The requiring node may receive more than
a single RREP for each request sent and if all of them were used, a loop in
the multicast tree may form. The MACT message is used to explicitly select
only one of these paths; the other routes will expire after a speci�c timeout.
The MACT message will propagate until it reaches the node that originated
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the selected RREP message. The nodes along the selected path will set the
Enabled �ag to True on receiving the MACT message (see Figure 3.7 and 3.8
for an example).
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Mobile node

Multicast  group member

Multicast  group leader

Control message

Existing multicast  tree

R Multicast  router

Figure 3.8.: Example of MAODV path activation.

When a node is willing to leave the multicast group it may revoke its mem-
bership in the group, but if it is not a leaf in the shared tree, then it should
continue to serve as a router. Otherwise, it can prune itself from the tree by
sending to its upstream node a MACT message with the Prune FLAG set. If
this last node is itself not a member of the multicast group and if the pruning
of the �rst node made it a leaf in the tree, then it can prune itself from the
tree in the same way.

When a link breakage is detected, the node downstream in the tree is in
charge of repairing the broken link. It will broadcast a new RREQ message
with an additional hop count �eld initialized to the most recently measured
distance to the multicast group leader. In this case only those nodes that
have a distance from the multicast group leader less than or equal to that con-
tained in the RREQ message may respond (the condition on the freshness of
the route has to be satis�ed also). This condition prevents descendants of the
node that is handling the repair process from responding to the RREQ mes-
sage. If no replies are received, then a new multicast group leader has to be
elected among the nodes in that part of the tree left without a group leader. If
the node that tried to reconnect to the tree is a member of the multicast group
it automatically becomes the new group leader. Otherwise, it selects one of its
descendants for becoming the new multicast group leader. The decision can be
communicated by sending a MACT message with the GroupLeader FLAG set.
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Then the node prunes itself from the tree by sending to the other downstream
nodes MACT messages with the Prune FLAG set. When a new multicast
group leader is selected, it will disseminate a new Group Hello message with
the Update FLAG set, meaning that nodes in its connected part of the tree
have to update their information on the multicast group leader.

In case two disconnected portions of the tree later reconnect, one of the
two nodes detecting the reconnection will send a RREQ message with the
Repair FLAG set to its multicast group leader. This last grants the permission
to reconnect to the former node by unicasting a RREP back. To prevent loops,
only one reconnection can be handled at a given point in time. The node in
charge of reconnecting the two portions of the tree then broadcasts the same
RREQ message to the other multicast group leader, this last picks the max
of the two group sequence numbers and then distributes a new Group Hello
message with the Update FLAG set. This message will cause all the other
nodes to agree on the new multicast group leader.

3.2.4. Comparison of multicast protocols
Once we brie�y surveyed a subset of the existing literature about group com-
munication on MANETs, we are now able to compare these di�erent mecha-
nisms for having a uni�ed view of those peculiar features that are worth to be
considered from our point of view. Table 3.1 summarizes the information we
gathered.

Table 3.1.: Features of selected multicast protocols for MANETs.
Feature ODMRP MAODV DVMRP

wireless ext
Overlay topology Mesh-tree Shared tree Source tree
Multicast delivery Group based Core based Source based
Core nodes No Group leader No
Core node recovery
mechanism

N/A Yes N/A

Routing scheme Reactive Reactive Proactive
Routing metric Shortest path

in the FG
Shortest path
to another
member

Shortest path
to the source
(using RPF)

Multiple routes Yes No No
Periodic �ooding of
control information

Yes (Join-Req) Yes (GRPH) No

The �rst important feature we should consider is the logical topology each
protocol imposes for distributing multicast messages. All the protocols but
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ODMRP impose some sort of tree on the underlying network. ODMRP im-
poses a group based structure similar to a mesh, from which a tree is derived
each time a multicast message gets sent. This implies that ODMRP is the
only protocol, among the ones we considered, that is able to provide multiple
paths from a source to a given destination, but that comes to the price of
storage space and computation overhead also at nodes potentially not involved
in the process of forwarding messages. In addition, as we already pointed out,
one cannot predict the structure of the tree that will be grafted on the mesh
topology when multicast tra�c gets sent.

The use of a central node imposes a certain overhead on the node in charge
of providing core functionalities and raises a set of concerns related to the
management of those functionalities in case the current core node becomes
unreachable. MAODV explicitly provides some mechanism for core node re-
covery, but, as we will see in following sections, issues may arise in this case
also, this because the mechanisms provided are not fully speci�ed and deserve
further investigation.

All the protocols we proposed, but DVMRP, are reactive protocols. The gen-
eral trend seems to drive towards a completely reactive solution. The proactive
routing in DVMRP is due to the inherent nature of that protocol which was
not designed with ad hoc networks and mobile environments in mind.

All the protocols speci�cally designed for ad hoc networks (hence exclud-
ing DVMRP) uses some sort of periodic �ooding of control information. In
ODMRP these control information are needed to account for topological changes.
MAODV considers instead the topological changes only at the nodes involved
in the link breakage and the periodic �ooding of control information is in charge
of disseminating group related information. This last approach seems to be
suitable for environments where some short period decision has to be taken
locally at a particular receiver node.

Finally, let us remark the fact that the size of messages exchanged during
normal protocol operation is almost always constant, except for the case of
Join-Table messages in the ODMRP protocol and for the leaf node detection
using routing table exchange in the DVMRP protocol. We believe these not
very scalable schemes should be avoided, since the rapid grow of mobile com-
puting does not allow us to make any assumption on the number of nodes
present in a MANET.
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3.3. The choice of MAODV: towards a formal
description

We are now going to illustrate the motivations behind our choice of MAODV
as a starting point for solving our problem. In doing that, we will introduce a
formal description of the protocol that will drive us to modify the mechanisms
of the protocol and solve some potential issue.

The �rst thing we should observe is is the fact that, even if DVMRP does
not make use of any periodic control tra�c, its proactive nature could make
its deployment in our scenario too di�cult to implement. In fact, using that
approach, the topology may change by itself even if there are no explicit link
breakages. That particular behavior may greatly complicate the recon�gu-
ration process since the rearrangement of subscriptions routes would have to
follow these potentially frequent topological changes. At the end, all this could
translate into high overhead due to useless control tra�c. For the same rea-
son, even if the unique feature available in ODMRP of providing the system
with multiple paths may greatly enhance the overall reliability, that feature
makes the whole solution not suitable in our context because a mesh based
topology may in fact present loops from a given source towards a destination.
Therefore, our starting point will be the mechanisms available in the MAODV
protocol for maintaining its tree based topology; not because we excluded all
other solutions, but because it can actually satisfy the needs we identi�ed in
Section 3.1.

The choice we made requires a deeper understanding of the mechanisms of
MAODV before attempting to adapt the protocol to our needs. For this reason
and also because there are no formal descriptions of the protocol beyond the
natural language in [45], we will try to describe at least the core of MAODV's
functionalities in a formal way. Our description will make use of a set of timed
colored Petri nets [26] illustrating di�erent phases of the protocol. The choice
of this particular formalism can give a precious insight into how MAODV ac-
tually works by exposing the concurrency among di�erent nodes and by giving
an uni�ed view of the whole system apart from a particular standpoint. At the
end, we will be able to put all those descriptions together and have an overall
view on the protocol. For further details on the aspects not considered in this
description, one should consult appendix A.1 and [45], [46].

For the sake of brevity and for simplifying our diagrams, we de�ned three
particular functions to be used within our Petri nets, they are named can-
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Respond, FIFO and bestLink. The former is illustrated in Function 1 and
incorporates the conditions under which a node can respond to a given route
request; FIFO and bestLink are respectively used to force a First-In-First-Out
policy for tokens inside a given place and for selecting some of them according
to some minimization criteria. Recalling that each token in a colored Petri net
can carry a complex record-like data structure, function FIFO simply takes as
input parameter a series of integers describing two disjoint sets of �elds and
orders the tokens inside a place depending on the ordering of values in the
second set of �elds (with left to right priority), when equality of all �elds in
the �rst set holds. For example, if one consider a record like (sender, receiver,
sequenceNumber), function FIFO(1,2;3) orders the tokens with the same value
of sender and receiver according to the sequence number the message car-
ries. In the same way, function bestLink selects a particular token each time a
transition is enabled from a given place and drops all the others with the same
receiver �eld. For example, having a record like (sender, receiver, destSeqNum,
hopCount), function bestLink(2;3,4) selects the token with the maximum value
of destSeqNum and the minimum value of hopCount among the ones with the
same value of receiver while dropping all the others. The use of these particular
functions is only a short-hand for making our nets more clear and compact;
one can easily realize how a place with such constraints is in fact equivalent
to a slightly more complex subnet that makes use of multiple guarded transi-
tions. In addition, let us assume that each transition places its output tokens
in the target places with a given probability generally di�erent from 0 and 1.
In this way we are able to model the protocol's behavior even in the presence
of unreliable links. To avoid cluttering �gures, we did not indicate the type of
each �eld as it can be easily inferred from its name.

Function 1 Function canRespond
function canRespond(seq : N, seqR : N, hop : N, hopR : N,m : BOOL, j : BOOL)

if seqR ≥ seq ∧ hopR ≤ hop ∧ (m = j ∨ j = FALSE) then
return TRUE

else
return FALSE

end if
end function

Figure 3.9 illustrates the route request propagation phase. The place termed
Route Requests contains tokens describing a RREQ message sent by sendNode
and pertaining to a reconnection request originated by reqNode for a given mul-
ticast group (destGroup). The place Mobile Nodes describes all the potential
receivers; these are associated with a given message through the Identifying
receivers transition. Broadcast Request in Transit contains tokens describ-
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Figure 3.9.: Colored Petri net illustrating the request broadcast phase.

ing route request messages travelling from sendNode to recNode. Once these
lasts are actually received, they are parsed and checked against the conditions
speci�ed in Function 1 for sending a possible reply. The values involved in
this test are the destination sequence numbers at the sender and receiver side
(represented by destSeqNum and destSeqNumR respectively) and the distance
to the current group leader at the sender and receiver side (each indicated by
the �elds hopToGl and hopToGlR). If a route requests cannot be satis�ed and
the receiver is not a member of the multicast tree, then the token returns to
the original place with an incremented hopCount �eld to indicate a further
forwarding. If the receiver node can respond, then a token describing the reply
is generated and placed in Route Replies. In both cases, a token is placed in
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Figure 3.10.: Colored Petri net illustrating the activation phase.

Reverse Path for describing the information stored at each node during the
reverse path setup phase. These lasts are indexed depending on the requiring
node and the broadcastId value the token carries, the indexed value is repre-
sented by the sendNode �eld. In all remaining cases no tokens are generated
as output of transition Parsing RREQ, i.e. the message gets dropped. Each
time a new route request is issued, a timed token is placed in Pending Request
to account for the time a disconnected node waits for a route reply message.
The aspects regarding the number of retries a node is allowed to perform in
case no replies are received and the management of Time-To-Live values are
not described here since they are basically not interesting with respect to what
we want to show.

The propagation of reply messages and the path activation phase are illus-
trated in Figure 3.10. The former aspect is described by transition Sending
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Figure 3.11.: Colored Petri net illustrating the dissemination of Group Hello
messages.

RREP, where information stored at Reverse Path during the request propaga-
tion phase are used for propagating reply messages towards the requiring node.
In doing that, Forward Path collects tokens describing the next hops needed
for forwarding a possible MACT message. When the reply message reaches
the requiring node, i.e. the value of recNode and reqNode coincide, a token
describing a MACT message is placed in Activation Messages. Among them,
function bestReply will select the best path according to the hop count and the
sequence number at the receiver side, this last stored in destSeqNumR. The
relative activation message will be propagated by means of the information
kept in Forward Path until the destination node (indicated by destNode) is
reached. During this process, each intermediate node will add an entry to its
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Figure 3.12.: Colored Petri net illustrating the MAODV protocol.
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multicast table on receiving the MACT message. This last aspect is described
by a token in place Active Next Hops.

Figure 3.11 describes the periodic �ooding of Group Hello messages and the
activation of group leader processes in case no replies are received. The in-
hibitory arc from Active Next Hops enables transition Starting Group Leader
in case there are pending requests and no active next hops have been ob-
tained meanwhile. When this last transition �res, a new token is placed
in Group Leaders with a group sequence number initialized to the most re-
cent sequence number known at the requiring node. From that place, each
GROUP HELLO INTERVAL the value of destSeqNum each token carries is
propagated to all the connected members of the tree using the information in
Active Next Hops by means of transition Updating Sequence Numbers. When
the same token returns to place Group Leader, its destSeqNum value is incre-
mented by one. The updated sequence numbers are placed in Mobile Nodes
where they are used when request messages are received.

The three colored Petri nets we showed thus far can be put together for
having an uni�ed view of the algorithm. Some of the places are in fact shared
among di�erent nets: place Mobile Nodes is used during the propagation of
request messages as well as for updating group sequence numbers at potential
receivers, place Active Next Hops is used during the activation phase and for
disseminating Group Hello messages; Route Replies and Reverse Path are the
bridge between the request propagation phase and the issuing of replies. Figure
3.12 reports the overall picture.

3.4. Analysis outcome and potential issues
The previously introduced description of MAODV raises a set of concerns
regarding some particular scenarios where the protocol behavior is in fact un-
derspeci�ed (with respect to the information available at the time of writing,
i.e. [45] and [46]). These potential issues regard the following aspects of the
protocol:

• In case of a link breakage, it is not clear if and how the RREQ messages
can propagate in the subtree rooted at the downstream disconnected
node. If we allowed an uncontrolled propagation of route requests in
that substree, then a loop may easily form; an example of this potential
problem is reported in Figure 3.13. In that case, node 2 experiences a link
breakages and starts the reconnection procedure being the downstream
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node. In doing that, it �oods the subtree rooted at it with RREQ mes-
sages that freely propagate. Let us assume that the RREQ message at
node 3 gets lost, while node 4 correctly receives the message. Since this
last cannot respond because of the greater distance to the current group
leader, it forwards the message towards node 1. Node 1 is in the same
conditions as node 4, thus it forwards the message too. Now suppose
that another node belonging to another branch of the tree is reachable
from node 1 and this node is able to respond. The RREP message will
reach the requiring node following the reverse path set up by the previous
RREQ message. If that path will be activated (see Figure 3.13 - right),
then the MACT message will actually activate a link which results in a
loop involving node 1, 2, 3 and 4.

2

RREQ

RREQ

RREQ

RREP

RREP

RREP

1

34

2

MACT

MACT

3

1

4

5

Figure 3.13.: Free RREQ propagation among descendants of a disconnected
node (left) and path activation (right).

Conversely, if we simply inhibit the propagation of request messages in
the subtree rooted at the disconnected node, then we may experience
a scenario like the one in Figure 3.14. In that case, the current group
leader moves outside the communication range of node 2 and a network
partition is formed because neither 4 nor 3 are able to respond to the
request coming from 2 because of the greater distance they have with
respect to their group leader. If we had a way to safely propagate RREQ
messages via 4, then the system could immediately reconnect. In this
case instead, even if the two parts of the tree can immediately reconnect,
the system has to retry the reconnection for RREQ RETRIES times and
then wait for the declaration of a network partition, for the initialization
of the group leader process at node 2 and for the reconnection of the two
partitions by means of the merging procedure.
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21

34

34

1

2

GL

GL

Figure 3.14.: A scenario where immediate reconnection after a link breakage
(left) is possible through descendants of the disconnected node
(right).

Currently available implementations of MAODV face this concern in dif-
ferent ways: the ns-2 [56] based implementation from the University of
Dortmund [57] allows members of the multicast tree to forward route re-
quest messages while dropping duplicate packets at receivers nodes. The
ns-2 based implementation from Carleton University [5] does not allow
members of the multicast tree to propagate RREQ messages, thus avoid-
ing the creation of loops in the resulting topology, but it actually limits
in that way the ability of the protocol in �nding new connections to the
multicast tree in those scenarios we exempli�ed in Figure 3.13.

2

4

5

GL

RREQ (2)

RREP (2)

RREQ (4)

RREP (4)
2

4

Figure 3.15.: A group leader with two direct descendants (left), that may re-
spond to each other after a link breakage (right).

• In case the current group leader suddenly becomes unreachable, then
all its descendants will start the standard reconnection procedure. In
doing that, they will look for other nodes having a current distance to
the unreachable group leader less than or equal to the one they have at
the moment of the link breakage, i.e. less than or equal to 1. Because of
this fact, only other direct descendants of the previous group leader can
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respond. In this situation, a loop may easily form if, for instance, two
direct descendants of the previous group leader are in the communication
range of each other and they respond to each other: Figure 3.15 reports
an example. A proof of this fact can be obtained from our Petri net
based formal description with the initial marking reported in Table 3.2,
where g stands for a given multicast group, n for a particular destination
sequence number and b for a certain broadcastId (their actual values are
of no interest).

Table 3.2.: Initial marking for Petri net in Figure 3.12.
Place Initial marking
Route Requests (2, 2, g, n, b2, 1, TRUE, 0),

(4, 4, g, n, b4, 1, TRUE, 0)
All other places empty

Table 3.3.: Transitions for Petri net in Figure 3.12 after a group leader becomes
unreachable.

Transition Bindings
Identifying receivers@0 (sendNode = 2, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n,

broadcastId = b2, hopToGl = 1, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 0,
recNode = 4, destSeqNumR = n, member = TRUE, hopToGlR = 1)

Identifying receivers@1 (sendNode = 4, reqNode = 4, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n,
broadcastId = b4, hopToGl = 1, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 0,
recNode = 2, destSeqNumR = n, member = TRUE, hopToGlR = 1)

Receiving RREQ@2 (sendNode = 2, reqNode = 2, recNode = 4, destGroup = g, dest-
SeqNum = n, destSeqNumR = n, broadcastId = b2, hopToGl = 1,
hopToGlR = 1, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 0, member = TRUE)

Receiving RREQ@3 (sendNode = 4, reqNode = 4, recNode = 2, destGroup = g, dest-
SeqNum = n, destSeqNumR = n, broadcastId = b4, hopToGl = 1,
hopToGlR = 1, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 0, member = TRUE)

Parsing RREQ@4 (sendNode = 2, reqNode = 2, recNode = 4, destGroup = g, dest-
SeqNum = n, destSeqNumR = n, broadcastId = b2, hopToGl = 1,
hopToGlR = 1, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 0, member = TRUE)

Parsing RREQ@5 (sendNode = 4, reqNode = 4, recNode = 2, destGroup = g, dest-
SeqNum = n, destSeqNumR = n, broadcastId = b4, hopToGl = 1,
hopToGlR = 1, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 0, member = TRUE)

Sending RREP@6 (sendNode = 4, respNode = 4, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, dest-
SeqNumR = n, broadcastId = b2, hopCount = 1, recNode = 2)

Sending RREP@7 (sendNode = 2, respNode = 2, reqNode = 4, destGroup = g, dest-
SeqNumR = n, broadcastId = b4, hopCount = 1, recNode = 4)

Sending MACT@8 (sendNode = 2, destNode = 4, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, dest-
SeqNumR = n, broadcastId = b2, hopCount = 1, recNode = 4)

Sending MACT@9 (sendNode = 4, destNode = 2, reqNode = 4, destGroup = g, dest-
SeqNumR = n, broadcastId = b4, hopCount = 1, recNode = 2)
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The transitions in Table 3.3 shows how the two disconnected nodes can
respond to each other and no group leader is ever started. In the most
general case, there may be n direct descendants of the group leader that
may form a loop if they are able to communicate pairwise, thus forming
a structure similar to a ring. In this case, our formal description allowed
us to demonstrate the reachability of a particular non-consistent state
for the overall system.

• The protocol does not specify what should happen when a MACT mes-
sage gets lost or, symmetrically, when a partition merging procedure fails.
As in Figure 3.16, suppose node 2 �nds a new connection to the multicast
tree via node 3 - node 1. If the MACT message is lost in that multi-hop
path, node 2 will not start the local group leader process as it believes of
being still connected to the rest of the multicast tree. From that point
in time, nothing will happen because, as far as node 2 is concerned, the
reconnection process is over. In the symmetric case of partition merging,
suppose some of the messages get lost when one of the two group leaders
already stopped. The net result in both cases is a system with a network
partition left without a group leader and hence unable to later recon-
nect. One is able to prove the existence of such a problem by considering
our formal description of MAODV with an initial marking describing the
scenario in Figure 3.16. Let us assume that the destination sequence
numbers at node 3, 4 and 1 can be indicated as m. In addition, let us
assume that n5 and h5 are the destination sequence number and the
distance to the current group leader at node R and n5 ≥ n so as h5 < h.
The initial marking shown in Table 3.4 describes the considered scenario,
while the transitions in Table 3.5 illustrate a normal functioning system
until the activation message sent from node 3 to node 1 is lost. If no
output tokens are placed in Activation Messages after transition Sending
MACT@14 �res, i.e. a MACT message is lost, at that point in time there
are no enabled transitions in the net and no token describing a next hop
at node 5 towards node 1 will never enter Active Next Hops.

Table 3.4.: Initial marking for Petri net in Figure 3.12 for scenario in Figure
3.16.

Place Initial marking
Route Requests (2, 2, g, n, b, h, TRUE, 0)
All other places empty
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Table 3.5.: Transitions for Petri net in Figure 3.12 when an activation message
is lost.

Transition Bindings
Identifying receivers@0 (sendNode = 2, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n, broad-

castId = b, hopToGl = h, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 0, recNode = 3,
destSeqNumR = m, hopToGlR = h+1, member = FALSE)

Identifying receivers@1 (sendNode = 2, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n, broad-
castId = b, hopToGl = h, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 0, recNode = 4,
destSeqNumR = m, hopToGlR = h+1, member = FALSE)

Receiving RREQ@2 (sendNode = 2, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n, broad-
castId = b, hopToGl = h, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 0, recNode = 3,
destSeqNumR = m, hopToGlR = h+1, member = FALSE)

Parsing RREQ@3 (sendNode = 2, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n, broad-
castId = b, hopToGl = h, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 0, recNode = 3,
destSeqNumR = m, hopToGlR = h+1, member = FALSE)

Parsing RREQ@4 (sendNode = 2, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n, broad-
castId = b, hopToGl = h, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 0, recNode = 4,
destSeqNumR = m, hopToGlR = h+1, member = FALSE)

Identifying receivers@4 (sendNode = 3, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n, broad-
castId = b, hopToGl = h, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 1, recNode = 1,
destSeqNumR = m, hopToGlR = h+2, member = FALSE)

Receiving RREQ@5 (sendNode = 3, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n, broad-
castId = b, hopToGl = h, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 1, recNode = 1,
destSeqNumR = m, hopToGlR = h+2, member = FALSE)

Parsing RREQ@6 (sendNode = 3, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n, broad-
castId = b, hopToGl = h, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 1, recNode = 1,
destSeqNumR = m, hopToGlR = h+2, member = FALSE)

Identifying receivers@7 (sendNode = 1, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n, broad-
castId = b, hopToGl = h, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 2, recN-
ode = R, destSeqNumR = n5, hopToGlR = h5, member = FALSE)

Receiving RREQ@8 (sendNode = 3, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n, broad-
castId = b, hopToGl = h, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 2, recNode = 1,
destSeqNumR = n5, hopToGlR = h5, member = FALSE)

Parsing RREQ@9 (sendNode = 3, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSeqNum = n, broad-
castId = b, hopToGl = h, joinFlag = TRUE, hopCount = 2, recNode = 1,
destSeqNumR = n5, hopToGlR = h5, member = FALSE)

Sending RREP@10 (sendNode = R, respNode = R, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSe-
qNumR = n5, broadcastId = b, hopCount = 3, recNode = 1)

Sending RREP@11 (sendNode = 1, respNode = R, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSe-
qNumR = n5, broadcastId = b, hopCount = 3, recNode = 3)

Sending RREP@12 (sendNode = 3, respNode = R, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSe-
qNumR = n5, broadcastId = b, hopCount = 3, recNode = 2)

Sending MACT@13 (sendNode = 2, destNode = R, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSe-
qNumR = n5, broadcastId = b, hopCount = 3, recNode = 3)

Sending MACT@14 (sendNode = 3, destNode = R, reqNode = 2, destGroup = g, destSe-
qNumR = n5, broadcastId = b, hopCount = 3, recNode = 1)
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Figure 3.16.: When a MACT message gets lost (left), a partition without group
leader may form (right).

• Even if this aspect does not in�uence the correctness of the algorithm,
it is not clear why one cannot deal with the partition merging procedure
as a particular case of reconnection. If one would be able to do that,
testing and veri�cation for the general case could also be valid for that
particular scenario.

Summarizing, there are some aspects of the protocol deserving further inves-
tigations. In particular, those concerns that may translate into violating the
acyclicity constraint should be carefully considered from our standpoint. In
fact, a loop in the resulting topology does not pose serious problems if the
mechanisms are used only for multicast communications: in that case each
node should only be provided with functionalities tailored to recognize and
drop duplicate packets. Thus, the problem in�uences the performances of the
protocol in term of messages overhead and not the correctness of the result-
ing system. In the scenario we are considering, a loop in the interconnection
topology mines instead the correctness of the Publish-Subscribe system, be-
cause this last could be explicitly designed for relying on the assumption of
having an acyclic interconnection topology among dispatchers, this last pro-
vided by our solution. In the next chapter we will show how we solved these
issues and how we adapted MAODV to our needs.
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The concerns and potential improvements we highlighted in the previous chapter
call for modi�cations to the original mechanisms of MAODV in the �elds of
route request propagation, replies generation, group leader management and
partition merging. In addition, a set of general adaptations are needed before
exploiting MAODV in response to our needs. We will proceed moving from these
lasts and then continuing illustrating where and how we modi�ed the original
algorithm for addressing the issues we previously identi�ed and improving the
reconnection process as well as the group leader management.

4.1. Adaptations towards overlay management

MAODV is a protocol designed for providing the system with
point-to-multipoint communication functionalities using a tree-based super-
imposed topology. This naturally implies that the commands MAODV is sup-
posed to accept from the upper level application regards operations such as
joining a particular group, sending or receiving multicast messages and leav-
ing a given multicast group. As we pointed out in the previous chapter, we
are more interested in those mechanisms MAODV utilizes for maintaining the
acyclic topology it exploits for disseminating multicast messages. In fact, in
this work we need a solution for recon�guring an interconnection topology
among dispatchers; thus, the concept of group dissolves in our context because
we are actually considering the set of servers belonging to the dispatching in-
frastructure as a group and that group is unique in the system. In practical
terms, this implies that the kind of multicast routing table we will utilize will
always contain a single entry. Therefore, all the DestinationGroup �elds in
messages and all the routines in charge of managing di�erent groups can be
eliminated from the protocol.
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A second aspect of the particular scenario we are considering lies in the fact
that we do not distinguish between nodes willing to become members of the
multicast group and nodes simply willing to send or route data. As we showed
in Section 3.1, in this work we are considering a scenario where all nodes par-
ticipating in the system are also dispatching nodes (since they run an instance
of the Publish-Subscribe system); thus, the interconnection topology always
involves all the mobile devices. From this observation naturally follows that
we can eliminate the Join �ag in the RREQ and MACT messages and there
is no reason for having a PRUNE TIMEOUT used when non-members of the
tree become leafs and wait before leaving the system. In addition, when a node
fails in �nding new connections after a link breakages in this kind of scenarios,
it will automatically become the group leader of its partition without worry-
ing about selecting one of its descendants as the new group leader; thus, the
GroupLeader �ag in the MACT message can be eliminated too.

Recalling Section 3.2.3, let us observe that, being MAODV an extension
build upon the unicast protocol AODV, some routines in the protocol relies on
the assumption of having data related to unicast routes available as a short-
hand for more complex multicast-related operations. In particular, we are
referring to the Multicast Group Leader Extension in the RREQ message and
the associated unicast send routine in case the local node already knows how
to reach the multicast group leader. In our case however, we are not interested
in providing the system with point-to-point communications: they are outside
our scope and, if they were needed, they would quite certainly be provided
by some more e�cient transport level protocol. Hence, the maintenance of a
sequence number besides the one related to the group as well as the mainte-
nance of a Group Leader Table along with the extensions we mentioned above
are useless from our standpoint.

Staying at the application level, our Overlay Manager will not be able to
modify or even simply access the IP headers of packets sent or received. This
implies that some data and routines will have to be replicated at the application
level. For instance, let us consider the TimeToLive of packets and the routines
in charge of managing that value. In addition, MAODV is designed to smoothly
integrate with wired and/or other types of networks besides MANETs: this is
pointless in our case, so all the data �elds related to those functionalities can
be removed (consider as an example the Network Interface �eld of each next
hop entry).
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4.2. Requests propagation, replies generation and
forwarding

In Section 3.4 we argued that if we had the possibility to propagate request
messages in the subtree rooted at the node handling the reconnection process,
then in scenarios like the one in Figure 3.14 we would be able to immediately
reconnect while avoiding the declaration of two independent network parti-
tions. This should save some processing at the node in charge of starting a
new group leader process and also some network tra�c because we are im-
mediately reconnecting without retrying multiple RREQ broadcast. However,
we also observed that an uncontrolled propagation of RREQ messages among
descendants of a disconnected node may pose the basis for a loop formation
in that subtree, as Figure 3.13 highlighted. One should be able to observe
how this problem comes from the fact that the RREQ message is allowed to
propagate o� the tree for more than a single hop. If we forced each RREQ
message to jump o� the tree at most once, then we would avoid the problem
just described while providing the disconnected node with chances to immedi-
ately reconnect via some of its descendants.

Rule 1 Forwarding rule for node i on receiving RREQ from j
if (¬LinkOpenedi(j ) ∧ ¬OverlayLimited) then

OverlayLimited ← True
send(RREQ , upstreamNode)

else if (OverlayLimited) then
send(RREQ , upstreamNode)

else
∀ h(DeviceInRangei(h)⇔ send(RREQ , h))

end if

For obtaining such a mechanisms, we devised a simple Forwarding rule in-
volving a test on a boolean variable added to the RREQ message. This �ag,
named OverlayLimited, is initially set to FALSE when the RREQ message is
broadcast by the node handling the reconnection and will be possibly set to
TRUE when that particular request message is not allowed to jump o� the
tree again. Recalling the basic predicates de�ned in Section 3.1, the forward-
ing rule node i must observe on receiving from j a route request message is
reported in Rule 1. This last simply states that, if the RREQ comes from a
non-active neighbor with the �ag not set, then it has just jumped o� the tree
and hence from now on it shall continue only along the upstream direction.1
1The forwarding of request messages in the downstream directions after the OverlayLimited
�ag is set is useless because no nodes in that part of the tree could be able to respond.
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Otherwise, if the �ag is set, then the message already jumped o� the tree in
the past and must continue only towards upstream nodes. In the remaining
cases, it can freely continue because it has not jumped o� the tree (maybe
not yet). In addition to that, we have to slightly modify the policy of not
forwarding broadcast messages carrying a (sourceId, BroadcastId) pair already
seen in some previously received message. We will modify that policy with an
exception: if the message just received is coming from the upstream neighbor,
then it will be forwarded according to Rule 1 even if it carries a broadcastId
equal to that contained in the most recently received RREQ message coming
from the same requiring node.

Let us recall Figure 3.13 where we �rst introduced this issue; in the same
situation, but now using the forwarding rule just introduced, two scenarios are
possible depending on the ordering of messages arrivals at node 1: Figures 4.1
and 4.2 illustrate the �rst case assuming the RREQ message labeled B arrives
at node 1 before the message labeled A. When message B arrives at node 1,
it has travelled only along edges pertaining to the tree, hence it is allowed to
jump o� the tree at node 1 towards node 5. On the other hand, message A
will be dropped at node 1 since it carries the same pair (sourceId, broadcastId)
already seen in message B and it does not come from the upstream neighbor.

Node 1 Node 2Node 3 Node 4Node 5

RREQ (A)RREQ (B)

RREQ (B)

RREQ (A)

RREQ (B)

Figure 4.1.: A possible sequence of RREQ sends and receives using Rule 1 for
Figure 4.2.

Viceversa, let us assume that message A arrives at node 1 before message
B, as in Figure 4.3. With this assumption, message A gets sent towards node

This is due to the fact that the distance to the current group leader actually increases
in the downstream direction, hence if the receiving node is not able to respond, then no
descendants of this last will be able to do that.
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Figure 4.2.: RREQ propagation using Rule 1, A and B identify two di�erent
messages sent from node 2.

3 while this last forwards message B towards node 1 (see Figure 4.4). At this
last node, message B is forwarded because it carries the same broadcastId in
message A and it is received along the upstream link. On the other hand,
message A is dropped at node 3 because of the already seen broadcastId. As
in the previous case, message B reaches node 5 that will respond. In both
cases, the reverse path grafted by message B contains a single hop o� the tree;
thus, if activated, it does not violate the acyclicity constraint.

Node 1 Node 2Node 3 Node 4Node 5

RREQ (A)RREQ (B)

RREQ (A)

RREQ (B)

RREQ (B)

RREQ (A)

Figure 4.3.: A possible sequence of RREQ sends and receives using Rule 1 for
Figure 4.4.

If one does not allow nodes belonging to the tree to propagate RREQ mes-
sages, then, in our particular scenario, the node responding to a given route
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Figure 4.4.: RREQ propagation using Rule 1, A and B identify two di�erent
messages sent from node 2.

request will always be one of the two end points in the new path just deter-
mined. Our new approach in forwarding RREQ messages among members of
the tree implies that this assumption is no longer valid. In fact, the RREQ
message can travel along the edges of a given subtree, jump o� the tree for a
single hop and then continue along the edges of another branch until it reaches
a responding node, if it exists. An example of such a situation is reported in
Figure 4.5 - left.
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Figure 4.5.: RREQ propagation (left) and path activation (right) using Rule 1
between two di�erent branches of a multicast tree.

In that case, when a node belonging to another branch of the tree does
respond, the RREP message it sends will follow, as usual, the reverse path set
up by the previous RREQ message up to the disconnected node. Now suppose
that this last node selects that path for activation: one should be able to notice
how the link that has to be activated coincides with that hop where the RREQ
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message travelled o� the tree. In this sens, the propagation of the MACT
message up to the responding node is not strictly needed. For avoiding the
useless propagation of that activation message, we exploited a simple strategy
similar to the mechanisms used for Network Address Translation (NAT). In
other words, the node that set the OverlayLimited �ag (node 1 in Figure
4.5) is forced to rewrite the header of the RREP message for substituting the
identi�er of the responding node with its own identi�er. We are able to do
that because, as we illustrated in Section 4.1, we are managing the identi�ers
of nodes at the application level without relying on the classical IP addressing
mechanism. With this simple trick, the activation message will stop once it
activated that hop where the request message travelled o� the tree (see Figure
4.5 - right for an example).

4.3. Group leader management and election

In Section 3.4 we questioned that, if a group leader suddenly becomes unreach-
able and two or more of its descendants can communicate pairwise, then a loop
involving all or a subset of those descendants may form. Furthermore, in that
case the partition is left without a group leader. Two solutions to this problem
are possible: one can think about inhibiting the send of replies whenever a
reconnection procedure is in progress or one can modify the conditions under
which a node can respond to a route request. The �rst approach may decrease
the abilities of the protocol in �nding new connections in more general cases,
while the second solution seems to have less impact then the �rst on the over-
all performances. Therefore, we have chosen to modify the conditions under
which a node satis�es a given route request by allowing nodes with a distance
to the current group leader only strictly less than that of the requiring node
to respond. With this simple modi�cation, the situation reported in Figure
3.15 is solved: when a group leader becomes unreachable there are no directly
reachable nodes able to respond to the route requests coming from its direct
descendants. In fact, these lasts look for a node with a current distance from
the group leader strictly less than 1, i.e. with a distance of 0. The only nodes
able to satisfy such a requirement are group leaders. Therefore, all the di-
rect descendants of the new unreachable group leader either will reach another
group leader via one of their own descendants or will end up without having
received any reply. In this last case, they will start the local group leader pro-
cess. This will be in charge of reconnecting the di�erent partitions just formed,
if it is possible.
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Another strictly related issue may arise in case an activation message gets
lost. In that case, the disconnected node believes to be still connected to the
tree, but it belongs in fact to a network partition without a group leader. Two
aspects have to be considered: the �rst one is how to recognize such a situation
and the second one regards how to elect a group leader once the absence of
it is detected. The �rst issue is easily solved by setting a suitable timeout
that triggers the group leader election if it expires without having received any
Group Hello message. The second problem is more di�cult because all the
well known group leader election algorithms cannot run on MANETs without
deep modi�cations. However, we can exploit the acyclic topology for easily
determining who can be elected as the new group leader. We should �rst ob-
serve that, if a MACT message gets lost, no Group Hello messages will ever
arrive to the nodes belonging to the partition we are considering; thus, all the
nodes in that set will keep as hop count the distance to the former group leader
without ever updating that value (see Figure 4.6 as an example). In such a
situation, the HopCount �eld can be considered within each network partition
as a function of the node having a unique global minimum. We can easily
determine this unique minimum by simply forcing each node to check for the
availability of its upstream. In case the upstream node is still reachable, then
there is another node in the same partition with a distance to the former group
leader less than the one of the local node; thus, this last will not start the group
leader process. Otherwise, the local node can conclude of being the node with
the minimum hop count and therefore can safely become the new group leader.
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1

3

2

3

4

3

Figure 4.6.: A network partition after a MACT message is lost with the current
value of HopCount for each node.

One could argue that the process of checking for the availability of the up-
stream node is basically useless, because the node that will become the group
leader always coincides with the last node that experienced a link breakage
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and activated a new path. This observation does not hold because, while the
disconnected node is handling the repair process, there can be any number of
disconnections and related successful path activations involving only nodes in
the subtree rooted at the former node . Let us take for instance Figure 4.6: let
us assume that node 1 loses its upstream node and then successfully reconnect
to node 4, while node 2 reconnects to another node outside this partition and
the related MACT message gets lost. In this scenario both node 1 and node 2
recently experienced a link breakage and neither of them received any Group
Hello message after the link repair process: what distinguishes the twos is the
fact that node 1's upstream is still reachable, while node 2's upstream is not.

4.4. Partition merging procedure
As illustrated in Subsection 3.2.3, the original MAODV exploits a particular
procedure for merging two network partitions conceptually di�erent from the
normal functioning of the link repair process. For that purpose, speci�c �ags
in messages and particular routines are used. Our modi�ed way of propagating
RREQ messages among the descendants of a given node makes this procedure
basically useless, because the case of merging two partitions can now be con-
sidered as particular case of a reconnection process periodically triggered by
each group leader in each network partition. In our version of the protocol,
each group leader periodically �oods its tree with a RREQ message that gets
forwarded according to Rule 1 and will possibly reach another group leader
in another network partition; this last will respond according to the standard
conditions of the link repair process (excluding the one related to the distance
from the current group leader). In that case, it will pick the maximum of the
two group sequence numbers and will terminate itself after having issued the
reply message. On receiving that message, the �rst group leader will activate
the new path by sending a standard MACT message that will reconnect the
two partitions.

As we will see in a moment, this modi�cation does not alter the number or
size of messages needed for merging two network partitions. Let us call the �rst
group leader GL1 and the other group leader GL2. Furthermore, let us assume
that the two partitions can reconnect by means of two nodes C1 and C2 staying
at single hop distance and reachable from GL1 and GL2 respectively. Function
Hops(n,m) will indicate the number of hops between node n and node m. In
the original MAODV, GL1 �oods its subtree with a Group Hello message that
C2 is able to hear; thus the number of message sent is Hops(GL1,C2). On
receiving that message, C2 informs GL2 of the new �ndings by means of a
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particular RREQ message with both the Join and Repair �ags set; the system
will send Hops(C2,GL2) messages for completing this step. Then, GL2 grants
C2 permission to rebuild the tree by unicasting a RREP message back; the
operation still involves Hops(GL2,C2) messages. On receiving that RREP
message, C2 unicast another RREQ message towards GL1 for informing this
last about the current sequence number of its partition; therefore now we need
Hops(C2,GL1) messages. GL1 sends a �nal RREP back for activating the new
link, hence with Hops(GL1,C2) messages sent. At the end of the procedure,
being all wireless links symmetrical, the total number of messages needed for
the partition merging process is:

3 · Hops(GL1,C2) + 2 · Hops(C2,GL2) (4.1)

On the other hand, in our version of the protocol, a RREQ message gets
�ooded along the descendants of GL1 until it reaches C1, the system will
send Hops(GL1,C1) messages for completing this �rst step. From C1 to C2
the message travels o� the tree; for this reason C2 sets the overlayLimited
�ag and propagates the message upstream until it reaches GL2; thus with
1 + HopCount(C2,GL2) messages sent. GL2 responds to GL1 by sending a
RREP towards this last, the message follows the reverse path set up by the
previous RREQ message and hence we have Hops(GL2,GL1) messages sent.
At this point, GL1 activates the new link by unicasting a MACT message
that, as we illustrated in Section 4.2, will stop at C2; this last step needs
Hops(GL1,C2) messages. Therefore, the total number of messages needed is:

Hops(GL1,C1) + 1 + Hops(C2,GL2) + Hops(GL2,GL1) + Hops(GL1,C2)
(4.2)

We can a�rm that 4.1 and 4.2 represent the same value because the following
equalities hold:

Hops(GL1,C1) + 1 = Hops(GL1,C2) (4.3)

Hops(GL2,GL1) = Hops(GL1,C2) + Hops(C2,GL2) (4.4)

We will see in next chapters how, even if this last modi�cation does not provide
any gain in the number of messages sent for reconnecting two partitions, it is
anyway helpful because it allowed us to validate our mechanisms in a more
simple way. This advantage is due to the fact that the functionalities for
reconnecting the tree after a link breakage and those needed for merging two
partitions actually share a major part of the code needed to implement them.
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4.5. Simulation results

Apart from the adaptations illustrated in Section 4.1, the modi�cations we just
introduced can also be reconsidered in the context of the original MAODV,
i.e. as part of a modi�ed algorithm for multicast operations on MANETs.
Therefore, we wanted to evaluate their impact on the original performances
of MAODV. Furthermore, a simulation study performed at this time would
have provided us with con�dence in the correctness of our modi�cations. For
these reasons we simulated the modi�ed algorithm using ns-2 [56]. We modi-
�ed the MAODV implementation made available from Carleton University [5]
and compared the performances of the modi�ed protocol with those achieved
by the original. In particular, we measured the control overhead, de�ned as
the ratio between the number of control messages sent and the total num-
ber of multicast data packets received, and the packet delivery ratio, de�ned
as the ratio between the number of data packets actually received and the
number of data packets that had to be received (this last simply computed
as the number of data packets sent multiplied by the number of multicast
receivers). The communication range of each node is set to 250 meters, the
simulation area ranges from 750x750 meters up to 2000x2000 meters in step
of 250 meters, 50 nodes are always present in the simulation area. The access
medium has been assumed to be IEEE 802.11 at 2Mbps, the mobility patterns
are governed by the classical random waypoint mobility model with no pause
time, node movement speed is of 1m/s, 5 m/s or 10m/s. Each simulation run
lasted 910 seconds and has been repeated 10 times. During a simulation, all
receivers joins a single multicast group at the beginning of the simulation and
senders start sending data after the �rst 30 seconds, this for letting the system
reach a steady state before starting measurements and hence avoiding the is-
sues pointed out in [60]. Multicast senders send 2 multicast data packets per
second each composed of 256 bytes, only multicast data tra�c exists in the
simulation. In addition, senders and receivers are always disjoint sets apart
from the case with 10 senders and 50 receivers, where the senders are neces-
sarily a subset of the receivers.

The results are reported in terms of relative percentage di�erence between
the modi�ed algorithm and the original MAODV. The results of the simulation
are illustrated in Table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 where PDR4 stands for the relative
di�erence in the packet delivery ratio and CTRL4 for the relative di�erence in
control overhead. The same information is also graphically reported in Figures
4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. One should be able to notice how, as the
mobile network is made sparser, our modi�cations are capable of increasing
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Table 4.1.: Evolved MAODV - performances for packet delivery ratio and con-
trol overhead against the original protocol (nodes speed of 1m/s).

1 send - 10 recv 10 send - 20 recv 10 send - 50 recv
Area PDR4 CTRL4 PDR4 CTRL4 PDR4 CTRL4
750x750 -0,27% +0,26% +0,23% +0,22% +0,64% -0,21%
1000x1000 +1,03% +0,17% +1,17% +0,07% +2,66% -3,73%
1250x1250 +1,14% +0,22% +2,89% -1,89% +4,49% -4,41%
1500x1500 +1,32% -1,25% +3,02% -1,87% +7,78% -7,04%
1750x1750 +2,62% -2,54% +4,37% -3,91% +8,36% -8,22%
2000x2000 +2,88% -3,09% +5,08% -4,72% +10,34% -9.92%

Table 4.2.: Evolved MAODV - performances for packet delivery ratio and con-
trol overhead against the original protocol (nodes speed of 5m/s).

1 send - 10 recv 10 send - 20 recv 10 send - 50 recv
Area PDR4 CTRL4 PDR4 CTRL4 PDR4 CTRL4
750x750 +0,01% +0,35% +0,34% +0,43% +1,85% -1,21%
1000x1000 +0,93% +0,23% +1,78% -0,07% +2,95% -4,02%
1250x1250 +1,32% -0,02% +3,45% -1,19% +4,79% -6,02%
1500x1500 +1,89% -1,79% +4,82% -2,56% +7,99% -8,29%
1750x1750 +2,99% -2,96% +5,57% -4,17% +9,47% -9,97%
2000x2000 +3,14% -3,7% +6,87% -4,91% +10,04% -12,04%

Table 4.3.: Evolved MAODV - performances for packet delivery ratio and con-
trol overhead against the original protocol (nodes speed of 10m/s).

1 send - 10 recv 10 send - 20 recv 10 send - 50 recv
Area PDR4 CTRL4 PDR4 CTRL4 PDR4 CTRL4
750x750 +0,09% +0,79% +0,81% -0,3% +2,76% -2,1%
1000x1000 +1,12% +0,3% +2,09% -0,84% +3,8% -5,19%
1250x1250 +1,86% -0,61% +4,62% -1,98% +5,91% -7,23%
1500x1500 +3,57% -1,03% +5,04% -4,69% +8,65% -10,01%
1750x1750 +3,42% -3,56% +8,54% -7,27% +10,01% -12,63%
2000x2000 +4,29% -4,66% +9,97% -8,37% +12,91% -14,08%
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the packet delivery ratio while decreasing the overall control overhead. This is
due to the fact that, as the simulation area grows, disconnected nodes are less
likely to �nd non-tree members able to provide them with a new connection
to the multicast tree. In this case the reconnection process can take advantage
of our modi�cations because disconnected nodes can rely on their descendants
for further propagating request messages; thus they are more likely to receive
replies. In this way, they are able to shorten the time period needed to recon-
nect to the multicast tree and hence miss less data packets. At the same time,
being more likely to receive replies, they retry the reconnection procedure a
smaller number of times with respect to the original algorithm; thus, they save
control messages. On the other hand, when the mobile network is dense, the
small increases in the control overhead is justi�ed by the fact that tree mem-
bers now forward requests instead of dropping them when they are not able to
respond. In this last case however, since replies coming from neighboring nodes
are quite always preferred with respect to the ones coming from farther nodes,
if any reply is received from the descendants of a disconnected node, then it is
quite always discarded and the original behavior of the protocol is mostly pre-
served. Beyond our new way of propagating requests and forwarding replies,
the simple group leader election mechanism we proposed in Section 4.3 is also
responsible for the increased packet delivery ratio because, by guaranteeing a
working group leader in each network partition, the merging procedure is read-
ily carried out when it is needed. One should take into account that also the
ns-2 implementation we modi�ed for this small simulation study actually took
into account this problem. However, the solution was in that case a simple
workaround: nodes belonging to a network partition without a group leader
disconnect from their current upstream and trigger a reconnection procedure
as if they had just experienced a link breakage.

In our opinion, another important characteristic to observe is the correla-
tion between the overall performance gain and the number of receivers in the
system. Both the packet delivery ratio as well as the control overhead expose
better behaviors as the number of receivers grows. The motivations behind this
fact are fairly clear. Since we strongly rely on tree members in the modi�ed
algorithm and multicast receivers are always tree members, the impact of our
modi�cations increases as the number of receivers. From this fact is clear why
the best behaviors always correspond to the cases where all the mobile nodes
are also multicast receivers. Most important, these last scenarios are indeed
what we are explicitly considering in this work and coincide with the scenarios
we illustrated in Section 3.1, where we �rst introduced our main problem with
its requirements.
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Figure 4.7.: Relative gain in packet delivery ratio for the modi�ed algorithm,
nodes speed of 1m/s.
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Figure 4.9.: Relative gain in packet delivery ratio for the modi�ed algorithm,
nodes speed of 10m/s.
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Figure 4.11.: Relative gain in control overhead for the modi�ed algorithm,
nodes speed of 5m/s.
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In the following chapter we will illustrate how we actually implemented a work-
ing solution. In particular, two di�erent approaches have been investigated: the
�rst provides the developer with a proactive solution able to maintain the inter-
connection topology as well as detecting broken links and o�ering data trans-
port services; thus, it can be very well �tted to subject or type-based Publish-
Subscribe middleware systems. From this general purpose approach we then
derived a more tailored solution which gives the developer the chance to exploit
his own data transport services while relying on a reactive Overlay Manager for
maintaining the interconnection topology. These characteristics make this last
schema tailored to content-based Publish-Subscribe systems. In the following
chapter we will describe the details of both approaches, i.e. how we designed
and implemented the software components and how they can interact with an
existing event noti�cation service. In particular, the second and more speci�c
solution will be described in the context of the REDS middleware, a content-
based Publish-Subscribe system targeted to highly dynamic environments.

5.1. Designing a Publish-Subscribe system for
MANETs

After having addressed algorithmic issues, we actually implemented our Over-
lay Manager by assuming two di�erent approaches, this with the goal of provid-
ing a general purpose solution to the problem of maintaining and exploiting an
interconnection topology for Publish-Subscribe on MANETs. The developer
willing to deploy an existing event-based system in mobile environments can
face the problem from two di�erent point of views: he/she could be willing to
rewrite or deeply modify the data transport services of the system to exploit
some peculiar recon�guration algorithm at the subscriptions level or he/she
may be willing to rely on a complete and ready-to-use solution. In the former
case, the Overlay Manager would be in charge of just keeping the topology
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connected; in the latter case it should also provide suitable mechanisms for
sending and receiving data on wireless links while hiding to the rest of the
system link breakages and the related path activations. We designed our so-
lution by leveraging on code reuse and well-designed interfaces in such a way
that both approaches are available to the developer. Clearly, apart from pe-
culiar implementation-related needs, the �rst approach seems more suitable in
content-based Publish-Subscribe systems, as these lasts quite always exploit
peculiar event �ltering and subscription forwarding mechanisms which need to
handle the data transport services directly. On the other hand, the second ap-
proach can constitute an o�-the-shelf solution for topic or type-based systems,
even more if they are designed from the beginning to use group communication
facilities on wired networks. In particular, the reader will be able to observe
in the following sections how the former schema, which we will call reactive
approach, can be derived from the latter solution with some small changes in
the component's APIs.

The two approaches also di�er in the sense of focusing on di�erent engineer-
ing aspects. Apart from the procedures in charge of �nding new connections or
merge network partitions (these lasts actually shared by both solutions), the
general approach, which we will call proactive approach, focuses on the mecha-
nisms needed to recognize link breakages and transport data; thus it highlights
implementation-dependent issues. On the other side, the reactive approach
points out the issues related to well-de�ned interactions with the rest of the
system, hence it highlights interfaces-related problems and the relative design
decisions.

As we will see in the following, the actual di�erences between the proactive
and the reactive approaches mainly reside in the mechanisms used for trigger-
ing the reconnection process. In the former case, our component internally
triggers the reconnection procedures when a link breakage is detected. Thus,
the Publish-Subscribe system sees a proactive component managing by itself
the interconnection topology in face of nodes movements. In the latter solu-
tion, the reconnection process is explicitly triggered by the Publish-Subscribe
system when it is needed. Hence, our component reacts to external stimuli.
Both components have been implemented using the Java 2 v.1.4.2 Standard
Edition framework [51].
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5.2. A general solution
For what concerns the general solution, one have to notice how our proactive
software component will be in charge not only of maintaining the interconnec-
tion topology while satisfying the requirements we pointed out in Section 3.1,
but also of:

• actively monitoring the status of communication links towards neighbor-
ing nodes for detecting disconnections and link breakages;

• maintaining the current set of active neighbors;

• providing suitable mechanisms for sending and receiving data over the
overlay network;

• creating node identi�ers at boot time.

In the following subsections we will illustrate how we designed and imple-
mented this component. The concepts and design decisions we are going to
show will also be the basis also for the speci�c solution we will illustrate in
Section 5.3. We will show there the modi�cations we carried out for facing a
more speci�c challenge, namely the one of integrating the Overlay Manager
into a Publish-Subscribe middleware system in case this last does not want to
rely on our component for transferring data, i.e. it wants to directly manage
the data transport services.

5.2.1. Static view
The class diagram in Figure 5.1 shows the basic architecture of our proactive
software component. It is designed around a core class named ManetOver-
layMgr in charge of providing the needed mechanisms to the rest of the sys-
tem. This last can interact with the Overlay Manager sending data objects
by means of the sendObject() method or receiving data objects from other
nodes via the event listener de�ned in DataListener. The scope, goal and use
of core classes is described in Table 5.1. For describing control messages, we
de�ned the class hierarchy reported in Figure 5.2 summarizing the common
features of all messages in the parent class. The methods those classes provide
seldom imply any particular processing, but are used quite always for setting or
retrieving the value of the di�erent �elds the message carries. A brief descrip-
tion of these aspects is reported in Table 5.2. The interactions between the
component and the rest of the system are carried out by means of the public
methods in ManetOverlayMgr and by implementing a dedicated data proces-
sor that will be noti�ed each time a data object is received. This last has to
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Figure 5.1.: Diagram of core classes in the general solution.
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Table 5.1.: Scope and use of core classes in the general solution.
Class name Description
ManetTreeOverlayMgr Is the core class of the component, it provides the methods to be in-

voked for starting and stopping the manager, for sending data objects
and for setting the listener in charge of processing incoming data.
The object that gets instantiated after this class will be in charge of
loading and managing the protocol's parameters and of maintaining
counters such as the broadcastId and the group sequence number. It
will also implement a beaconing mechanism for detecting link break-
ages and disconnections. In case the local node is a group leader,
then this object will take care of the periodic dissemination of Group
Hello messages and the relative update of group sequence numbers.

dataBu�er De�nes the methods needed for storing and retrieving all the informa-
tion needed to the maintenance of the interconnection topology. The
object created after this class will manage these information while
automatically discarding those data that are no longer needed or are
replaced by more updated or better values. In addition, it will be
in charge of returning the best path available when a disconnection
process reached the point of activating a new path or the system is
merging two network partitions and more than a link can be used for
that purpose. Besides information handling, dataBu�er also o�ers
methods for queuing and dequeuing control messages. In the proac-
tive solution, it also provides the mechanisms for managing the set
of active neighbors.

parsingThread De�nes a Java thread in charge of dequeuing messages from the cur-
rent instance of dataBu�er, parsing them and taking the needed ac-
tions such as propagating control messages or updating counters. For
that purpose, it de�nes a dedicated method for each type of message
plus two slightly di�erent methods for managing RREQ messages in
case they are pertaining to reconnection processes or partition merg-
ing procedures. In particular, the parseRREPmessage() method will
implement the rewriting of the sender identi�er as illustrated in Sec-
tion 4.2. Moreover, this class also de�nes a forwardRREQ() method
that embodies the route request forwarding rule we introduced in
Section 4.2.

readingThread De�nes a Java thread in charge of receiving control messages via an
object of type DatagramObjectIO and queuing them in the current
instance of dataBu�er.

TCPListeningThread De�nes a Java thread whose purpose is to accept and set up incom-
ing TCP connections. Once the TCP handshake phase successfully
completed, the connecting node will be added to the set of current
active neighbors and an instance of TCPLink will be created at both
ends of the new link.

TCPLink De�nes the methods needed for sending and receiving data objects
to/from a particular neighboring node when the local device is shar-
ing a communication link with that.
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Figure 5.2.: Diagram of classes describing messages used with the general so-
lution.

be de�ned in terms of the DataListener interface which inherits from Java2's
EventListener. DataListener de�nes a single processObject() method that
receives as input parameter an instance of the general Object class. For dis-
patching received data to the rest of the system, the developer simply has to
create his own dispatcher class implementing the DataListener interface.

5.2.2. Dynamic view
When an object of typeManetTreeOverlayMgr is instantiated, four Java threads
are also created after ManetOverlayMgr, parsingThread, readingThread and
TCPlisteningThread. When the start() method is invoked, all those threads
are started and the manager begins its work. When a new node enters the
system, the join operation is carried out as a particular merging procedure
where the newcomer acts as a partition composed of a single device. For that
purpose, when a mobile node boots, it will automatically start the local group
leader process for being able to contact other group leaders and carry out this
particular partition merging procedure.

A run-time view of the Overlay Manager component is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.3. The thread which gets instantiated from readingThread and the one
instantiated from parsingThread act as producer and consumer of control mes-
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Table 5.2.: Scope and use of message classes in the general solution.
Class name Description
ManetOverlayMgrMessage Is the root of the class hierarchy and de�nes the methods for access-

ing the �elds common to all messages. It embodies the distinction
between sender and logical sender, i.e. between the node that just
forwarded the message and the node that �rst created that same mes-
sage. Obviously, the two �elds will be equal only at the originating
node. The distinction between receiver and logical receiver is sym-
metrical; in case the message is locally multicast from a node to all
neighboring devices (as it happens when a Group Hello message gets
propagated), the logical receiver �eld will actually be a list of device
identi�ers. In addition, this class also de�nes static constants for
distinguishing a particular kind of message among the ones de�ned
in this hierarchy.

ManetOverlayMgrRREQ De�nes methods needed for reading and writing the broadcastId,
the overlayLimited �ag, the Reconnect �ag and the group sequence
number.

ManetOverlayMgrRREP De�nes methods for reading the broadcastId and the group sequence
number the reply carries.

ManetOverlayMgrMACT De�nes methods for setting and retrieving the IP address of the
neighboring host used for activating a link.

ManetOverlayMgrGRPH De�nes a single method for reading the group sequence number. The
identi�er of the current group leader is derived from the logical sender
of the message.

ManetOverlayMgrBCN Does not de�ne any particular method apart from the ones inherited
from ManetOverlayMgrMessage. The message itself is interpreted as
way of checking for the availability of a neighboring host.

sages respectively. For handling the concurrency among the two threads, the
methods they invoke for accessing the shared message queue, i.e. enqueueMsg()
and dequeueMsg(), are synchronized; the parsing thread waits until the read-
ing thread places at least a message in that common data structure. Figure
5.3 also reports the �ow of data and control messages inside the component;
information exchanges outside that happens by means of data the application
sends or receives and messages sent or received from network levels. Further-
more, dashed lines in Figure 5.3 represent the �ow of control information like
the ones related to reverse/forward path setup and local counters.

Figure 5.4 shows a possible execution after a link breakage is detected at
node A. In that particular case, the repair process is local, meaning that the
disconnected node is able to �nd a new connection to the tree topology without
relying on any other intermediate device, i.e. at single hop distance. The
diagram shows the most important method invocations executed at each node.
To avoid cluttering the �gure, we have not include the update operations on
values in dataBu�er apart from the acquire and remove operations on the
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Figure 5.3.: Run-time view of threads and classes inside the Overlay Manager,
CTRL stands for any control message.

current neighbors set. On the other hand, Figure 5.5 shows a possible execution
when the repair process is remote, i.e. the new link to the tree is activated at a
node di�erent from the one that previously triggered the reconnection process.
The main di�erence between the two scenarios lies in the fact that the second
case sees at least an intermediate node forwarding messages on behalf of other
nodes while it is concurrently carrying out its own operations. In addition,
no new links are explicitly activated at node A in response to a previous link
breakage.

5.2.3. Implementation details

As the reader may have noticed from Figure 5.3, we have chosen to use un-
reliable transport services such as UDP for handling control messages while
exploiting more reliable transport services such as TCP for carrying applica-
tion data. The use of UDP for sending and receiving control messages allowed
us to perform quicker reconnection procedures in response to topology changes.
On the other side, TCP provides the system with reliable mechanisms for car-
rying data once the link has been established. During some preliminary test,
we observed that if we had used UDP also for carrying application data we
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Figure 5.4.: Sequence diagram for a local repair process using the general so-
lution.
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Figure 5.5.: Sequence diagram for a remote repair process using the general
solution.
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might have experienced a low overall quality due to the frequent loss of data
packets on wireless links. This last aspect has been very clear when we decided
to use an audio streaming application for our testing phase. We decided to
use TCP in place of UDP for providing the system with communication facili-
ties that allowed the deployment of even stream-based multimedia applications.

Since all transmissions are inherently broadcast at the physical layer, all
the control messages are always sent using UDP datagrams directed to the
IPv4 local broadcast address, while suitable �elds in the messages are used to
keep track of the intended receivers at the application level. For instance, this
solution has been useful in managing the Group Hello messages which are lo-
cally multicast from a given upstream node to all the downstream nodes of it.
Instead of sending n di�erent messages, where n is the number of direct descen-
dants of the considered node, we have been able to send a single message with
n di�erent identi�ers in the recipient �eld. As this kind of messages constitute
the majority of network tra�c needed for maintaining the acyclic topology, the
gain one can have in using this schema pays the slightly more complex code
one has to implement for exploiting such functionalities. In addition, as the
Java 2 Standard Edition framework does not provide automatic mechanisms
for sending and receiving objects via UDP datagrams, DatagramObjectIO de-
�nes and implements the methods needed for that particular purpose by taking
care of objects serialization and marshalling.

The logging facilities have been implemented using the Java2 logging API
[49], while the protocol's parameters are managed using the Java2 Preferences
framework [50] along with a suitable XML con�guration �le that gets parsed
each time the Overlay Manager is instantiated. In case the con�guration �le is
not available, default values are used even if, for achieving better performances,
the developer should carefully determine the value of each parameter depending
on the deployment scenario.

5.3. Tailoring the solution to the REDS middleware
In Section 5.1 we already mentioned how content-based Publish-Subscribe sys-
tems typically exploit particular events forwarding mechanisms to improve the
�ltering process. Moreover, when such systems have to be deployed in highly
mobile environments, they should also take into account the problem of re-
arraging subscription routes in response to topological changes. This issue
is quite always addressed by exploiting some particular property of the dis-
patching infrastructure as in [10] and [42], with the ultimate goal of involving
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only a subset of the dispatching infrastructure in the recon�guration process.
For this reason, the communication among dispatchers has to be limited only
to a part of the whole interconnection topology. In this case, our proactive
approach is obviously ine�cient since data pertaining to the rearrangement
of subscriptions routes may reach nodes not involved in the recon�guration
process, with the net result of increasing the overall network tra�c without
any advantage. For facing this challenge, we derived from our general proac-
tive solution a reactive modular approach able to gracefully integrate into an
existing Publish-Subscribe system. In other words, our reactive Overlay Man-
ager has been developed aiming at providing overlay maintenance capabilities
while strictly cooperating with the rest of the system when this last wants to
manage the data transport services directly. In this case, the focus has been
on how to provide suitable methods and interfaces for integrating the Overlay
Manager with the rest of the Publish-Subscribe middleware. Therefore, this
di�erent standpoint re�ected in slightly di�erent interfaces and in a di�erent
overall behavior of the Overlay Manager. In particular, the reactive solution
di�er from the proactive component in the following aspects:

1. Instead of actively monitor communication links towards neighboring
nodes, the reconnection process is now triggered by the Publish-Subscribe
middleware only when this last really needs to recon�gure the intercon-
nection topology. For that purpose, the signalLostNeighbor() method
in ManetTreeOverlayMgr is made public instead of private. The Publish-
Subscribe middleware can invoke that method when it is willing to trigger
the reconnection process. In addition, the beaconing mechanism inside
the Overlay Manager is removed as well as the ManetOverlayMgrBCN
class.

2. The Publish-Subscribe system is now in charge of managing the identi-
�ers of nodes and the set of current active neighbors. This modi�cation is
needed because signalLostNeighbor() wants to take as input parameter
the identi�er of the disconnected node and hence the Publish-Subscribe
system must be aware of it. Instead of providing our component with
methods for making the internally used nodes identi�ers and set of active
neighbors accessible by the Publish-Subscribe middleware, we decided to
modify the Overlay Manager for exploiting the same nodes identi�ers
used by the event dispatcher. We think this design decision may simplify
the integration of our Overlay Manager into an existing system, this be-
cause such a solution does not force the Publish-Subscribe middleware
to use two di�erent naming conventions.
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3. Since the data transport services are not managed by our component,
there is no need for having neither a DataListener interface nor the TC-
PLink and TCPListeningThread classes. On the other hand, we now
need a di�erent interface for de�ning the methods the Publish-Subscribe
system must provide for a correct functioning of the overall mechanisms.
These methods constitutes the SysConnector interface, a brief descrip-
tion of which is reported in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3.: Methods in the SysConnector interface.
Method name Description
public void
openLink(String url)

The Overlay Manager invokes this method when either it �nds a new
connection in response to a previous link breakage or two network
partitions can be merged. Since new nodes join operations are han-
dled as particular partition merging procedures, this method is also
invoked to acquire a new node. Its semantic is that of performing
all the necessary operations for setting up a new logical link between
two neighboring nodes. The input parameter has to be a string rep-
resenting the remote host as well as the transport service used for
activating the new communication link. The Overlay Manager will
be provided with this information by the getURL() method when this
last is executed at the remote host.

public String getID() This method must return a unique identi�er of the local node. The
identi�er returned must also be such that the same node can be
distinguished before and after a reboot operation on the sole basis of
its identi�er.

public Collection
getNeighborIDs()

This method must return an Object implementing the Collection
interface and containing the set of the current active neighbors iden-
ti�ers.

public String getURL() This method should return a string containing enough information
for setting up a new communication link towards the local host from
a neighboring node. In particular, this string should be enough infor-
mative for determining the transport service in use and the necessary
parameters, if needed, for opening a new link using those particular
communication facilities.

The developer must implement the methods belonging to the SysConnec-
tor interface for correctly integrating the Overlay Manager into an existing
Publish-Subscribe system. Apart from the functions needed for activating new
links, managing node identi�ers and accessing the current set of active neigh-
bors, the SysConnector interface de�nes a getURL() method used for allowing
the Publish-Subscribe to exploit di�erent data transport services at the same
time. That particular method must return a string describing the host iden-
ti�er and enough information for determining the transport service in use.
When a host invokes the openLink() method for activating a communication
link towards another node, the URL string returned by getURL() (executed on
the latter node) should su�ce to the former node for discriminating how the
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new link must be activated, i.e. which transport service must be used. The
overall picture of the resulting system is reported in Figure 5.6.

Overlay Manager
System Specific

Transport
Services

SysConnector

Network APIs

Figure 5.6.: The integration between the Overlay Manager and a preexisting
Publish-Subscribe middleware.

To test our design decisions, we actually integrated our reactive Overlay
Manager in REDS (Recon�gurable Event Dispatching System), a content-based
Publish-Subscribe middleware developed at Politecnico di Milano. Its goal is
to provide a well de�ned modular and composable architecture speci�cally tar-
geted to highly dynamic environments. A developer should be able to compose
his customized REDS system by selecting a subset of the components among
the ones currently available or even extend or improve REDS functionalities
by developing his own modules to be used in place of the ones provided. The
di�erent modular components are centered around a Core that mediates all
the communications between the di�erent parties. A set of di�erent interfaces
de�nes how the Core communicates with the surrounding modules. Each of
these lasts is in charge of implementing a particular functionality; for instance,
the ConnectionManager interface de�nes the methods needed for managing
data connections to neighboring dispatchers, while the Transport interface de-
�nes the operations needed for opening or closing links towards other hosts in
the system. At the moment of writing, the REDS framework provides a set
of components implementing the recon�guration algorithms in [10] and [42]
as well as reliability mechanisms based on epidemic algorithms [9]. With the
provided components, the system is able to run on wired P2P scenarios, but
not on MANETs because suitable mechanisms for keeping the interconnection
topology connected are missing. In this sense, our Overlay Manager can �ll
a gap in the REDS framework providing the needed facilities for allowing a
deployment of the whole system on Ad-Hoc Networks.

5.3.1. Static view
For carrying out the integration, we �rst identi�ed where the mechanisms
needed by the Overlay Manager are actually implemented in the REDS frame-
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Figure 5.7.: Class diagram for the REDS middleware after the integration with
the Overlay Manager.
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work and, conversely, when and where REDS needs to the trigger the recon-
nection process. For what concerns the �rst aspect, the operation of activating
a new link is performed by the openLink() method in the Transport interface.
This last also de�nes a method in charge of providing the information related
to that particular transport service in use, i.e. the information the getURL()
method on the SysConnector interface should return. The identi�er of the lo-
cal node can be simply retrieved by means of the getId() method in the Core
interface, while the current set of active neighbors can be returned from the
results provided by the getAllNeighbors() method in NeighborSet with some
additional �ltering. On the other hand, the reconnection process has to be
triggered each time the system experiences a non-controlled disconnection, i.e.
the method hardDisconnect() in the ConnectionManager interface is invoked.

Altought the explicit presence of a component in charge of maintaining
the interconnection topology was not considered at design time, we easily
integrated our solution in REDS by just developing two particular classes:
ManetDe�erredUnsubCM and ManetOverlayMgrConnector. The former in-
herits from DeferredUnsubCM while modifying the constructor and overriding
the hardDisconnect() method. The parent class implements a simple recon-
�guration algorithm [42] exploiting a delayed forwarding of unsubscriptions,
this with the aim of keeping the dispatching infrastructure dense of subscrip-
tions and hence avoiding useless operations at nodes not directly involved in
the recon�guration process. With respect to the parent class, the constructor
now takes an additional input parameter, namely a reference to the current
instance of ManetTreeOverlayMgr. The overriding hardDisconnect() method
now invokes signalLostNeighbor() on the Overlay Manager while the recon-
�guration procedure is in progress. On the other hand, ManetOverlayMgr-
Connector implements the SysConnector interface for providing the Overlay
Manager with the necessary information. In particular, the object's construc-
tor takes as input parameter a reference to the Core component of REDS
from which it can retrieve a reference to the Transport services in use and to
the current NeighborSet. With those two references, the Overlay Manager can
correctly maintain the interconnection topology for the REDS system. The
resulting software architecture is illustrated in Figure 5.7.

5.3.2. Dynamic view

Unlike Section 5.2.2, here we focus on the sequences of method invocations
describing the interactions between our component and the rest of the Publish-
Subscribe middleware. Figure 5.8 illustrates a local repair process in the REDS
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Figure 5.8.: Sequence diagram of a local repair process in the REDS middle-
ware.
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system. When the network level returns an exception, the current Connection
Manager instance interprets the event as a signal of a link breakage, catches the
exception and triggers the recon�guration process. In particular, it removes
the disconnected node from the current set of active neighbors and starts the
reconnection procedures on the Overlay Manager. As we have seen in the
previous chapter, RREQ messages get broadcast and, in case the repair pro-
cess can be local, a directly reachable node immediately responds. The reply
message will contain the local URL to be used for possibly activating the new
link. In the particular scenario of Figure 5.8, the disconnected node gets a
single reply and activates the only available link. For doing that, it invokes
the openLink() method on the transport service using the URL carried in
the RREP message as input parameter. From that point in time, as far as
the Overlay manager is concerned, the reconnection process is over and the
REDS middleware will activate the new link by directly interacting with the
other communication end point. In case this last operation fails, the REDS
transport services trigger a further reconnection process. The case of a remote
repair is a simple extension of what we just introduced. The main di�erences
reside in the explicit send of one or more MACT message along with the fact
that the openLink() method will be invoked on a node di�erent from the one
where the reconnection process started.

5.4. Protocol's parameters
Independently from the particular approach one is willing to follow for inte-
grating and exploiting our component, one surely has to take into account the
parameters needed for its correct functioning. In the following, we will de-
scribe each of them while providing some hopefully useful hint for identifying
suitable values depending on di�erent aspects one has to consider in deploying
our solution. The parameters are:

• BYTE BUFFER SIZE: indicates the size in bytes for the bu�er used
in receiving UDP datagrams. As fragmentation is typically not needed,
this parameter makes no di�erence once is set above a certain threshold.
If the mobile network is very dense, than the average size of control mes-
sages increases because the list of the intended receivers grows. There-
fore, one should just pay attention to the average number of nodes in the
system and set this value accordingly.

• DISCOVER TIMEOUT: represents the time the local node waits
for incoming replies after a route request message is broadcast. In case
replies are received after this timeout expired, they are silently discarded.
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Hence, this parameter should be determined by considering the average
network diameter and the average number of hosts in the system. As the
�rst grows, this parameter should grow accordingly because more hops
are possibly needed for reaching a node able to respond. On the other
hand, as the average number of hosts in the system grows, this value can
decrease because each node is more likely to �nd close mobile devices
able to reconnect the requiring node.

• WAIT INTERVAL: indicates the time the component waits for in-
coming UDP packets. This value is used to avoid blocking while waiting
for incoming data.

• HELLO INTERVAL: indicates the time period between two subse-
quent Group Hello messages. This parameter should be determined
depending on the responsiveness one desires, but also on the network
and processing overhead the system can possibly su�er. Smaller values
result in a more responsive system because, as we will see for RECON-
NECTION TRIGGER, this value determines the rate at which the local
group leader look for other disconnected partitions. If the system is phys-
ically very sparse, then the topology could often exhibit a high number
of network partitions and hence a small value is desirable. On the other
hand, small values could result in higher network tra�c and process-
ing overhead both at the group leader and at other nodes in the system
in charge of forwarding Group Hello messages. In case energy is a big
concern, then a bigger value may be useful in saving some power.

• RECONNECTION TRIGGER: indicates the number of Group Hello
messages between two consecutive RREQ messages having the Reconnec-
tion �ag set. In other words, every
RECONNECTION TRIGGER Group Hello messages the protocol looks
for other disconnected partitions by means of a particular route re-
quest message. Still, the trade-o� is between responsiveness and tra�c-
processing overhead and the same considerations already highlighted be-
fore hold.

• ALLOWED HELLO LOSS: represents the number of lost Group
Hello messages each node can su�er before triggering the group leader
election mechanism illustrated in Section 4.3. Basically, one should deter-
mine this parameter depending on the expected delivery rate of wireless
interfaces. If the wireless network is supposed to be very unreliable,
then a bigger value should be used; otherwise �uctuations in the access
medium might be considered as a signal of unreachability and useless
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group leader elections may be triggered. On the other hand, if the net-
work is expected to show good delivery rates, than a smaller value can
be used for achieving higher responsiveness.

• ALLOWED BEACON LOSS: represents the number of lost beacon
messages each node can su�er before considering a neighbor as no longer
reachable and triggering the related reconnection procedure. The same
considerations pointed out for ALLOWED HELLO LOSS hold in this
case too.

• GROUP SEQUENCE TOLERANCE: each time a reconnection
procedure is triggered and more than one reply is received, the local
node has to choose among the replies received the one that will be ac-
tivated. For that purpose, two quantities are considered: the group
sequence number the message carries and the distance in hops to the
responding node. The twos have to be weighted in some way, the value
of GROUP SEQUENCE TOLERANCE is used for this purpose. Each
node will �rst identify the reply carrying the best (greater) group se-
quence number as this last represent the most fresh route to the tree.
After that, it will check whether it received another reply with a bet-
ter (lower) hop count than the �rst carrying a group sequence number
within GROUP SEQUENCE TOLERANCE from the best value previ-
ously identi�ed. The value of this parameter should be mainly deter-
mined depending on the average mobility of nodes. If an high degree of
mobility is expected, than the group sequence number has to be preferred
and a small value (even zero) of GROUP SEQUENCE TOLERANCE
should be used. On the other hand, if nodes seldom move, then we can
set a greater value and prefer replies with shorter distances to the tree;
thus obtaining a more compact interconnection topology.

• REQUEST RETRIES: indicates the number of route requests the lo-
cal node will perform after detecting a link breakage but before declaring
a network partition. As the ability of the system in receiving replies de-
pends on nodes mobility as well as on the reliability of wireless links, the
considerations already introduced for ALLOWED HELLO LOSS hold
in this case too.

• TTL INCREMENT: after having detected a link breakage, each time
a route request is broadcast and no replies are received the subsequent
route request will carry a TTL value equal to the one of the previous
request plus TTL INCREMENT. This increment will continue until the
TimeToLive reaches TTL THRESHOLD. Therefore, if the network is
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expected to be very sparse, then we will set a greater value since the
request message has to travel for more hops up to a node able to respond.
Otherwise, if the network is expected to be dense, then a smaller value
can be used because disconnected devices are more likely to �nd close
nodes able to respond.

• TTL THRESHOLD: the process of incrementing the TTL value by
TTL INCREMENT for a maximum of REQUEST RETRIES times has
to be be limited to the diameter of the network. In fact, once that
value of TTL is reached, further forwarding becomes essentially useless.
TTL THRESHOLD describes that particular value of TimeToLive.
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6. Solution validation and
evaluation

Existing works on Publish-Subscribe rarely report the methodologies used for
validating the system or the results obtained in real or simulated settings. In
this chapter we will show how we validated our solution in simulated scenarios
and how we evaluated its performances in several real cases study. In the ab-
sence of a well established validation process for software systems to be deployed
on MANETs, we will here describe how we developed a simple framework able to
simulate Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks inside a single physical host. This last set of
tools constituted the core of our validation process. Moreover, being without ref-
erences on how to design a testbed for such systems, we will also point out how
we faced the issue of setting up a real scenario for evaluating the performances
of our solution. We carried out two di�erent evaluation stages, the �rst with
our general solution, the second with the REDS middleware augmented with
our component. Since the twos focus on di�erent aspects and measurements,
we will separately report on each of them. Finally, some lessons learned from
our experiences in carrying out the validation and evaluation of our solution
will also be highlighted.

6.1. Testing and validation in simulated scenarios
For testing our solution we had to face the problem of choosing a suitable
approach among the ones available at the moment. The fact that the system
we developed was targeted to Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks did not help in carrying
out this choice as a standard or well established testing environment for systems
to be deployed in such environments did not exist. For that purpose, we
developed our own testing framework by using publicly available tools not
speci�cally targeted to MANETs. The details of the approach we have taken
are the subject of the following subsection.
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6.1.1. Simulating Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks: the choice of
UserModeLinux

Altought many precise software simulators for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks al-
ready exist in response to the problem of developing transport level protocols
in such environments (see [56] and [55] among the others), they actually force
the developer to design and write the code in a simulator-dependent way. This
last problem becomes a big issue once the developer is willing not to evaluate
a particular protocol, but to test an entire application speci�cally designed for
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks. In this last scenario in fact, the developer's desire is
to test the same code that will be deployed on real devices. The process of sep-
arately developing a simulation code and then the actual code is mostly useless
since the twos are written quite always in di�erent programming languages and
use completely di�erent abstractions levels. In addition, those simulators do
not allow the developer to precisely check how the system evolves in response
to speci�c events, but they provide instead more synthetic information only
at the end of each test run. The concerns we just highlighted call for a new
and di�erent solution for carrying out the testing and validation phase of our
component. Having these requirements in mind, we decided to perform the
testing process using the VNUML parser [33] and UserModeLinux [48]. The
latter is a patch that allows a standard Linux kernel to be run as a user process
inside a real Linux machine, thus emulating a Linux box that can run any ap-
plication as real hardware would run. The former is a simple Perl script that
automatizes the process of setting up complex networks of UserModeLinux
virtual machines by parsing an XML �le describing the desired network topol-
ogy. These very powerful and general purpose tools allowed us to test in a
MANET-like virtual scenario the same code that we wanted to deploy on ac-
tual devices. Our approach obviously makes sense only if the system we are
willing to test is not designed for using any multi-hop routing algorithm, as
we assumed from the beginning of this project. These lasts protocols are in
fact speci�cally designed with the goal of hiding to the application level all
the details regarding node mobility, hence a testing approach like the one we
exploited is obviously pointless.

6.1.2. Scenario design and setup

As we already pointed out in Subsection 2.2.1, Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks can be
characterized along several dimensions and o�er several unique characteristics.
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What we should keep in mind for the speci�c goal of testing code to be deployed
in such environments can be summarized as follows:

• the system is composed of a set of mobile devices, each having a wireless
network interface;

• each wireless interface has a �xed communication range;

• the communication ranges of all wireless interfaces are supposed to be
equal, meaning that all the links between mobile hosts are symmetrical
and all the communications are bidirectional;

• mobile hosts can freely move in a three-dimensional space;

• node mobility can break links between mobile hosts when one of them
goes out of the communication range of the other or create chances for
a new link when one of them moves in the communication range of the
other;

• nodes can freely decide to power-o� or reboot.

Having in front all these characteristics, one can easily observe how the key
point in simulating for testing purposes such a scenario resides in the ability
of creating and destroying communication links between any pair of mobile
hosts. This last aspect is what UserModeLinux and the VNUML parser can
provide in a very simple way. For that purpose one can simply de�ne a scenario
with n UserModeLinux processes in the role of mobile hosts and n ∗ (n − 1)/2
UserModeLinux processes in the role of communication links. These last User-
ModeLinux virtual machines will be called from now on link hosts. Each link
host plays the role of a wireless link acting as an IP router between any two
UserModeLinux hosts in the role of mobile devices. With our scenario setup,
one can easily simulate the presence of a link between two mobile hosts by
activating the IP forwarding rule on an intermediate link host, while the ab-
sence of a link can be simulated by deactivating the same IP forwarding rule.
In particular, a single command can turn on or o� a link, simulating when
two mobile hosts are close enough to hear each other or not. With the right
combination of links turned on or o� one can even simulate network partitions
or any initial network topology. By controlling communication links while the
application evolves the developer can carefully simulate node mobility and test
how the system reacts to developer-driven topology changes. In addition, un-
reliable links can be simulated by hacking the IP forwarding code in the Linux
kernel. In particular, we modi�ed the Linux kernel sources in such a way that,
at each link host, an IP packet su�ers a randomly selected delay and is possibly
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forwarded with a given probability generally di�erent from 1.

For keeping the things manageable as the number of mobile hosts grows, a
suitable IP addressing scheme has been de�ned in the XML scenario descrip-
tor. The i-th mobile host is assigned an IPv4 address like 10.0.i.i, while each
link host is assigned two IPv4 addresses of type 10.0.i.j and 10.0.j.i (depending
on which network interface one considers), where i and j are the two mobile
devices the link host can connect acting as a communication link. Let us con-
sider a simple scenario composed of four mobile nodes. The resulting network
topology can be observed from two di�erent points of views corresponding to
the two di�erent abstraction levels: we can consider the real (kind of wired)
network topology the VNUML parser build when the simulation scenario boots
or the upper level, simulated wireless network topology we are going to use for
testing our system. Figure 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate these two di�erent stand-
points: the �rst �gure shows the wired network topology with hosts (circles)
and routers (squares) connected as per the XML de�nition �le; the second
�gure shows our upper layer wireless network where routers are hidden in the
role of wireless links. In particular, the wireless network con�guration shown
in Figure 6.2 describes the situation where all the link hosts have the IP for-
warding capabilities turned on, i.e. all the mobile hosts are able to hear each
other. The XML descriptor �le corresponding to this scenario can be found in
Appendix C.1.
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Figure 6.1.: Physical topology for simulating a Mobile Ad-Hoc Network com-
posed of 4 mobile nodes.

Once the testbed is setup, one can approach the real testing phase in two
di�erent and orthogonal ways depending on the stage the validation process
reached thus far. If we are at an early stage of testing and we wish to simulate
simple but predetermined test cases, then we can directly interact with the
virtual machines via remote shell sessions and manually activate or deactivate
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Figure 6.2.: Logical layer with wireless mobile nodes corresponding to Figure
6.1.

the IP bridging capabilities for simulating the node movements we desire. The
white-box testing phase reported in Subsection 6.1.3 has been carried out in
that way. Otherwise, if the developer is willing to test the functioning of
the system on the long run, then he/she can setup a prede�ned sequence of
topological changes by means of suitable XML tags. These lasts can be de�ned
in order to execute shell commands on virtual machines at prede�ned time
intervals. The developer can launch the system on the mobile hosts, trace the
system evolution by means of some logging capability and then check the results
once the simulation concluded. The black-box testing phase in Subsection 6.1.3
used this last schema.

6.1.3. Testing results
As we already mentioned above, we carried out two distinct testing phases
using the white-box and black-box approach respectively. The former schema
allowed us to check for the correctness of our solution by de�ning a set of
particular test cases with the aim of exhausting the majority of all possible
execution �ows in the implemented code. However, with the former approach
we have not been able to check for the correctness of the overall system when
multiple reconnection processes are triggered concurrently and involve non-
disjoint subsets of nodes. Therefore, we carried out the black-box testing
phase with the goal of validating our solution both on the long run and in case
the system experiences multiple link breakages at the same time.

White-box testing

As the reader may notice, the core of the Overlay Manager resides in those
methods in charge of sending and/or parsing control messages. In fact, the
other methods implemented in our component are quite always support services
for storing information (class dataBu�er) or handling low-level tasks (classes
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readingThread and DatagramObjectIO) that are exploited when needed and
can be validated by means of standard tools. Therefore, during our white-box
testing phase we actually focused only on those methods responsible for pars-
ing and sending control messages. Furthermore, although we also implemented
methods in charge of carrying out periodic tasks such as the distribution of
Group Hello messages, these lasts have not been explicitly included since a
correct implementation of those is a necessary condition for the correctness of
the methods we are going to test. We carried out this testing phase with the
edge-coverage approach, as this can provide a su�cient insight without gener-
ating a huge number of test cases.
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Figure 6.3.: Control �ow diagram for signalLostNeighbor().

The control �ow diagrams for the considered methods are reported in Figure
6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8, along with a label for each edge of the graph.
Instead of reporting the actual content of the code, we decided to give brief
descriptions in natural language on each part of the diagrams, this for simpli-
fying their readability. The test cases have been de�ned in order to minimize
the number of needed test runs while ensuring a complete coverage of all code
branches. Often, we have been able to test within the same test case di�erent
portions of code running on di�erent emulated devices. To indicate the cov-
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erage obtained, we exploited a notation like X.Y@K, meaning that the edge
labeled Y on a control �ow graph X has been executed (and hence covered)
by node K. A subset of the considered test cases follows. Even if this is just a
subset of the scenarios we actually run, it is anyway able to provide a complete
edge coverage for all the considered methods. A brief comment on each test
case and the coverages obtained are given next.

1. In Figure 6.9 node 1 moves outside the communication range of node 3.
The twos trigger the reconnection procedure, but only node 1 actually
broadcast RREQ messages being the downstream node. Since node 4 has
a distance to the current group leader equal to the one of the node 1's
former upstream node, then it is actually able to respond. In that case
the repair process is local and node 1 activates the new link towards node
4. The coverages obtained are: A.2@3, A.1@1, A.3@1, A.5@1, B.1@2,
C.2@4, E.2@1.

2. Figure 6.10 reports a scenario where two independent network partitions
can be merged by means of some intermediate node. When node 4 and
node 1 are able to communicate, the RREQ message sent by node 2 is
received at node 3 that stops the local group leader process and issues
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Figure 6.9.: White-box test case 1.

a RREP message. On receiving that reply, node 2 activates the new
link between node 4 and node 1 and successfully concludes the partition
merging procedure. The coverages obtained are B.1@2, B.2@3, B.3@3,
C.1@1, C.1@4, C.2@2, D.2@1, D.4@1, D.1@4, E.1@4, E.4@4, E.1@1,
E.3@1, F.2@1.
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Figure 6.10.: White-box test case 2.

3. Figure 6.11 shows a case where a mobile device (node 3) suddenly disap-
pears and another di�erent device appears in another part of the system.
This scenario can also represent a device turned o� and later turned on
after having moved. In this case, node 1 is not able to �nd a new link
toward the tree and hence becomes the new group leader of its own parti-
tion. Node 5 appears inside the communication range of both node 2 and
node 4, but connects to the former because it can provide a better route,
i.e. with a small number of hops and a greater sequence number1. The
edges covered with this run are: A.1@1, A.4@1, B.1@2, B.1@1, B.4@2.

1In the considered scenario, one can easily verify this claim by noticing that node 2 is a
group leader; hence it has a hop count equal to zero and the most recent sequence number
available in its partition.
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Figure 6.11.: White-box test case 3.

4. In Figure 6.12 we reported a scenario where the repair process is remote.
In particular, node 3 experiences a link breakage with node 2, triggers
the reconnection procedure and �nds a new link via nodes 1 and 5. In
that case, node 4 will set the OverlayLimited �ag and the related MACT
message will stop at it even if the actual responding node is 2. In fact,
node 4 is not able to respond to the requests coming from node 3 as
the former has a distance to the current group leader only equal to the
one of the requiring node. The coverages obtained are: A.2@2, A.1@3,
A.3@3, A.6@3, B.1@2, C.1@1, C.1@5, C.1@4, C.2@2, D.2@1, D.4@1,
D.2@5, D.4@5, D.1@4, E.1@4, E.4@4, E.1@5, E.3@5, E.1@1, E.3@1,
E.2@3, F.1@1, F.2@5.
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Figure 6.12.: White-box test case 4.

5. The last scenario is illustrated in Figure 6.13. Node 1 appears in a
place where it can connect to node 5 or node 4. Because node joins
are considered particular instances of partition merging, in this case the
reconnection procedure will have to choose between node 4 and node 5 as
intermediate node for reaching node 2, which is the leader of the existing
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partition. As before, node 1 will select node 4 because it can provide a
better route to the interconnection topology. The coverages one can get
in this case are: B.1@2, B.2@1, B.4@1, C.1@5, C.1@4, C.2@2, D.1@5,
D.2@4, D.3@4, E.2@1, E.1@4, E.1@5, E.4@5, E.3@4.
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Figure 6.13.: White-box test case 5.

Black-box testing

The black-box testing phase has been carried out by exploiting suitable scripts
for simulating concurrent movements of hosts in the system. First, we aug-
mented our XML scenario descriptor with a set of prede�ned shell commands
to be executed on link hosts for activating and deactivating the IP bridging
functionalities at prespeci�ed points in time. In that way, we have been able
to de�ne complex but also prede�ned mobility scenarios. One should notice
that, given the timed sequence of IP bridges activations and deactivation, the
behavior of our system can be made fully deterministic by simply �xing the
node identi�ers, this because the only characteristic of our solution that makes
its outcomes not fully predictable is in the partition merging operation, where
node identi�ers are used to break ties. During this �rst black-box testing phase
we �xed node identi�ers, we predicted the outcomes of the simulation and com-
pared these lasts with the actual outcomes obtained at the end of the timed
disconnections we de�ned. In a second stage, we implemented a very simple
Perl script that executes the commands needed for enabling or disabling the
IP bridging functionalities at random points in time. By launching this script
on each link host we have been able to simulate random mobility scenarios
with varying rates of disconnections. We analyzed the logs generated during
the simulation and we checked the results against our requirements.

For testing the whole REDS system after the integration with our compo-
nent, we developed a simple client which expresses at system startup a sub-
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scription able to match all possible events. During a test, each client peri-
odically publishes randomly generated events that, because of the particular
subscription tables generated at system startup, are propagated to every dis-
patcher in the system. As we did for the black-box testing phase of the general
component, we de�ned a sequence of timed disconnections and reconnections.
We have been able to check the correctness of the overall system by checking
the number of missed events and the percentage of delivered events after the
recon�guration process was over. In fact, in absence of network partitions and
concurrent disconnections, the delivery ratio should drop to a percentage below
100% during the recon�guration process and then return to 100% when the
recon�guration is over. On the other hand, a delivery ratio above 100% would
indicate duplicate events and hence a loop in the resulting interconnection
topology.

6.2. Case studies in real scenarios
After having checked for the correctness of our solution in a virtual environ-
ment, we wanted to deploy it in a real scenario with the aim of precisely tuning
the values illustrated in Subsection 5.2.3 and evaluating the performances of
the overall system against real operating conditions. At the moment of writ-
ing, a few previous works beyond [32] and [58] can give a valuable insight into
the problem of how to setup a real test bed for evaluating distributed systems
running on MANETs. Therefore, we had to face a set of problems without hav-
ing the possibility of comparing our design decisions with other approaches.
However, we tried to give each question we faced several possible answers from
di�erent points of views.

6.2.1. Scenarios design
Several issues have to be faced in designing and setting up a real scenario
for evaluating a distributed system running in a mobile environment; some of
them regard practical aspect, others regard theoretical problems. Among these
lasts, the true nature of users mobility, i.e. how users determine direction and
duration of each movement they take, plays a central role. Several works about
mobility models for ad-hoc networking exist in the research literature, but they
are targeted to simulated environments, not real scenarios. Therefore, we had
to strike a balance between some of the mobility models reported in [3], [61]
and [62] and what our voluntary users spontaneously would be willing to do.
We ended up by giving each user a set of general guidelines derived from a
preselected set of mobility models. These guidelines can be used for deriving
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a �avor about the degree of mobility in each test case. We run a set of cases
study with walking users, i.e. with a low degree of mobility, and a set of
cases study with users on cars, hence with sensibly higher degrees of mobility.
We considered four di�erent mobility scenarios for users walking and three for
users driving cars. For the former scenarios we have given the following four
set of rules to each user:

• Scenario 1: in a Random Waypoint-like setting, each user has been
told to choose a random point inside the prede�ned bounded area and to
walk from the current position towards the desired destination along a
straight line with uniform speed. When the target has been reached, the
user waits for a period of time from 20 to 60 seconds and then repeats
the process. In addition, when two or more users collide, the users have
been required to stop the movement and immediately change direction.

• Scenario 2: observing the same guidelines as in the previous case, we
de�ned another scenario with 5 a priori randomly �xed points inside the
test area to simulate locations where users perform some task. Therefore,
each user has been told to select one of these 5 points as the desired
destination, to walk towards it with uniform speed and then to stay at it
for a period of time between 20 and 60 seconds. We will call this scenario
Fixed Targets Random Waypoint.

• Scenario 3: as in a Nomadic Community, each user has been told to
roam around a particular user determined before the start of the test run.
This selected user (the chief of the community) acted as a reference point
for the rest of the population and never changed during a test run. The
other users have been told to move around the reference point as they
wanted, with the only constraint of remaining at a maximum distance
of 50 mt. from the reference point. This scenario can simulate several
real situations, e.g. a visit to a museum, where visitors follow a guide
explaining what they are looking at.

• Scenario 4: taking inspiration from the Column mobility model, each
user has been told to roam around an imaginary reference point de�ned
for each of them. The reference points were located along a column
moving in forward direction like a group of children walking in a single-
�le line. Each user has been required to stay within 5mt. from its
reference point; these lasts have been a priori located with a distance
of 30 mt. from one to the following. The column has been driven by
a particular user that was in charge of deciding when to turn and what
direction to take.
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Figure 6.14.: Volunteer users walking with their laptops in a park behind our
department at Politecnico di Milano during one of the test run.

On the other hand, for the "high speed" scenarios using cars we de�ned the
following rule sets:

• Scenario 5: as in Scenario 1, each user has been required to choose a
random destination inside the test area and to drive to it at a maximum
speed of 20 km/h. When the destination is reached, the user waits for a
period of time between 20 and 60 seconds and then repeats the process.
The di�erences between this setting and Scenario 1 reside in the pro�le
of trajectories and in the characteristics of movements. In fact, due to
the rectangular-shaped pro�le with roads crossing perpendicularly of our
test area (namely a parking lot located in front of a shopping mall in a
suburban area), a user could seldom drive along a straight line for reach-
ing a given destination. More easily, he/she interleaved 90 degrees turn
to the left or to the right with paths along straight lines. Figure 6.15
gives an example of the di�erences between the traveling patterns in Sce-
nario 1 and Scenario 5. For what concerns the nature of movements, one
should also observe how a walking user reaches quite instantaneously the
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desired speed, while a car always presents a certain acceleration phase
before reaching the desired steady speed. This implies that the move-
ments belonging to this last scenario have been not only faster, but also
with more relevant characteristics of acceleration and deceleration one
cannot appreciate in Scenario 1.

Start

Destination

Figure 6.15.: Example of mobility pattern for a walking user (red) and a driving
user (blue) in our test area.

• Scenario 6: improving on what has been illustrated in the previous
scenario, we took advantage of the walls present in a certain part of
the test area and simulated an environment like the one described in the
City Block mobility models. The walls, located between adjacent parallel
roads, simulated the presence of a building or other sort of obstacles one
can encounter in a metropolitan area. Even if they were obviously thinner
than the walls of a real building and not that tall, we thought it could
have been interesting to see how regular shaped obstacles can a�ect the
performances of the system. Each driver has been told to follow the same
guidelines of Scenario 5, but, in addition, he/she have also been told to
randomly stop in front of a crossing road for a period of time between 5
and 25 seconds; therefore simulating a stop in front of a semaphore.

• Scenario 7: as in the Pursue mobility model, we selected a user and we
gave him the role of a "criminal". The other users have been told to track
their target as police o�cers attempting to catch him in the same City-
Block environment de�ned in Scenario 6. The maximum speed of the
followers has been decreased to 15 km/h in such a way that, for staying
close to the criminal, they were forced to change their routes with respect
to the ones of the target instead of merely following the same paths.
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6.2.2. General solution: experimental setup

For the evaluation of our general solution we used ten laptops each equipped
with a 802.11b/g PCMCIA wireless card. Among the laptops, seven were run-
ning a stock Linux 2.6 kernel and three Microsoft Windows; all were using
the standard Sun JVM v.1.4.02. The wireless cards were coming from three
di�erent vendors and were con�gured without any data encryption or authen-
tication method. As far as the documentation reported, the wireless cards had
a communication range from 30mt. to 40 mt. when used in ad-hoc mode. In
fact, some small experiments carried out before the real tests con�rmed this
claim. The geographical zone chosen for the test has been a parking lot in front
of a shopping mall located in a suburban area. This choice gives advantages
from di�erent points of views: �rst, we have been able to precisely identify and
measure the geographical space where the mobile nodes were allowed to move;
second, being su�ciently far from the urban area, we were more protected from
radio interferences and other sorts of misbehaviors that could impact on our
measurements; third, we have been able to evaluate the system in open space
without non-regular obstacles2. A �rst set of test cases has been carried out
with walking users in a 120mt.x120mt. �at geographical area; a second set of
measurements has seen the same users each driving a car in a 300mt.x300mt.
�at geographical space.

To generate network tra�c, we developed a simple audio streaming appli-
cation that let users listen music stored in MP3 format. We used �les with a
bitrate of 256 Kb/s, each divided in data packets of 4 Kbytes each. These lasts
have been distributed across the system from randomly selected audio sources
to all the interested receivers by our proactive component. The client side ex-
presses at system startup its interest in a particular audio source, reassembles
the stream from the incoming packets and passes it to an MP3 player not de-
signed for handling streaming transmissions and hence without any dedicated
bu�ering mechanism. This particular use of our proactive Overlay Manager
can be considered as a very simple topic-based Publish-Subscribe system where
the subjects are the di�erent audio streams a user can listen to.

2One could argue that this aspect is in fact a disadvantage since random obstacles do exist
in real environments; therefore the test cases we developed could have been more real
than what we actually did. Even if we cannot disagree with the above opinion, the reader
should also consider that our experiments would have been far less repeatable having such
obstacles. This is due to the fact that we do not have at the moment a suitable way of
precisely reporting the position, the shape and the characteristics of objects present in a
three-dimensional geographical space.
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For evaluating the performances of our solution we identi�ed a set of mea-
sures of interest, summarized in Table 6.1. The Link disconnection frequency
describes how many link breakages the system experiences in a unit of time. It
gives a measure of the mobility present in a particular test case; one should re-
late the value of the disconnection frequency with the other measures we have
taken for understanding how mobility a�ects the overall performances of the
system. The value is derived by dividing the number of disconnections tracked
during a test case by the duration of the test itself. The Time for reconnecting
measures how much quick is a node in �nding a new connection to the tree
after a link breakage. We measured that value from the time a link breakage
is detected to the moment just after the receipt of the �rst RREP message,
if any. The Goodput ratio is de�ned as the ratio between the number of data
packets received at each client compared to the number of data packets sent
by the source. It gives a measure of how much accurate are our mechanisms in
keeping the topology connected and hence let users get the messages they are
supposed to receive. The Control overhead is de�ned as the ratio between the
control tra�c sent at a node compared to the tra�c belonging to the upper
level application the same node receives. In addition, we evaluated in Own vs.
other control tra�c the ratio between the control tra�c a node has to handle
for operations pertaining to that same node against the control tra�c a node
has to manage for other nodes in the system. Since in MANETs nodes are
used as intermediate forwarding points, it could be interesting to evaluate how
much of that work impact on each node. In evaluating that measure, we did
not considered the Group Hello messages since they constitute control mes-
sages pertaining to the whole group and not to a particular host.

Table 6.1.: Measures taken during the real scenarios tests for the proactive
component.

Measure Metric unit
Link disconnections frequency Seconds−1

Time for reconnecting Milliseconds
Goodput ratio Percentage
Control overhead Percentage
Own vs. other control tra�c Percentage

For deriving the measures just introduced, we instrumented our general com-
ponent with a set of counters and timers reported in Table 6.2. In addition, we
signed each packet sent from a source with a monotonically increasing sequence
number. The algorithm parameters have been determined as in the original
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MAODV where possible and are summarized in Table 6.3 and 6.4. When a
parameter was not de�ned in the original protocol, we carried out some small
in-house experiment with 4 mobile nodes for having a feeling on the possible
set of values. Furthermore, the testing phase reported in Subsection 6.1.3 also
helped in determining the values we used in the real cases. As the reader can
observe, we used a slightly di�erent set of values depending on the average
speed of node movements. This is because we recognized that by carefully
tuning the protocol parameters we were actually able to achieve far better per-
formances. This fact highlights how one cannot handle with the same input
values two very di�erent set of scenarios like the ones we considered here. We
expect that some future work will face the challenge of precisely determining a
protocol's parameters depending on the average degree of mobility or providing
some adaptive mechanism for adjusting them as the system evolves; further
details on these aspects are reported in Section 7.2.

Table 6.2.: Counters and timers implemented for evaluating the measures in
Table 6.1.

Name Type
Total bytes received Counter
Total bytes sent Counter
Total bytes received for control tra�c Counter
Total bytes sent for control tra�c Counter
Total bytes received for own control tra�c Counter
Disconnection detected Timer
RREP received Timer

Table 6.3.: Proactive component - values of protocol's parameters for test cases
with walking users.

Parameter name Value
DISCOVER TIMEOUT 1000 msec
WAIT INTERVAL 150 msec
HELLO INTERVAL 5000 msec
RECONNECTION TRIGGER 2
ALLOWED HELLO LOSS 2
GROUP SEQUENCE TOLERANCE 2
ALLOWED BEACON LOSS 2
RREQ RETRIES 2
TTL INCREMENT 2
TTL THRESHOLD 10
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Table 6.4.: Proactive component - values of protocol's parameters for test cases
with driving users.

Parameter name Value
DISCOVER TIMEOUT 1000 msec
WAIT INTERVAL 100 msec
HELLO INTERVAL 2500 msec
RECONNECTION TRIGGER 1
ALLOWED HELLO LOSS 2
GROUP SEQUENCE TOLERANCE 1
ALLOWED BEACON LOSS 2
RREQ RETRIES 2
TTL INCREMENT 2
TTL THRESHOLD 10

We have run three test cases for each Scenario and averaged the results. Each
case study had a 11 minutes duration, but counters and timers were started
after the �rst minute for letting the system reach a steady state before starting
measurements and hence avoiding the issues pointed out in [60]. The results
of our experiments are illustrated and discussed in the following section.

6.2.3. Experimental results with the general solution
In Tables 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 we show the results collected from the cases
study carried out with walking users according to one of the Scenario from 1
to 4. We treated each measure as a random variable and we reported for each
of them the average value, the variance, and the minimum and maximum value
when they make sense and can be interesting.

Table 6.5.: Proactive component - measured values for Scenario 1.
Measure Average Minimum Maximum Variance
Link disconnections frequency 0,579s−1 0,397s−1 0,634s−1 -
Time for reconnecting 628ms 517ms 688ms 19.87ms
Goodput ratio 82,23% 73,09% 85,08% -
Control overhead 16,89% 13,57% 19,42% -
Own vs. other control tra�c 10,02% 9,98% 10,09% -

By comparing Table 6.5 and 6.6 one should notice how the presence of �xed
target points in Scenario 2 made the overall system less sparse and hence
the link breakages rate sensibly decreased. Furthermore, because of the very
likely presence of other nodes in the same place where a user can stop, the
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Table 6.6.: Proactive component - measured values for Scenario 2.
Measure Average Minimum Maximum Variance
Link disconnections frequency 0,449s−1 0,387s−1 0,501s−1 -
Time for reconnecting 489ms 421ms 617ms 15.32ms
Goodput ratio 88,23% 81,23% 91,18% -
Control overhead 11,39% 10,6% 12,66% -
Own vs. other control tra�c 9,87% 9,7% 10,01% -

Table 6.7.: Proactive component - measured values for Scenario 3.
Measure Average Minimum Maximum Variance
Link disconnections frequency 0,332s−1 0,267s−1 0,399s−1 -
Time for reconnecting 387ms 301ms 564ms 14.99ms
Goodput ratio 92,05% 88,32% 93,45% -
Control overhead 10,5% 9,76% 11,85% -
Own vs. other control tra�c 9,56% 9,04% 10,06% -

Table 6.8.: Proactive component - measured values for Scenario 4.
Measure Average Minimum Maximum Variance
Link disconnections frequency 0,278s−1 0,247s−1 0,304s−1 -
Time for reconnecting 787ms 516ms 889ms 18.61ms
Goodput ratio 91,72% 87,94% 92,12% -
Control overhead 11,34% 10,35% 12,22% -
Own vs. other control tra�c 12,01% 9,04% 12,91% -

Table 6.9.: Proactive component - measured values for Scenario 5.
Measure Average Minimum Maximum Variance
Link disconnections frequency 1,134s−1 0,982s−1 1,189s−1 -
Time for reconnecting 724ms 672ms 801ms 11.21ms
Goodput ratio 58,31% 53,45% 64,89% -
Control overhead 33,54% 27,81% 40,11% -
Own vs. other control tra�c 10,11% 9,63% 10,99% -

Table 6.10.: Proactive component - measured values for Scenario 6.
Measure Average Minimum Maximum Variance
Link disconnections frequency 1,092s−1 0,921s−1 1,145s−1 -
Time for reconnecting 718ms 632ms 798ms 11.14ms
Goodput ratio 61,71% 55,09% 65,01% -
Control overhead 26,58% 23,31% 32,1% -
Own vs. other control tra�c 10,09% 9,81% 11,12% -
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Table 6.11.: Proactive component - measured values for Scenario 7.
Measure Average Minimum Maximum Variance
Link disconnections frequency 0,976s−1 0,898s−1 1,096−1 -
Time for reconnecting 678ms 612ms 795ms 12.83ms
Goodput ratio 65,12% 58,69% 70,11% -
Control overhead 24,13% 22,1% 35,44% -
Own vs. other control tra�c 10,02% 9,32% 10,95% -

time required for �nding a new connection also decreases since at least one
of those neighboring nodes is likely to satisfy the route request issued by the
disconnected node. In addition, the presence of �xed target points also made
the system in some sense more regular; we can a�rm that by observing the
smaller excursions between maximum and minimum values one can appreciate
in Table 6.6 rather than Table 6.5.

The results reported in Table 6.8 are also worth particular attention. In
fact, that particular mobility pattern resulted in a decreasing disconnection
frequency with respect to the values in Table 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7. On the other
hand, even if link breakages are rare, when a disconnection is detected the
system takes a long time to �nd a new link, as the high reconnection time in
Table 6.8 a�rm. We think this particular behavior may be due to the par-
ticular traveling pattern of nodes along a column, that forces a disconnected
node to �nd a new connection to the tree via nodes that physically follow or
precede. If the node handling the reconnection is in the middle of the column,
then several nodes may have to be used as intermediate forwarding points for
�nding a new connection; hence the time for �nding a new connection, if avail-
able, increases as the number of hops a message has to travel.

Tables 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 show the results from the test cases carried out
with driving users according to Scenarios 5, 6 and 7. The reader should be able
to observe how all the measurements we carried out exhibit a sort of common
trend mainly depending on the link disconnection frequency and regardless
of the particular mobility pattern. We think that in real environments nodes
speed and the presence of large obstacles such as walls are responsible for this
particular trend far more than the particular way of deciding when to stop
or where to move. In other words, when nodes speed increases over a certain
threshold or radio interferences are relevant, the relative importance of these
twos with respect to other characteristics of nodes mobility greatly increases
in favor of the formers.
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The results of our measurements are graphically summarized in Figure 6.16,
6.17, 6.18 and 6.19. In particular, what we illustrated above about perfor-
mances in highly mobile environments becomes even more clear by looking at
Figure 6.18 and 6.19. In fact, though Scenarios 5, 6 and 7 de�ne di�erent
mobility pattern with di�erent policies for deciding when and where to move,
the results obtained from these di�erent test cases are very similar.
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Figure 6.16.: Performances of the proactive component for di�erent mobility
patterns with walking users.
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Figure 6.17.: Time required for �nding a new connection using the proactive
component with walking users.
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Figure 6.18.: Performances of the proactive component for di�erent mobility
patterns with users on cars.
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Figure 6.19.: Time required for �nding a new connection using the proactive
component with users on cars.
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6.2.4. REDS middleware: experimental setup

As we already pointed out, existing work on content-based Publish-Subscribe
systems seldom report results obtained via simulation or actual experiments.
Therefore, we had to design our own framework for evaluating the REDS mid-
dleware in a MANET scenario. For what concerns subscriptions and publish
rates we have taken inspiration from the simulation settings reported in [42],
while for mobility related concerns we followed the same conceptual path al-
ready highlighted in Subsection 6.2.1.

Still holding both practical and theoretical considerations on how to setup
a real testbed, this time we used eight laptops each equipped with a 802.11g
wireless card and all running Microsoft Windows. As for the general module
test case, all machines used the standard Sun JVM v.1.4.02. The geograph-
ical zone chosen for the test has been a park behind our home department
at Politecnico di Milano. There we de�ned a 60mt.x150mt. bounded area
where users were allowed to move. The mobility patterns have been driven by
the Random Waypoint-like Scenario 1 reported in Subsection 6.2.1 for walking
users.

For what concerns the software setup, we deployed on each laptop an in-
strumented REDS broker using TCP streams as transport layer and a tai-
lored local client for simulating a user's behavior. The REDS broker has been
instrumented for recording on persistent storage the total number of bytes
sent/received to/from each neighboring broker. The REDS client has been
developed with the goal of generating network tra�c and simulating a possible
usage of the system. Subscriptions have been represented by a single integer
number taken from a uniform random distribution between 0 and 99, extremes
included. On the other hand, events have been represented by a sequence of
ten integer numbers taken from the same uniform random distribution plus
a sequence number and the sender identi�er. An event matches a subscrip-
tion if it contains at least once that integer speci�ed in the subscription. The
measures of interest for these test cases are reported in Table 6.12. They are
actually a subset of the measures taken during the general solution test cases
plus the Event delivery ratio. This last can be de�ned as the percentage of
events matching at least one of the subscriptions in a broker's subscription
table that are actually delivered at the time the event is published.

If we have had a classical distributed system in which all-to-all communi-
cation is taken as guaranteed, then the event delivery ratio could have been
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Table 6.12.: Measures taken during the real life tests with the REDS middle-
ware.

Measure Metric unit
Event delivery ratio Percentage
Link disconnections frequency Seconds−1

Time for reconnecting Milliseconds
Control overhead Percentage

computed by running a simple global snapshot algorithm like the classical
Lamport's one [28]. However, this solution does not apply to our scenario be-
cause of the possible presence of network partitions and unpredictable message
losses. Therefore, for computing the event delivery ratio we relied on a subset
of the REDS brokers belonging to a prespeci�ed stable core as in [42]. Nodes
belonging to that subset starts with the maximum number of subscriptions and
are not allowed to unsubscribe during system functioning. In this way, we have
been able to compute the ideal set of recipients for each published event and
check against each core broker's log if that particular event has been noti�ed in
case it would have had to. For each test run, four randomly selected nodes have
been put in the core set. In addition, each client expresses at system startup a
subscription to a particular CONTROL event that is periodically published by
all clients in the system. The CONTROL messages allowed us to keep track of
the network topology as time evolved and gather dynamic statistics. Basically,
they have been used as a time tick for deriving which events have been missed
in the last time interval. However, they have been excluded from the statistics
we gathered, i.e. they have not been considered as delivered events.

Table 6.13.: Parameters on which the REDS client depends.
Parameter Type Value
Core Boolean Variable
Average Publish Interval Time Variable
CONTROL Publish Interval Time 15 secs
Average Subscribe Interval Time 1 secs
Average Unsubscribe Interval Time 1 secs
Maximum number of subscriptions Integer 10
Minimum number of subscriptions Integer 1
Initial number of subscriptions Integer 5

Each REDS client's behavior depends on the value of eight parameters re-
ported in Table 6.13. To avoid regular tra�c, unlikely in a real content-based
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Publish-Subscribe system, all the intervals have been considered as average
values of uniform random distributions from which the actual intervals have
been dynamically extracted during the test runs. As Table 6.13 illustrates,
some parameters have been kept �xed throughout the whole evaluation pro-
cess. On the other hand, the Average Publish Interval on each REDS client
has been decremented from a maximum of 1 seconds to a minimum of 0.04
seconds (about 24 publish/s) between di�erent test runs. The parameters for
the Overlay Manager have been the ones reported in Table 6.3 excluding the
ALLOWED BEACON LOSS parameter, not applicable in the reactive solu-
tion. Each test has been repeated three times with a 11 minutes duration, but
measures have been taken after the �rst minute for letting the system reach a
steady state before starting the evaluation.

6.2.5. REDS performances evaluation

Table 6.14.: Reactive solution with REDS middleware - event delivery ratio
against publish rate using Scenario 1.

Publish Rate Delivery Ratio
1 event/s 91,38
2 event/s 87,89
4 event/s 85,23
8 event/s 84,07
12 event/s 80,03
16 event/s 79,76
20 event/s 74,45
24 event/s 72,39

Because the event delivery ratio is the main measure a developer wants to
consider after having integrated our component in a Publish-Subscribe middle-
ware, we decided to show our experimental results by highlighting that measure
against a speci�c publish rate. Table 6.14 shows the numerical values gathered,
while Figure 6.20 graphically reports the same information. As the reader may
note, the number of missed events increases about linearly with the publish
rate. Thanks to the periodic send of CONTROL messages, we have been able
to gather dynamic statistics about the event delivery ratio between any pub-
lisher node and a particular subscriber in the core set. In fact, knowing the
set of events published by a certain node between any two subsequent CON-
TROL messages, we have been able to compute the number of missed events
by comparing that set with the symmetric set of events noti�ed at a given
core node between the same two CONTROL messages. In case a CONTROL
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Figure 6.20.: Event delivery ratio vs. publish rate for real scenarios using Sce-
nario 1.
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Figure 6.21.: Event delivery ratio vs. time for a randomly selected publisher
and a core subscriber, publish rate of 1 events/s.
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Figure 6.22.: Event delivery ratio vs. time for a randomly selected publisher
and a core subscriber, publish rate of 4 events/s.
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Figure 6.23.: Event delivery ratio vs. time for a randomly selected publisher
and a core subscriber, publish rate of 8 events/s.
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message was lost, we extended the time interval up to the next CONTROL
message received. Figure 6.21, 6.22 and 6.23 reports the event delivery ratio
with respect to a given publisher node against the time at a core subscriber
node. The three �gures report this temporal information with di�erent publish
rates. In general, the event delivery ratio drops to zero either when the pub-
lisher and subscriber nodes belong to two di�erent network partitions or when
multiple concurrent disconnections and related recon�guration are carried out
at the same time. Being Scenario 1 a fairly low mobility scenario, we can be
rather con�dent that an event delivery ratio equal to zero is due to the former
case, even more where we can observe such a situation for more than a single
time tick. Apart from the event delivery ratio, Table 6.15 summarizes other
mobility-dependent measures obtained across all test runs.

Table 6.15.: Reactive solution with REDS middleware - measured values for
Scenario 1.

Measure Average Minimum Maximum Variance
Link disconnections frequency 0,191s−1 0,156s−1 0,235s−1 -
Time for reconnecting 598ms 501ms 703ms 20.07ms
Control overhead 18,29% 11,28% 21,12% -

6.3. Lessons learned
Troughtout the development of these test cases, either for the general compo-
nent as well as for the REDS middleware, we made a series of precious ex-
periences useful for those willing to make similar real life experiments and/or
interested in understanding how real scenarios and simulated environments can
di�er. We think the most important aspects regard the inherent conceptual
distance between theoretical mobility models and real users behaviors. The
knowledge we gained at the end of this set of measurements can be summa-
rized as follows:

• Performances evaluations through simulations typically make no assump-
tion about the logic governing the deployed application. In other words,
they assume no connections between the movements of mobile hosts and
the interactions users have with the system. On the contrary, we have
been able to observe how such a relation does exist. In particular dur-
ing the test cases with the proactive component , whenever the user was
able to select the period of staying within a prespeci�ed range of values,
he/she quite always selected the minimum period if in that particular
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moment he/she was not able to receive the chosen audio stream. We can
put this simple example in a more general context by stating that, in a
real scenario, a mobile user is more likely to move when he/she thinks
that the movement can improve the bene�ts he/she is getting from the
system. This aspect is very di�cult to implement in a software simula-
tion since it is strongly application-dependent. However, if the system is
targeted at a very particular deployment scenario, this aspect can con-
stitute a valuable information that can be taken into account

• As already pointed out in [3], the simple Random Waypoint mobility
model is in some sense far from reality because users very seldom make
sudden turns returning on the same path where they came from. We
have been able to observe how real users typically make turns of no more
than 90 degrees unless they are forced to do something di�erent. Our
direct experience agrees with the common opinion of [61] and [62] where
the authors point out how the Random Waypoint mobility model should
be reconsidered for taking into account more realistic mobility patterns.

• The Column mobility model, as de�ned in [3], seemed to the users in-
volved in the test cases very unnatural. Walking in a one-�le line follow-
ing who precedes can be very simple and natural, but this would imply
moving as the reference point does. On the other hand, roaming around
a reference point that move by itself along a straight line following other
imaginary reference points seemed very unlikely to model any realistic
human behavior.

• Referring to the test cases with users on cars, we have been able to ob-
serve how movements speed and large obstacles can in�uence the overall
performances of the system more than a particular mobility pattern. This
observation adds a further motivation in putting more e�orts on how to
precisely identify the parameters at which the system should operate de-
pending on the expected deployment scenarios. In a second stage, one
could also think about adaptive mechanisms monitoring some particu-
lar variable (the link disconnection rate for instance) and changing the
system parameters on-the-�y during system functioning.

• The assumption made by most of the research work about symmetric
wireless links is far from real and, perhaps, deserves more consideration.
Even if the integrated circuits and radio transceivers deployed on stock
wireless cards typically come from no more than three or four di�erent
vendors, the antennas are instead very di�erent one from the other and
greatly a�ect the ability of a mobile node in connecting to neighboring
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hosts. If one is willing to make real life experiments like the ones we
carried out, he/she should carefully consider at least the maximum and
minimum communication ranges and de�ne the test area depending on
these two extreme values.
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7. Conclusions and future works

In this �nal chapter we will sum up how the main contributions of this work
�t in the general framework of the current research on distributed systems for
highly dynamic environments. Besides that, we will also provide some hopefully
interesting direction for future e�orts in this or strictly related research �elds.

7.1. Conclusions
The �eld of distributed computing systems arose at the intersection of personal
computers and local area networks. The research in that �eld provided from
the mid-1970's to the early 1990's a sound algorithmic base now well codi-
�ed in textbooks. On the contrary, mobile computing is still a rapid growing
research �eld whose body of knowledge still awaits codi�cation. The unique
characteristics exposed by logical and physical mobility of entities are resulting
in dynamic and loosely coupled distributed systems. These new scenarios call
for a deep revision of the well established concepts of the classical distributed
systems theory as well as for a renewed consideration of validation principles.
In this work we faced the challenge of designing, implementing, validating and
evaluating suitable algorithms and mechanisms for �lling a gap between static
scenarios and highly dynamic environments. In particular, we tried to solve
some of the problems an event-based system can encounter when it has to be
deployed in dynamic scenarios such as Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks.

At the beginning of this work, we showed how well established formal meth-
ods can be exploited for studying properties and features of algorithms tar-
geted to loosely coupled environments. Our work started from an existing
protocol, MAODV, identi�ed as a suitable starting point in devising a solu-
tion to the problem of maintaining and exploiting an interconnection topology
among dispatchers in a Publish-Subscribe system. While analyzing and study-
ing MAODV, we identi�ed a set of potential concerns we tried to face and solve.
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In addition, we also proposed a set of improvements to the original algorithm
aiming at improving its performances in those scenarios we targeted. The sim-
ulation results reported in Section 4.5 exempli�ed the better behaviors of the
modi�ed procedures, even in more general contexts. After that, we faced the
design phase with the ultimate goal of providing a solution able to gracefully
integrate with di�erent kinds of existing systems. In doing that, we realized
how the unique characteristics of MANETs force the application designer to
explicitly take into account features like weak connections, low bandwidth and
dynamic topologies up to the application level. Usually, layering cleanly sepa-
rates abstraction from implementation and is therefore consistent with sound
software engineering. However, the most widely used concepts of modulariza-
tion coming from Parnas' information hiding [38] dates back to the time when
mobile environments were not ever conceived. With respect to these issues,
in this work we ended up with a highly reusable and general purpose solution
able to accommodate di�erent and mutable needs, as Chapter 5 exempli�es.
The challenges provided by highly dynamic environments also exposed how
well established software validation approaches should be revised when they
have to deal with code to be deployed in mobile scenarios. We faced this last
challenge by developing our own testing environment, mainly based on emu-
lated virtual machines able to expose dynamic topologies very similar to those
actually present in real Ad-Hoc Networks. Thanks to that testing solution, we
have also been able to deploy as well as evaluate our solution in a real setting.
In doing that, we had to solve theoretical as well as practical problems rarely
faced before in this research �eld and we came up with a simple but precise
framework for evaluating distributed systems on MANETs. In that framework,
described in Chapter 6, our solution performed precisely and e�ciently, thus
highlighting how the methodologies we followed during the whole process of
developing the solution were appropriate to the challenge.

We hope this work could constitute a little contribute to the rapid grow of
highly dynamic distributed computing systems. These scenarios will be the
source of many challenging problems for many years to come. The ultimate
goal will be of delivering fully distributed computing infrastructures capable
of constituting the basic building blocks of complex global computing envi-
ronments like the one envisioned in the �eld of ubiquitous [59] and pervasive
computing [47]. When describing these visions, those researchers were fully
aware of the fact that obtaining them would have required a lot of e�orts in
many di�erent �elds. The next decades will be a period of ferment and excite-
ment, as research e�orts and hardware technologies will converge on an overall
computing infrastructure.
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7.2. Future works
We think this work opens up a set of research directions deserving considera-
tions both in the �elds of algorithms for mobile computing as well as software
engineering. In the following subsections we provide a brief descriptions of
those aspects that, in our opinion, are worth further investigation.

Protocols parameters identi�cation and adaptation

Although constrained on a short term, our real-life experiments showed the
importance of carefully determining an algorithm's parameters depending on
the target deployment scenario. This is a common problem one can encounter
in the vast majority of existing protocols for mobile environments. To face
this challenge, several aspects have to be taken into account ranging from
energy consumption to available bandwidth. We think more e�ort has to be
put in simulation approaches able to give at least some hint towards suitable
parameters values. In addition, prediction and real time adaptation depending
on average disconnection rates should be investigated for providing the system
with mechanisms able to adjust the protocol's behavior depending on mutable
environmental conditions.

Further integration experiences

To further validate and evaluate our solution, one could think about integrating
our reactive component in other content-based Publish-Subscribe middleware
systems apart from REDS. This should give a valuable insight into how well
designed is our component and how di�cult can be the integration process.
Apart from Publish-Subscribe middleware systems, our component should also
be helpful for all those kinds of distributed systems which exhibits a need
of maintaining an acyclic interconnection topology in face of link breakages.
For instance, communication in wireless sensor networks, distributed name
resolution and service discovery in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks could bene�t from
our component.

Testing applications to be deployed on MANETs

The validation approach we developed for testing production code targeted to
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks can be futher improved aiming at providing a fully
featured testing environment. In particular, one can think about developing
a testing tool equipped with a graphical user interface able to show on-the-�y
the current simulated network topology. This interface could also help in set-
ting up the initial topology, con�gure each UserModeLinux host and boot the
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simulation environment. Moreover, deploying a dedicated, lightweight control
application on each virtual machine, the developer could also be able to control
how the network topology evolves directly from the graphical user interface.
This kind of testing tool could �nd its natural environment as an additional
plug-in into an open, extensible integrated development environment such as
IBM's Eclipse [15]. Finally, further investigation is needed on those aspects
regarding how to simulate low bandwidth and packet losses inside virtual ma-
chines. Some existing solution such as the NIST-Net [34] emulator could be
helpful in solving this problem.
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evolved MAODV

For the sake of completeness, we will here illustrate the pseudocode regarding
the sole reconnection process in the original MAODV as well as in our modi-
�ed algorithm. Our goal is to show where our modi�cations regarding requests
propagation and replies forwarding actually impact on the algorithm's proce-
dures. The other protocol's functions are not described because our modi�ca-
tions are pure additions to the existing mechanisms. Hence, there are basically
no issues regarding their integration in the original algorithm. Besides the
functions reported in the following, a periodic procedure in charge of removing
from the current MulticastTable non-recently used entries is also needed.

A.1. Original MAODV
The data needed at each node are reported in Data Structures 1, 2, 3 and 4
(GroupId and NodeId are prede�ned types representing identi�ers for groups
and individual nodes respectively). For accessing and manipulating the current
data values at a given node, the following primitives can be de�ned:

• MTableLookUp(m : GroupId) for accessing the entry relative to a given
multicast group in the multicast table.

• FTableLookUp(n : NodeId , b : N) for accessing in the forward table the
entry relative to a certain requiring node with a given broadcastId, if
multiple entries with the given parameters exist, then the function re-
turns the one with the greatest value in the DestSeqNum �eld, while the
value of HopCount is used to break ties (smaller HopCount is better).

• RTableLookUp(n : NodeId , b : N) for accessing in the reverse table the
entry relative to a certain requiring node with a given broadcastId, if
multiple entries with the given parameters exist, then the function re-
turns the one with the greatest value in the DestSeqNum �eld, while the
value of HopCount is used to break ties (smaller HopCount is better)
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• getBCastId() for accessing the current value of the broadcastId at the
considered node.

• incBCastId() for incrementing by one the value of the broadcastId at the
considered node.

• getGroupSequenceNum(m : GroupId) for accessing the current value of
the group sequence number at the considered node for the given multicast
group.

• setGroupSequenceNum(m : GroupId ,n : N) for setting the value of the
group sequence number at the considered node for a given multicast
group1.

• collectReply(r : RREP) collects a reply just received at the local node.

• getBestReply(b : N) for retrieving the best reply2 received in response to
a request carrying a given broadcastId.

• setGroupLeader(m : GroupId , b : BOOLEAN ) for identifying a given
node as the group leader of a network partition.

• isGroupLeader(m : GroupId) will return TRUE if the local node is a
group leader for the given multicast group.

The LinkDirection �eld in the NextHopT type is relative to the location of
the group leader, i.e. USPTREAM holds for the next hop towards the group
leader, DOWNSTREAM holds for all the others active, neighboring nodes.
Each node must necessarily have only one UPSTREAM node. The messages
the protocol exploits are reported in Message 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Data Structure 1 NextHopT
NextHopId : NodeId
LinkDirection : {UPSTREAM ,DOWNSTREAM }
Enabled : BOOL

1Only a node that is the current group leader of a given partition is allowed to modify the
group sequence number

2If it exists, the best reply received is the one that carries the greatest group sequence
number. If multiple replies carry the same group sequence number, then the smallest
hop count can be used to break ties.
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Data Structure 2 MulticastTableEntry
DestG : GroupId
DestSeqNum : N
Member : BOOL
GroupLeaderId : NodeId
HopToGLeader : N
NextHops : listOf < NextHopT >

Data Structure 3 ReverseTableEntry
ReqNode : NodeId
BCastId : N . Used for distinguish di�erent requests from the same node.
DestG : GroupId
HopCount : N
NextHop : NodeId

Data Structure 4 ForwardTableEntry
ReqNode : NodeId
BCastId : N . Used for distinguish di�erent requests from the same node.
DestG : GroupId
HopCount : N
NextHop : NodeId

Message 1 RREQ
ReqNode : NodeId
DestG : GroupId
BCastId : N
DestSeqNum : N
HopCount : N
HopToGLeader : N
JoinFlag : BOOL
RepairFlag : BOOL
TimeToLive : N

Message 2 RREP
RespNode : NodeId
ReqNode : NodeId
DestG : GroupId
BCastId : N
DestSeqNum : N
HopToGLeader : N
GLeaderId : NodeId
JoinFlag : BOOL
RepairFlag : BOOL
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Message 3 MACT
DestinationNode : NodeId
ReqNode : NodeId
BCastId : N
DestG : GroupId
JoinFlag : BOOL
PruneFlag : BOOL
GroupLeaderFlag : BOOL

Message 4 GRPH
GroupLeaderId : NodeId
DestG : GroupId
DestSeqNum : N
HopToGLeader : N
UpdateFlag : BOOL

Procedure 1 Reconnection procedure at node i
1: procedure GenerateRREQ(join : BOOL, repair : BOOL,mGroup : GroupId)
2: msg ← newRREQ()

3: incBCastId()

4: msg .ReqNode ← i
5: msg .DestG ← mGroup
6: msg .BCastId ← getBCastId()

7: if ∃ e : MulticastTableEntry(e = MTableLookUp(mGroup)) then
8: msg .DestSeqNum ← e.destSeqNum
9: msg .HopCount ← e.HopToGLeader
10: else
11: msg .DestSeqNum ← 0

12: msg .HopCount ← 0

13: end if
14: msg .TimeToLive ← TTL THRESHOLD
15: if joining then
16: msg .JoinFlag ← TRUE
17: msg .RepairFlag ← FALSE
18: msg .HopToGLeader ←∞
19: else if repairing then . If repairing, then MTableLookUp(mGroup) must exist.
20: msg .JoinFlag ← FALSE
21: msg .RepairFlag ← TRUE
22: msg .HopToGLeader ← MTableLookUp(mGroup).HopToGLeader
23: else
24: msg .JoinFlag ← FALSE
25: msg .RepairFlag ← FALSE
26: msg .HopToGLeader ←∞
27: end if
28: sendBroadcast(msg)

29: wait(RREP WAIT TIME , activateReplies)
30: end procedure
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Procedure 2 Path activation at node i
1: procedure activateReplies()
2: if ∃ reply : RREP(reply = getBestReply(getBCastId()) then
3: activation ← newMACT . At least a new link has been found.
4: activation.DestinationNode ← reply .RespNode
5: activation.ReqNode ← i
6: activation.BCastId ← reply .BCastId
7: activation.DestG ← mGroup
8: activation.JoinFlag ← join
9: activation.PruneFlag ← FALSE
10: activation.GroupLeaderFlag ← FALSE
11: send(activation, reply .RespNode)
12: if ¬∃ e : MulticastTableEntry(e = MTableLookUp(msg .DestG)) then
13: MTable ← MTable∪(reply .DestG , reply .DestSeqNum, reply .JoinFlag , reply .GLeaderId , 0, ∅)
14: end if
15: else
16: setGroupSequenceNumber(0) . No new link found, starting group leader.
17: gprhNew ← newGRPH
18: gprhNew .GroupLeaderId ← i
19: gprhNew .DestG ← mGroup
20: gprhNew .DestSeqNum ← getGroupSequenceNum()

21: gprhNew .HopToGLeader ← 0

22: gprhNew .UpdateFlag ← TRUE
23: sendBroadcast(gprhNew)

24: setGroupLeader(mGroup,TRUE)

25: end if
26: end procedure
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Procedure 3 On receiving a RREQ message at node i from node j
1: procedure receiveRREQ(rreq : RREQ)
2: rreq .TimeToLive ← rreq .TimeToLive − 1

3: if ∃ e : MulticastTableEntry(e = MTableLookUp(rreq .DestG) ∧ e.DestSeqNum ≥
rreq .DestSeqNum ∧ e.HopToGLeader ≤ rreq .HopToGLeader) then

4: if e.Member = rreq .JoinFlag ∨ rreq .JoinFlag = FALSE then
5: rrep ← newRREP . Responding to requiring node.
6: rrep.RespNode ← i
7: rrep.ReqNode ← rreq .ReqNode
8: rrep.DestG ← rreq .DestG
9: rrep.BCastId ← rreq .BCastId
10: rrep.DestSeqNum ← max (e.DestSeqNum, rreq .DestSeqNum)

11: rrep.HopToGLeader ← e.HopCount
12: rrep.GLeaderId ← e.GroupLeaderId
13: rrep.JoinFlag ← rreq .JoinFlag
14: rrep.RepairFlag ← FALSE
15: send(rrep, j )
16: end if
17: else if ∃ e : MulticastTableEntry(e = MTableLookUp(rreq .DestG) ∧ e.Member =

FALSE) then
18: RTable ← RTable ∪ (rreq .ReqNode, rreq .BCastId , rreq .DestG , rreq .HopCount , j )
19: if ¬∃ e : MulticastTableEntry(e = MTableLookUp(rreq .DestG)) then
20: MTable ← MTable∪(rreq .DestG , rreq .DestSeqNum, rreq .JoinFlag ,null , 0, ∅)
21: end if
22: e ← MTableLookUp(rreq .DestG)

23: e.NextHops ← e.NextHops ∪ (j ,DOWNSTREAM ,FALSE)

24: rreq .HopCount ← rreq .HopCount + 1

25: if rreq .TimeToLive > 0 then . Forwarding the request to other nodes.
26: sendBroadcast(rreq)

27: end if
28: end if
29: end procedure

Procedure 4 On receiving a RREP message at node i from node j
1: procedure receiveRREP(rrep : RREP)
2: e ← MTableLookUp(rrep.DestG)

3: e.NextHops ← e.NextHops ∪ (j ,UPSTREAM ,FALSE)

4: if rrep.ReqNode = i then
5: collectReply(rrep)

6: else
7: FTable ← FTable ∪ (rrep.ReqNode, rrep.BCastId , rrep.DestG , rrep.HopCount , j )
8: rrep.HopCount ← rrep.HopCount + 1

9: send(rrep,RTableLookUp(rrep.DestG , rrep.BCastId).NextHop)

10: end if
11: end procedure
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Procedure 5 On receiving a MACT message at node i from node j
1: procedure receiveMACT(mact : MACT )
2: n1← (n1 ∈ MTableLookUp(mact .DestG).NextHops | n1.NextHop = j )
3: n1.Enabled ← TRUE
4: if mact .DestinationNode 6= i then
5: n2← (n2 ∈ MTableLookUp(mact .DestG).NextHops | n2.NextHop = next)
6: n2.Enabled ← TRUE
7: nextHop ← FTableLookUp(mact .DestG ,mact .BCastId).NextHop
8: send(mact ,nextHop)

9: end if
10: end procedure

A.2. Evolved MAODV
We will now describe our modi�ed reconnection procedure highlighting the
di�erences with respect to the original protocol. For what concerns the data
structures and the format messages, the only modi�cation needed is in the
RREQ message for the addition of the OverlayLimited �ag, see Message 5
for that. The functions that need to be modi�ed are instead described in
Procedure 6, 7 and 8. An additional function, described in Procedure 9, is also
needed for exploiting the particular forwarding rule we devised.

Message 5 RREQ
ReqNode : NodeId
DestG : GroupId
BCastId : N
DestSeqNum : N
HopCount : N
HopToGLeader : N
JoinFlag : BOOL
RepairFlag : BOOL
TimeToLive : N
OverlayLimitedFlag : BOOL
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Procedure 6 Reconnection procedure at node i
1: procedure GenerateRREQ(join : BOOL, repair : BOOL,mGroup : GroupId)
2: msg : RREQ
3: incBCastId()

4: msg .ReqNode ← i
5: msg .DestG ← mGroup
6: msg .BCastId ← getBCastId()

7: if ∃ e : MulticastTableEntry(e = MTableLookUp(mGroup)) then
8: msg .DestSeqNum ← e.destSeqNum
9: msg .HopCount ← e.HopToGLeader
10: else
11: msg .DestSeqNum ← 0

12: msg .HopCount ← 0

13: end if
14: msg .TimeToLive ← TTL THRESHOLD
15: if joining then
16: msg .JoinFlag ← TRUE
17: msg .RepairFlag ← FALSE
18: msg .HopToGLeader ←∞
19: else if repairing then . If repairing, then MTableLookUp(mGroup) must exist.
20: msg .JoinFlag ← FALSE
21: msg .RepairFlag ← TRUE
22: msg .HopToGLeader ← MTableLookUp(mGroup).HopToGLeader
23: else
24: msg .JoinFlag ← FALSE
25: msg .RepairFlag ← FALSE
26: msg .HopToGLeader ←∞
27: end if
28: msg .OverlayLimitedFlag ← FALSE
29: if ¬∃ e : MulticastTableEntry(e = MTableLookUp(msg .DestG)) then
30: MTable ← MTable ∪ (msg .DestG ,msg .DestSeqNum,msg .JoinFlag ,null , 0, ∅)
31: end if
32: sendBroadcast(msg)

33: wait(RREP WAIT TIME , activateReplies)
34: end procedure
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Procedure 7 On receiving a RREQ message at node i from node j
1: procedure receiveRREQ(rreq : RREQ)
2: rreq .TimeToLive ← rreq .TimeToLive − 1

3: if ∃ e : MulticastTableEntry(eMTableLookUp(rreq .DestG) ∧ e.DestSeqNum ≥
rreq .DestSeqNum ∧ e.HopToGLeader < rreq .HopToGLeader) then

4: if e.Member = rreq .JoinFlag ∨ rreq .JoinFlag = FALSE then
5: rrep ← newRREP . Responding to requiring node.
6: rrep.RespNode ← i
7: rrep.ReqNode ← rreq .ReqNode
8: rrep.DestG ← rreq .DestG
9: rrep.BCastId ← rreq .BCastId
10: rrep.DestSeqNum ← max (e.DestSeqNum, rreq .DestSeqNum)

11: rrep.HopToGLeader ← e.HopCount
12: rrep.GLeaderId ← e.GroupLeaderId
13: rrep.JoinFlag ← rreq .JoinFlag
14: rrep.RepairFlag ← FALSE
15: send(rrep, j )
16: else if ¬isGroupLeader(rreq .DestG) then
17: forwardRREQ(rreq) . Forwarding the request to other nodes.
18: end if
19: else
20: forwardRREQ(rreq) . Forwarding the request to other nodes.
21: end if
22: end procedure

Procedure 8 On receiving a RREP message at node i from node j
1: procedure receiveRREP(rrep : RREP)
2: e ← MTableLookUp(rrep.DestG)

3: e.NextHops ← e.NextHops ∪ (j ,UPSTREAM ,FALSE)

4: if rrep.ReqNode = i then
5: collectReply(rrep)

6: else
7: FTable ← FTable ∪ (rrep.ReqNode, rrep.BCastId , rrep.DestG , rrep.HopCount , j )
8: rrep.HopCount ← rrep.HopCount + 1

9: e ← MTableLookUp(rrep.DestG)

10: nextHop ← RTableLookUp(rrep.DestG , rrep.BCastId).NextHop
11: if ¬∃n : NextHopT (n ∈ e.NextHops ∧ n.NextHopId = nextHop ∧ n.Enabled =

TRUE then
12: rrep.RespNode ← i . Rewriting the responding node id.
13: end if
14: send(rrep,nextHop)

15: end if
16: end procedure
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Procedure 9 Forwarding a RREQ message coming from node j at node i
1: procedure forwardRREQ(rreq : RREQ)
2: if ∃ e : MulticastTableEntry(e = MTableLookUp(rreq .DestG)) then
3: if rreq .OverlayLimited = FALSE ∧ ¬∃n : NextHopT (n ∈ e.NextHops ∧

n.NextHopId = j ) then
4: rreq .OverlayLimitedFlag = TRUE . The message jumped o� the tree.
5: RTable ← RTable∪(rreq .ReqNode, rreq .BCastId , rreq .DestG , rreq .HopCount , j )
6: e.NextHops ← e.NextHops ∪ (j ,null ,FALSE)

7: rreq .HopCount ← rreq .HopCount + 1

8: u ← (u ∈ e.NextHops | u.LinkDirection = UPSTREAM )

9: if rreq .TimeToLive > 0 then
10: send(rreq , u) . Forwarding request upstream.
11: end if
12: else if rreq .OverlayLimitedFlag = TRUE then . The �ag is set.
13: RTable ← RTable∪(rreq .ReqNode, rreq .BCastId , rreq .DestG , rreq .HopCount , j )
14: e.NextHops ← e.NextHops ∪ (j ,null ,FALSE)

15: rreq .HopCount ← rreq .HopCount + 1

16: u ← (u ∈ e.NextHops | u.LinkDirection = UPSTREAM )

17: if rreq .TimeToLive > 0 then
18: send(rreq , u) . Forwarding request upstream.
19: end if
20: end if
21: else
22: RTable ← RTable ∪ (rreq .ReqNode, rreq .BCastId , rreq .DestG , rreq .HopCount , j )
23: e.NextHops ← e.NextHops ∪ (j ,null ,FALSE)

24: rreq .HopCount ← rreq .HopCount + 1

25: if rreq .TimeToLive > 0 then
26: sendBroadcast(rreq)

27: end if
28: end if
29: end procedure
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B.1. Sample con�guration �le
The following XML entries describe the parameters and timeouts needed for
a correct functioning of the Overlay Manager. The developer should carefully
identify these values depending on the deployment scenario, with particular
attention to the average number of mobile nodes present in the system, the ex-
pected degree of mobility and the particular application the system is targeted
for. For more information on the semantics of each parameter, please refer to
Subsection 5.4.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<!DOCTYPE preferences SYSTEM 'http://java.sun.com/dtd/preferences.dtd'>

<preferences EXTERNAL_XML_VERSION="1.0">
<root type="user">

<map />
<node name="polimi">
<map />
<node name="manetOverlayMgr">
<map>

<entry key="ALLOWED_HELLO_LOSS" value="3" />
<entry key="ALLOWED_BEACON_LOSS" value="3" />
<entry key="BYTE_BUFFER_SIZE" value="16384" />
<entry key="DISCOVER_TIMEOUT" value="1500" />
<entry key="GROUP_SEQUENCE_TOLERANCE" value="2" />
<entry key="HELLO_INTERVAL" value="4000" />
<entry key="RECONNECTION_TRIGGER" value="2" />
<entry key="REQUEST_RETRIES" value="3" />
<entry key="TTL_INCREMENT" value="3" />
<entry key="TTL_THRESHOLD" value="8" />

</map>
</node>

</node>
</root>

</preferences>

For what concerns the reactive solution, the con�guration �le is only slighlty
di�erent because the ALLOWED BEACON LOSS parameter is missing. For
the identi�cation of suitable values also in that case, besides the considera-
tions we previously pointed out, the developer should also pay attention to the
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particular recon�guration mechanism used for rearranging subscription routes
after a link breakage. Depending on this last, a more or less aggressive recon-
nection procedure may be used.
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C.1. A sample scenario
The following XML �le describes a sample scenario composed of four mobile
nodes to be used with UserModeLinux and the VNUML parser to set up a
suitable setting for testing software to be deployed on MANETs.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE vnuml SYSTEM "/usr/local/share/xml/vnuml/vnuml.dtd">
<vnuml>
<global>

<version>1.3</version>
<simulation_name>manet4</simulation_name>
<ssh_key>/root/.ssh/identity.pub</ssh_key>
<automac/>
<ip_offset>100</ip_offset>
<host_mapping/>

</global>
<net name="Net1"/>
<net name="Net2"/>
<net name="Net3"/>
<net name="Net4"/>
<vm name="uml1">

<filesystem type="cow">/usr/local/share/vnuml/filesystems/node_fs</filesystem>
<mem>50M</mem>
<if id="1" net="Net1">
<ipv4>10.0.1.1</ipv4>

</if>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.1.2">10.0.2.0/24</route>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.1.3">10.0.3.0/24</route>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.1.4">default</route>

</vm>
<vm name="uml2">

<filesystem type="cow">/usr/local/share/vnuml/filesystems/node_fs</filesystem>
<if id="1" net="Net2">
<ipv4>10.0.2.2</ipv4>

</if>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.2.1">10.0.1.0/24</route>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.2.3">10.0.3.0/24</route>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.2.4">default</route>

</vm>
<vm name="uml3">

<filesystem type="cow">/usr/local/share/vnuml/filesystems/node_fs</filesystem>
<if id="1" net="Net3">
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<ipv4>10.0.3.3</ipv4>
</if>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.3.1">10.0.1.0/24</route>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.3.2">10.0.2.0/24</route>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.3.4">default</route>

</vm>
<vm name="uml4">

<filesystem type="cow">/usr/local/share/vnuml/filesystems/node_fs</filesystem>
<if id="1" net="Net4">
<ipv4>10.0.4.4</ipv4>

</if>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.4.3">10.0.3.0/24</route>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.4.2">10.0.2.0/24</route>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.4.1">default</route>

</vm>
<vm name="uml1-2">

<filesystem type="cow">/usr/local/share/vnuml/filesystems/node_fs</filesystem>
<if id="1" net="Net1">
<ipv4>10.0.1.2</ipv4>

</if>
<if id="2" net="Net2">
<ipv4>10.0.2.1</ipv4>

</if>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.2.1">default</route>
<forwarding type="ipv4" />

</vm>
<vm name="uml1-3">

<filesystem type="cow">/usr/local/share/vnuml/filesystems/node_fs</filesystem>
<if id="1" net="Net1">
<ipv4>10.0.1.3</ipv4>

</if>
<if id="2" net="Net3">
<ipv4>10.0.3.1</ipv4>

</if>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.3.1">default</route>
<forwarding type="ipv4" />

</vm>
<vm name="uml1-4">

<filesystem type="cow">/usr/local/share/vnuml/filesystems/node_fs</filesystem>
<if id="1" net="Net1">
<ipv4>10.0.1.4</ipv4>

</if>
<if id="2" net="Net4">
<ipv4>10.0.4.1</ipv4>

</if>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.4.1">default</route>
<forwarding type="ipv4" />

</vm>
<vm name="uml2-3">

<filesystem type="cow">/usr/local/share/vnuml/filesystems/node_fs</filesystem>
<if id="1" net="Net2">
<ipv4>10.0.2.3</ipv4>

</if>
<if id="2" net="Net3">
<ipv4>10.0.3.2</ipv4>

</if>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.3.2">default</route>
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<forwarding type="ipv4" />
</vm>
<vm name="uml2-4">

<filesystem type="cow">/usr/local/share/vnuml/filesystems/node_fs</filesystem>
<if id="1" net="Net2">
<ipv4>10.0.2.4</ipv4>

</if>
<if id="2" net="Net4">
<ipv4>10.0.4.2</ipv4>

</if>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.4.2">default</route>
<forwarding type="ipv4" />

</vm>
<vm name="uml3-4">

<filesystem type="cow">/usr/local/share/vnuml/filesystems/node_fs</filesystem>
<if id="1" net="Net3">
<ipv4>10.0.3.4</ipv4>

</if>
<if id="2" net="Net4">
<ipv4>10.0.4.3</ipv4>

</if>
<route type="inet" gw="10.0.4.3">default</route>
<forwarding type="ipv4" />

</vm>
</vnuml>
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